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MODELLING AND ANALYSES OF DAMPED MULTI-LAYERED
STRUCTURES
SUMMARY
Mechanical vibrations may cause several undesired effects on mechanical systems
such as noise, durability problems, functional disorders, even fatal damages on the
large structures. Therefore, academicians and R&D engineers have been putting great
efforts for the investigation of structural vibrations and controlling (or limiting)
vibration amplitudes. One of the widely used methods for reducing the vibrations is
covering the mechanical system without modifying the original function of the
structure. This can be done with layer damping treatments which are known as
efficient, lightweight and low-cost. Besides, the mechanical structures can be directly
built using the sandwich-type of panels containing damping layers. Although
commonly used in automotive industry, aeronautics and aerospace applications, naval
and offshore structures, the mechanical behaviour of these layered structures are not
well-understood and eventually cannot be accurately modelled. Despite the existence
of some finite element (FE) approaches suggested for modelling the multi-layered
structures, the majority of these methods are based on undamped applications.
Considering damping, in addition to the frequency-dependent material properties,
increases the complexity of the problems. The suggested methods in commercial
programmes are unwieldy, even for simple cases, the problem size may increase
dramatically for composites having a few layers. Alternatively, theories using higherorder complex functions for modelling the deformation scheme along the composite
thickness is also acknowledged. However, these approaches bring complexity for
practical usage in finite elements. Therefore, there is a need for accurate, practical and
cost-effective modelling approaches. Furthermore, a high precision procedure for
identification of dynamic properties of commonly used and promising materials in
multi-layered structures is also a requirement. This thesis aims to develop modelling
methods and identify the elastic and damping properties of the multi-layered structures
considered for damping treatments. New analytical, numerical and experimental
studies have been performed in order to achieve these objectives.
In the scope of this thesis, a comprehensive review for analytical and finite element
modelling of the damped multi-layered structures is performed. A family of multilayered solid elements (in 8-, 12-, and 20-noded configuration) is developed,
implemented in in-house FE code and evaluated. Although the 12-node solid element
is not widely used in practice as it does not satisfy the geometric isotropy, it has been
deliberately involved in this research in order to have higher interpolation function
along the thickness direction and decrease the computation time. The proposed solid
elements are assessed using some numerical studies of multi-layered structures.
Moreover, a new equivalent shell finite element (FE) for modelling damped multi‐
layered structures is presented in this thesis. The method used for developing the new
FE for such structures is based on the idea that the strain energy of the equivalent
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single‐layer FE must be equal to the sum of the strain energies of individual layers.
The so‐called energy coefficients are defined for this purpose for the extensional,
bending and shear deformations of the composite structure. These coefficients are then
determined and used as correction multipliers during stacking the elemental matrices
of individual layers. Several assumptions for strain and stress distributions are
examined. Among those, the ones based on second‐order strain or stress distribution
assumption through the composite thickness, are investigated for deriving the shear
energy coefficients. The damping capability of the FE developed here arises from
using complex Young’s modulus to define the material properties of individual layers.
The resulting equivalent single‐layer shell element with four nodes has six degrees‐of‐
freedom per node. The accuracy, advantages and limitations of the composite FE
developed in this work are investigated using experimental as well as theoretical
results. In the light of the finding of these investigations, further enhancement in the
formulation is made by also utilising a new shear correction factor for the individual
layers in the equivalent shell element. Conclusive results for free‐ and constrainedlayer structures confirm that the enhanced equivalent shell FE developed in this thesis
can be used effectively for the prediction of the modal properties of damped multi‐
layered structures.
The importance of the shear deformation in the damped multi-layered structures are
emphasised, and it is proved that the accurate modelling approach for such structures
can only be provided by determining the appropriate shear stress behaviour through
the composite thickness. An alternative composite shell FE formulation using existing
shear correction factor formulations in the literature is performed. Accordingly, several
shear correction formulations are inspected, and their applicability in the proposed FE
is investigated. Using a single shear correction factor for the whole composite structure
and employing individual shear correction factors for individual layers in the proposed
formulation of the composite shell FE are assessed for frequency and loss factor
predictions of multi-layered structures for practical applications. The resulting
composite FE is validated using the results of the state-of-art 3D solid FEs. Beam, as
well as, plate type of structures are analysed, and the results reveal that the proposed
composite FE can predict the modal parameters of multi-layered structures with great
accuracy.
Oberst Beam Method is a commonly used experimental procedure for identification of
the frequency-dependent properties of materials. The use of a non-contact
electromagnetic excitation system is highly recommended in the literature using the
Oberst Beam Method. However, it is not possible to test a specimen made of nonmagnetic material using the Oberst beam test rig, comprising of an electromagnetic
exciter, unless the specimen is modified using some magnetic particles or small discs
made of a ferromagnetic material. Although doing so makes it possible to perform the
test, this results in an undesirable modification to the test specimen, leading to
unquantified levels of errors in the estimated material properties. An approach for
eliminating the adverse effects of such mass modification to the test specimen, which
also allows subsequent removal of the electromagnetic stiffening effects produced by
the electromagnetic exciter, is introduced in the thesis. The proposed method is
validated using both FE simulations and experimental data. Results confirm that the
proposed method for the removal of the adverse effects of mass modification,
combined with the subsequent removal of the electromagnetic stiffening effects, is
very effective, making it possible to determine the material properties of non-magnetic
materials with high accuracy.
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SÖNÜMLÜ ÇOK KATMANLI YAPILARIN MODELLENMESİ VE
ANALİZLERİ
ÖZET
Mekanik sistemlerde oluşan titreşimler konfor, güvenli çalışma ve dayanıklılık
üzerinde ciddi olumsuz etkilere neden olabilirler. İstenmeyen titreşimleri kontrol
edebilmek için yapıların dinamiklerin davranışlarını anlamak çok önemlidir. Bu
nedenle, yapısal titreşimleri araştırmak ve titreşim genliklerini azaltmak için birçok
teorik ve deneysel çalışma yapılagelmiştir. Mühendislik yapılarına sönüm özelliği
kazandıran yüzey tipi uygulamalar titreşim seviyelerinin düşürülmesi için oldukça
pratik ve işlevsel bir çözümdür. Ayrıca, bu yapılar katmanlı tasarımlarının genellikle
hafif, düşük maliyetli olması ve çevre dostu uygulamalara imkan vermesi sebebiyle de
avantajlıdır. Sönümleme katmanlarına sahip kompozit yapılar, istenmeyen gürültü ve
titreşimleri azaltmak için otomotiv endüstrisinde, havacılık ve uzay uygulamalarında,
deniz taşıtlarında ve beyaz eşyalarda sıklıkla kullanılmaktadır. Birçok yenilikçi
mühendislik uygulamasında, yük taşıyan direngen parçalar ya sönümleme
malzemeleri ile kaplanır ya da doğrudan sönümleme özelliğine sahip sandviç paneller
kullanılarak imal edilir. Ancak gereğinden fazla malzeme kullanımı yapının maliyetini
ve ağırlığını artırabilir. Bu nedenle, farklı malzeme kombinasyonlarını içeren yapıların
tasarımı, makul bir çaba ile faydaları maksimize etmek ve maliyeti en aza indirmek
için optimize edilmelidir. Sonuç olarak, çok katmanlı yapıların dinamik davranışını
modellemek ve kompozitlerin dinamik özelliklerini belirleyebilmek başarılı
uygulamalar için hayati önem taşımaktadır.
Sönümlü çok katmanlı yapıların dinamik davranışları, özellikle sönüm miktarı yüksek
olduğunda oldukça karmaşıktır. Deneysel testler, yapıların en doğru dinamik tepkisini
ortaya koymasına rağmen, her tasarımı prototipe dönüştürme ve test etme makul bir
seçenek değildir. Literatürdeki mevcut analitik yöntemler gerçek mühendislik yapıları
yerine yalnızca basit geometrilere uygulanabilir durumdadır. Bu nedenle, mekanik
uyarımlara maruz kalan karmaşık geometrilerin dinamik davranışlarını tahmin etmek
için uygun maliyetli bir sayısal modelleme yaklaşımı gereklidir. Uygun sayısal
modellerle çok katmanlı yapılar henüz tasarım aşamasında güvenilir bir şekilde
optimize edilebilir.
Mevcut modelleme yaklaşımları genellikle sönümsüz veya hafif sönümlü çok katmanlı
yapılar için geliştirilmiştir ve yüksek sönümlü durumlar için revize edilmeleri
gerekmektedir. Pasif sönümleme uygulamalarında kullanılan malzemelerin mekanik
özellikleri çoğunlukla frekansa ve sıcaklığa bağlı olduğundan, bu tür malzemeleri
içeren yapıları modellemenin zorluğu sönümleme malzemelerinin doğrusal olmayan
özelliklerinin dahil edilmesi ile daha karmaşık hale gelmektedir. Çok katmanlı
yapıların modellenmesi için bazı sonlu eleman (SE) yaklaşımları literatürde
mevcuttur, fakat bu yaklaşımların uygulamaları genellikle zahmetlidir. Bunların
arasında, kompozit yapılardaki her katmanın üç boyutlu katı elemanlar kullanılarak
modellenmesi en temel yaklaşımdır. Ancak bu uygulama, basit bir yapı için bile,
problem boyutunu büyütmekte ve hesaplama maliyetini arttırmaktadır. Alternatif
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olarak, kompozit kalınlığı boyunca daha yüksek mertebeli karmaşık fonksiyonlar
içeren eşdeğer tek katmanlı modelleme yaklaşımları geniş çapta incelenmektedir.
Bununla birlikte, karmaşıklıkları ve daha fazla bilinmeyen içermeleri, bu
formülasyonların sönümleme tahminleri için SE kodlarında pratik olarak
uygulanmasında dezavantaj yaratabilir. Dahası, bu uygulamalarda hesaplama maliyeti
hala yüksek olmaktadır. Bu nedenle, sönümlü çok katmanlı yapıların modellenmesi
için gürbüz, kullanışlı ve daha uygun maliyetli eşdeğer tek katmanlı bir SE yaklaşımı
gereklidir.
Çok katmanlı yapıların elastik ve sönümleme özelliklerinin belirlenmesi, hem
kompozitlerin dinamikler davranışlarını karakterize etmek hem de sonlu eleman
modellerini doğrulamak için çok önemlidir. Hafif metallerin ve alaşımlarının yanı sıra
biyo-elyaf, karbon ve cam elyaf gibi metalik olmayan mühendislik malzemelerinin ve
bunların kompozitlerinin kullanımı, son birkaç on yılda yüksek teknolojik
uygulamalarda sürekli olarak artmaktadır. Bu tür malzemelerin ve bunların
kompozitlerinin özellikleri genellikle çekme, basma, eğilme veya darbe testleri ile elde
edilmektedir. Ancak, frekansa bağlı mekanik özellikler yukarıda bahsedilen testlerle
tahmin edilemez. Dinamik mekanik analiz, frekansa bağlı özellik tanımlaması için
kullanılabilmesine rağmen, düşük frekanslı uyarma koşulları ve mekanik
bağlantılardaki doğrusal olmayan etkiler pratik uygulamaları sınırlamaktadır. Öte
yandan, frekansa bağlı malzeme özelliklerinin tayini için sıklıkla kullanılan standart
Oberst Kiriş Yöntemi (OKY), test numunelerinde bazı modifikasyonlar yapılmadıkça
manyetik olmayan yapılar için kullanılamaz. Bu modifikasyonlar, testlerin Oberst test
donanımında yapılmasına izin verse de, numunedeki değişikliklerin neden olduğu
olumsuz etkilerin seviyeleri belirsizdir. Bu olumsuz etkilerin miktarı daha hassas
karakterizasyon testleri için belirlenmeli ve ölçümlerden bertaraf edilmelidir. Böylece,
OKY, manyetik olmayan malzemeler ve kompozitleri dahil olmak üzere daha geniş
bir malzeme yelpazesine uygulanacak şekilde geliştirilebilir.
Bu tezin temel amacı, sonlu elemanlar yöntemi kullanılarak sönümlü çok katmanlı
yapılar için verimli modelleme teknikleri geliştirmektir, böylece bu tür yapılar
özellikle titreşim sönümleme için optimize edilebilir. Bu tezin bir diğer amacı da,
gürültü ve titreşim seviyelerini azaltmak veya kontrol etmek için çok katmanlı
yapılarda yaygın olarak kullanılan ve gelecekte kullanılabilecek manyetik olmayan
malzemelerin karakterizasyonu alanında katkı sağlamaktır.
Tez kapsamında daha pratik ve düşük maliyetli SE modelleme yaklaşımları
geliştirmek için öncelikle çok katmanlı katı elemanların uygulanabilirliği
araştırılmıştır. Bu amaçla literatürdeki sonlu elemanlar incelenmiştir. Daha sonra bir
dizi çok katmanlı (8, 12 ve 20 düğüm noktalı) katı eleman formülasyonu önerilmiş ve
SE kodunda uygulanmıştır. Burada, geometrik olarak izotropik olmadığı için yaygın
olarak kullanılmayan 12 düğüm noktalı katı eleman konfigürasyonu, hesaplama
süresini azaltırken kalınlık yönü boyunca daha yüksek mertebeden bir interpolasyon
fonksiyonuna sahip olmak amacıyla formülasyonlara dahil edilmiştir. Sunulan 12
düğüm noktalı eleman, 20 düğüm noktalı elemana benzer sonuçlar vermesine ve
hesaplama süresinde bir miktar tasarruf sağlamasına rağmen, bu iyileştirmenin pratik
uygulamalar için yetersiz olduğu sonucuna varılmıştır. Sunulan sonuçlar ayrıca, çok
katmanlı bir yapı katı elemanlar kullanılarak modellenecekse, her katman için kalınlık
yönü boyunca en az bir elemanın kullanılması gerektiğini ortaya koymaktadır. Ne
yazık ki bu durum birçok uygulamada aşırı maliyetlere yol açtığından pratik değildir.
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Daha sonra, daha hesaplı bir modelleme yaklaşımı olan eşdeğer kabuk sonlu eleman
geliştirmek için enerji bazlı bir SE türetme yaklaşımı ortaya konmuştur. Çok katmanlı
yapının eşdeğer direngenlik matrisini elde etmek için tek tek ele alınan katmanların,
deformasyon sırasında kompozit içerisindeki şekil değiştirme enerjilerini dikkate alan,
düzeltilmiş karmaşık diregenlik matrislerini birleştirmeye dayalı formülasyonlar
sunulmuştur. Bahsi geçen enerji bazlı düzeltmeler, çok katmanlı konfigürasyondaki
her katmanın uzama, eğilme ve kayma deformasyonları dikkate alınarak her katman
için elde edilen "Enerji Katsayıları" tanımlanarak yapılmıştır. Eğilme Enerjisi
Katsayıları (EEK'ler), Birinci Mertebeden Kayma Deformasyon Teorisi’ne (BKDT)
dayanan kiriş eğilme teorisi kullanılarak analitik olarak elde edilmiştir. Ayrıca, Kayma
Enerjisi Katsayıları’nın (KEK) hesaplanması için ikinci dereceden bir kayma gerinim
dağılımı varsayımı kullanılmıştır. Eşdeğer kabuk SE, tek tek katmanların kütle ve
direngenlik matrisleri ile EEK ve KEK’ler kullanılarak formüle edilmektedir.
Kompozit SE'ye sönüm özelliği, her katman için karmaşık Young modülü yaklaşımı
kullanılarak kazandırılmıştır. Sunulan kompozit SE serbest katmanlı yapılar için
literatürdeki deneysel sonuçların yanı sıra referans kabuk SE'lere sahip modeller
kullanılarak doğrulanmıştır. Sonuçlar, ikinci dereceden gerinim yaklaşımına dayanan
eşdeğer SE'nin serbest katmanlı yapıların doğal frekans ve sönüm değerlerini yüksek
doğrulukla tahmin edebileceğini göstermektedir. Ek olarak, sunulan kompozit SE'nin
simetrik kısıtlı katmanlı yapıları modellemedeki performansı 3B katı elemanları içeren
pahalı modeller ile yapılan analizlerle karşılaştırılarak değerlendirilmiştir. Neticede,
ikinci dereceden gerinim yaklaşımına dayanan kompozit SE'nin kısıtlı tabaka sönümlü
yapıların dinamik modellemesi için yetersiz olduğu sonucuna varılmıştır.
Bu tezdeki gözlemler ve literatürdeki bulgular ışığında, ikinci dereceden gerinim
varsayımına kıyasla gerçek fiziksel davranışın daha iyi yansıtılması için kompozit
kalınlık boyunca sürekli bir gerilme dağılımı gerekliliği mevcuttur. Buna göre,
önerilen kompozit SE yaklaşımının doğruluğunu iyileştirmek için, katmanlar arası
kalınlık doğrultusunda gerilme sürekliliğini karşılayan çeşitli yaklaşımlar KEK’lerin
hesaplanması için incelenmiştir. Bunlar arasından ikinci dereceden gerilme
varsayımının simetrik olmayan kompozitler de dahil olmak üzere çok katmanlı
yapıların modellenmesinde en pratik ve başarılı yaklaşım olacağı görüşüne varılmıştır.
Buna göre geliştirilen algoritma SE koduna yerleştirilmiştir. Gerçekleştirilen SE
analizlerinin sonuçları, dış katmanların kalınlığına yakın kalınlıkta merkez katmanlara
sahip kısıtlı tabakalı yapılar için ikinci dereceden gerilme varsayımının, gerinime
dayalı yaklaşıma göre daha iyi performans gösterdiğini doğrulamaktadır. Bununla
birlikte, önemli ölçüde daha yumuşak (daha az direngen) veya nispeten ince merkez
katmanlarına sahip kısıtlı katmanlı yapılar için bazı sınırlamalar da gözlemlenmiştir.
Sınırlamaları en aza indirmek ve eşdeğer kabuk SE yaklaşımını geliştirmek için
katman özelliklerinin ve kompozitin toplam kalınlığının bir fonksiyonu olarak yeni bir
kompozit SE kayma düzeltme faktörü önerilmiştir. Simetrik ve simetrik olmayan
kısıtlı katmanlı yapılar ile gerçekleştirilen sayısal analizler, önerilen yeni kayma
faktörünü kullanan geliştirilmiş kompozit SE'nin pratik uygulamalarda çok katmanlı
sönümlü yapıları modellemek için sağlam ve güçlü bir araç olduğunu doğrulamıştır.
Beklendiği gibi eşdeğer kabuk SE kullanımı, 3B katı elemanlar kullanarak yapılan
analizlere nazaran çok büyük miktarda hesaplama zamanı kazandırmaktadır. Aşırı
maliyetler nedeniyle üç boyutlu katı elemanlar kullanılarak modellenemeyen ve analiz
edilemeyen çeşitli problemlerin çözümlerinin, önerilen eşdeğer kompozit kabuk
elemanı kullanılarak gerçekleştirilebileceğine inanılmaktadır.
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Ayrıca tez kapsamında, literatürdeki mevcut kayma düzeltme faktörlerini kullanan
alternatif bir kompozit kabuk SE formülasyonu sunulmuştur. Yeni kompozit kabuk
SE, eğilme davranışı için önceki gibi EEK'leri kullanmaktadır. Yeni yaklaşımda, çok
katmanlı yapılar için literatürdeki mevcut kayma düzeltme faktörleri kompozit kayma
direngenliği matrisini elde etmek için kullanılabilmektedir. Bu amaçla, literatürdeki
çeşitli kayma düzeltme formülasyonları değerlendirilmiş ve bunların önerilen
yaklaşımda uygulanabilirliği değerlendirilmiştir. Bulgular, tüm kompozit yapı için tek
bir kayma düzeltme faktörü kullanmanın doğru sönümleme özellikleri
sağlayamadığını ortaya koymuştur. Bununla birlikte, kompozit kabuk SE'nin önerilen
formülasyonunda, ayrı ayrı katmanlar için ayrı kayma düzeltme faktörlerinin
kullanılmasının, pratik uygulamalarda çok katmanlı yapı için doğru frekans ve sönüm
tahminlerine imkan verdiği gösterilmiştir. Ayrıca, bu yaklaşımın örülen eleman ağı
yoğunluğuna daha az duyarlı olduğu düşünülmektedir.
Ferromanyetik malzemelerden yapılan numuneler, elektromanyetik bir uyarıcı ile
Oberst test donanımı kullanılarak güvenle uyarılabilir ve test edilebilir. Bununla
birlikte, bu yaygın olarak kullanılan test teçhizatı ile manyetik olmayan malzemelerin
test edilmesi, test numunesinin ucuna bazı manyetik parçacıklar veya ferromanyetik
diskler takılmadıkça mümkün değildir. Tez kapsamında bu modifikasyonların testler
üzerindeki etkileri incelenmiştir. Yapılan disk modifikasyonunun, sisteme
elektromanyetik bir direngenleştirme etkisi ile birlikte istenmeyen ilave ek kütle etkisi
doğurduğu ve bu durumun da elde edilen malzeme özelliklerinin doğruluğunu önemli
ölçüde azalttığı saptanmıştır. Modifiye edilmemiş sisteme göre, birleşik etkiler ilksel
titreşim kipleri için direngenlik etkisi baskın daha sonraki titreşim kipleri için kütle
etkisi baskın olabilir. Bu durumlar sırasıyla doğal frekans artışına veya azalmasına yol
açmaktadır. Uç kütle modifikasyonunun test örneğine olan olumsuz etkilerini ortadan
kaldırmak için tez kapsamında yeni bir yöntem önerilmiştir, bu yöntem daha sonra
elektromanyetik uyarıcı tarafından üretilen elektromanyetik direngenleştirme
etkilerinin kaldırılmasına da izin vermektedir. Önerilen yöntem, sayısal ve deneysel
çalışmalar kullanılarak doğrulanmıştır. Önerilen prosedürün çok yararlı olduğu ve
manyetik olmayan malzemelerin elastiklik modüllerinin ve kompozitlerin eşdeğer
elastik özelliklerinin yüksek doğrulukla belirlenmesine imkan verdiği görülmüştür.
Deneysel sonuçlar ayrıca manyetik direngenliğin ve kütle modifikasyonunun test
numunelerinin sönüm özellikleri üzerinde ihmal edilebilir etkilere sahip olduğunu
ortaya koymaktadır.
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Understanding the dynamics of structures is essential to control vibrations of
mechanical systems which may cause serious adverse effects on comfort, safe
operation and durability. Therefore, many theoretical and experimental studies have
been performed to investigate structural vibrations and to reduce vibration amplitudes.
The treatments using damping layers in engineering structures are quite practical and
functional solution for decreasing the vibration levels, especially in surface-type
structures. Furthermore, the layered design of structures is generally considered to be
very efficient as a result of being lightweight, low-cost and environment-friendly.
Structures that have damping layers are frequently employed in the automotive
industry, aeronautics and aerospace applications, ships and household appliances for
reducing undesirable noise and vibrations. In many engineering applications, loadcarrying stiff parts are either coated with damping materials or directly constructed
using sandwich panels with damping cores. However, excessive layer attachments
may increase the cost and the weight of the structure. Therefore, the design of
structures including the material combinations should be optimized for maximising the
benefits and minimising the cost with reasonable effort. Consequently, modelling the
dynamic behaviour of multi-layered structures and predicting the dynamic properties
of composites have vital importance for successful applications.
Problem
Dynamic behaviours of damped multi-layered structures are quite complicated
especially when damping is significantly high. Even though experimental tests yield
the most accurate dynamic response of built structures, prototyping and testing every
design option is not a feasible option. Although there are some analytical solutions
available, they are only applicable to simple geometries rather than actual engineering
structures. Therefore, a cost-effective numerical modelling approach is required for
predicting dynamic behaviours of complex geometries subjected to mechanical
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excitations. Reliable numerical models are also needed for optimizing such structures
at design stage.
The current modelling approaches are generally adjusted for the undamped or lightly
damped multi-layered structures and thus need to be revised for high level of damping.
The challenge of modelling such structures gets more complicated with the inclusion
of non-linear characteristics of the damping materials since the materials used in
passive damping treatments are mostly frequency and temperature-dependent. Despite
the existence of some finite element approaches for modelling multi-layered
structures, the applications of these approaches are generally cumbersome. Among
these, modelling the individual layers in composite structures using three dimensional
solid elements is the most basic approach, but even for a simple structure, doing so
dramatically, sometimes excessively, increases the computational cost of the problem.
Alternatively, equivalent single layer modelling approaches containing higher-order
complex functions along the composite thickness have been widely studied. However,
their complexity and higher number of unknowns leads to practical drawbacks for
implementation of these formulations into FE codes for damping estimations.
Furthermore, the computational cost still remains high. Therefore, a robust, convenient
and more cost-effective equivalent single layer FE approach is required for modelling
damped multi-layered structures.
Identification of elastic and damping properties of multi-layered structures is crucial
for both characterising the dynamics of composites and validating FE models. The use
of light metals and their alloys as well as non-metallic engineering materials such as
bio-fibres, carbon and glass fibres and their composites has been continuously
increasing during last few decades in higher technological applications. The properties
of these types of materials and their composites are usually obtained with quasi-static
or impact drop tests. However, frequency-dependent mechanical properties cannot be
predicted by abovementioned tests. Although the so-called dynamical mechanical
analysis can be used for frequency-dependent property identification, low-frequency
excitation conditions and non-linearities limit the applications. Moreover, the standard
Oberst Beam Method cannot be utilised on these non-magnetic structures unless some
modifications are made to the specimens. Although certain modifications allow
performing the tests in Oberst test rig, the levels of adverse effects caused by these
undesirable modifications have been uncertain. These adverse effects should be
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identified and removed from the measurements for precise identification tests. Thus,
OBM can be improved for application to a broader range of materials, including nonmagnetic materials and its composites.
Literature Review
In this section, the material damping and damping applications in multi-layered
structures are reviewed at first. Then, modelling approaches for multi-layered damped
structures and experimental identification methods for applicable to composites are
presented.
1.2.1 Material damping and damping applications in multi-layered structures
The frequently used materials in multi-layered structures for damping treatments are
elastomers, petroleum-based products or rubbers. The sheet forms of these materials
are very practical for covering the flat stiff plates and shells as well as large curved
surfaces. Besides, particle or sprayable materials are more favourable for rough
surfaces or complex geometries. These materials mostly exhibit viscoelastic
behaviour.
Although viscoelastic damping is considered in this study, consideration of the
damping mechanism in a wider perspective is beneficial. Material damping is
described as inherent energy dissipation in a motion cycle or during the deformation
of the material [1]. This type of damping stems from micromechanics and can occur
in the forms of thermal, electronic or magnetic field. Inherent damping is generally
characterized by a single parameter, which can be dependent on frequency and
temperature in engineering problems. Solid materials that contain internal damping
can be classified into anelastic and viscoelastic materials [2]. Anelastic solids reach
thermodynamic equilibrium under an applied force and then a relaxation process
occurs. A three-parameter (two springs and a damper) solid model approach is
generally preferred to describe thermoelastic damping or thermoplastic relaxation of
this type of materials. In contrast to the anelastic materials, viscous and viscoplastic
materials have non-recoverable response [2]. Besides, the viscoelastic behaviour has
combination of recoverable as well as non-recoverable response characteristics. In
viscoelastic materials, while some of the mechanical energy is stored, the remaining
energy is converted to heat (i.e. energy dissipation) [3]. Accordingly, if a viscoelastic
material subjected to a harmonic load, the strain follows the stress with a phase
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difference that is associated with the dissipated energy [4]. Many polymeric and glassy
materials exhibit viscoelastic characteristics. These materials can have improved
damping, strength, creep resistance, thermal stability properties in selected
temperature and frequency ranges by utilising appropriate compositions [5,6].
Layers of viscoelastic materials are frequently used for reducing excessive vibrations
in many engineering structures. The so-called free-layered applications ordinarily
comprise a viscoelastic layer adhered thermally or chemically on vibrating panels [7].
The damping layer can also be applied to the main structure by spraying [8]. In this
type of applications, the dissipated mechanical energy improves with an increase in
the extensional deformation of the damping material, therefore, distancing the
damping layer from the base structure with a spacer could improve the damping
performance of such materials subjected to bending [9]. On the other hand, in
constrained-layer damping applications, elastomeric materials are configured to locate
between two stiff layers [5,7]. The layers can be stacked together with a confinement
pressure, magnetically or by spraying [9]. The viscoelastic core is subjected to shear
deformation and the strain energy in this layer increases, thereby higher level of
damping is obtained. Moreover, using several layers with different damping levels can
also provide desired functionality in a broader range of temperature and frequency [7].
Constrained-layer damping treatments have been quite popular especially for
controlling noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH) problems [5,7]. Singh and Pellny
investigated the noise absorption performance of the constrained-layer dampers [10].
Lilley et al. [11] compared the constrained-layer damping treatments with other
applications for a floor pan of a vehicle. Bevan et al. [12] proposed a bulk application
method of the constrained-layer damping for car panels. Oosting et al. [13] examined
the layered damping application in vehicle frontal protection. It is demonstrated that
polyvinyl-butyral application in tempered car glass reduces a great amount of
structural and road noise and vibration [7]. The multi-layered damping application
with air gap was investigated for reducing interior noise by Deng and Liu [14].
Besides, utilising layered damping treatments are in aviation is also favourable [5,7].
Development of intelligent multi-layered structures to transform residual energies in
structures into useful work is also attracting attentions from researchers. In these
applications, mechanical energy is converted into electrical energy by using
piezoelectric materials and this electrical energy is used to regulate electrical circuits.
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It is also possible to build multi-layered structures having desired frequency-dependent
characteristic combining viscoelastic damping layers and piezoelectric layers [15].
Such structures can behave as tuned mass dampers and provide damping to a structure
by increasing the strain energies in the viscoelastic layers [16]. Structural load carrying
parts can also be covered with the intelligent constrained-layer dampers [17]. Due to
its easy application, constrained-layer damping treatment is also an option for reducing
vibrations in large constructions such as pipelines oscillating by conveying fluid [18]
or guarding buildings against harmful effects of earthquakes [19]. Overall, the use of
multi-layered structures is very promising for vibration damping applications. In the
following section, modelling approaches of multi-layered structures are reviewed.
1.2.2 Modelling multi-layered structures
Modelling of structures is an essential tool for describing and analysing the behaviours
of mechanical systems. Mathematical representations of multi-layered structures are
handled in several ways in the literature. Some analytical formulations, finite element
methods and other modelling approaches are discussed below.
1.2.2.1 Analytical formulations of structures
In this section, analytical formulations of the layered structures are reviewed and the
various theories are presented according to the type of structures they are applied to.
The first valid theory that was developed in the structural analysis field is
acknowledged to Bernouilli [20]. The governing equations were derived by Bernouilli
in consultations with Euler for the solution of beams with different boundary
conditions, therefore the associated theory is called Euler-Bernouilli (E-B) Beam
Theory. Accordingly, E-B beams are assumed to be subjected to bending deformation
only, i.e. axial and shear deformations are neglected. Despite its simplicity, E-B beam
theory is a very common approach and thus still in-use for investigating small
deflections of slender beams. Moreover, Rayleigh persuaded the importance of the
rotational inertia for vibrating structures [21]. In the following decades, Timoshenko
proved that shear behaviour has also a great effect on the total deformation of thick
beams [22].
In the case of plates, structures that the dimensions in two directions are greater than
the third, the first valid studies are presented by Germain [23] and Lagrange [24].
These studies constitute the so-called Classical Plate Theory (CPT). According to
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CPT, the normals to the neutral plane of a plate remain normal and perpendicular to
the neutral plane after bending deformation. This theory is valid for small deflections
of thin plates similar to the E-B equations for the thin beams. The effect of shear
deformation in plates is examined and included in the equations by Reissner [25] and
Mindlin [26]. The theory that includes shear effects is called ‘thick plate theory’ or
‘shear deformation plate theory’.
Love [27] examined the bending behaviour of shells in the pioneer study of shell
theories that also take into consideration of the extensional (membrane) in addition to
plate deformations. The study focused on the linear analysis of thin plates, assuming
that the elongations would be small so that second and higher-order terms could be
neglected. Also, it is assumed that the thickness of the shell is sufficiently small
compared to other shell dimensions, thus the transverse stress would remain small
compared to other stresses and the surface normals before deformation remain
perpendicular to the surface after deformation. Shell theories formulated later had been
based on Love’s theory by differentiating in details. However, some incompatibilities
have been noticed within these shell theories. Leissa [28,29] demonstrated these
weaknesses over rigid body motion and non-symmetric differential operators. On the
other hand, various theories have been developed to eliminate incompatibilities.
Sanders [30], Vlasov [31]. Among these, Reissner [32], Novozhilov [33], Timoshenko
and Woinowsky-Krieger [34], Flügge [35] and Donell [36] are the authors who have
done important works in this field.
In order to predict more accurate results, rotational moment of inertias and shear
deformations have to be included in the equations for moderately thick beams, plates
and shells. Besides, although several studies questioned [37,38], the most of the
theories neglect the normal stresses along the thickness direction based on the fact that
transverse normal stresses for the thin and some thick plates remain small comparing
the other stresses components. Shear deformation shell theories, which Vlasov [31]
and Reissner [32] lead, have been emerged by stretching the first assumptions of Love.
The first study on composite plates was acknowledged to Smith [39], who investigated
the bending behaviour of rectangular plywood with two-layers having angles of the
fibres in the direction of the plate with cross angles. Reissner and Stavsky [40] have
developed a valid pioneering theory for symmetric laminated plates. However, there
are evidences that Russian scientists have already worked on these issues [41]. The
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books of Ambartsumian [42,43] and Lekhnitski [44], who solved the stresses and
deformations of composite type structures with static equations, can also be accepted
as pioneers in this topic. Moreover, whilst Librescu [45] addressed the issues of
stability and flutter, Vinson and Sierakowski [46] conducted studies on the analysis of
composite beams, plates and shells.
The theories for modelling multi-layered structures can be classified into three
categories [47]: Equivalent Single Layer (ESL), Zig-Zag (ZZ) and Layerwise (LW)
theories. ESL theories are based on assuming common (single) deformation behaviour
along the thickness of the whole composite and thus the number of variables becomes
independent of the number of layers. This assumed deformation can be described in
forms of displacement field, stress field or mixed form and represented by different
functions as described in the following. The earliest ESL approach is Classical
Laminate Theory (CLT) and it does not account the shear deformation which is crucial
for constrained-layer structures. On the other hand, First-order Shear Deformation
Theory (FSDT) is the simplest theory that considers the shear behaviour of the
structures [25,26]. Yang et al., [48] proposed an ESL theory for non-homogenous
anisotropic plates including shear deformations. FSDT requires shear correction
factors for eliminating the drawbacks of the low order shear distribution assumption.
The value of the shear correction factor, ksc, was assumed as 2/3 by Timoshenko for
isotropic rectangular cross-sections [22]. Afterwards, many studies were carried out to
obtain more accurate formulations for the shear correction factors for different crosssections and geometric ratios of homogenous structures [25,49–52]. Besides, some
studies have been performed for determining the accurate values for multi-layered
structures that have more complex deformation schemes. Chow [53] studied
symmetric laminates under impact excitation. The plate equations were derived based
on Timoshenko’s beam theory and shear correction factors were proposed for the
plate-type structures. The effect of shear deformation was found dominant over the
effect of rotary inertia. Whitney [54] assumed linear in-plane displacements across the
entire thickness of the plate with non-vanishing transverse shear strains. The static
cylindrical bending assumption, which is similar to the procedure of Chow, was
followed for determining shear correction factors [54]. Whitney [55] also derived shear
correction factors for the orthotropic laminated composites by comparing shear strain
energies of the beams under cylindrical bending. By comparing the actual shear strain
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energy of the actual beam with those of an equivalent Timoshenko beam, Bert
proposed a simplified form of static shear correction factor for non-homogenous crosssections [56], then Bert and Gordaninejad [57] presented a closed-form formulation
for the shear correction factor of bi-modular composites. Noor and Peters [58]
proposed a posteriori formulation of shear correction factors by matching the shear
strain energies calculated from 3D equilibrium equations with counterparts obtained
from the FSDT assumptions. The above formulations yield single shear correction
factor for the whole composite in a single direction. Vlachoutsis [59] proposed
individual correction factors for each layer (ply) in addition to the single correction
factor obtained for the whole cross-section based on Chow’s theory. It was claimed
that both approaches give accurate results for central deflection of simply supported
square plate under uniform loading. Madabhusi-Raman and Davalos presented a
general algebraic expression for the shear correction factors of rectangular beams with
arbitrary cross-sectional configuration using strain energy equivalence approach in
[60] while Rikards et al. [61] derived shear correction factor formulation by using
complementary strain energy. In addition, there are studies based on matching the
several variables for deriving the shear correction factors such as Pai [62], Gruttmann
and Wagner [63,64], Auricchio and Sacco [65]. Birman and Bert [66] compared the
numerical values of the shear correction factors formulations for multi-layered
structures and suggested to assume shear correction factor to be equal to unity for twoskin and multi-skin sandwich structures. In recent studies, mixed use of several shear
correction factors is also considered. de Rijk and Nijman [67] employed a global shear
stiffness of an equivalent Timoshenko beam model of honeycomb structures with a
static shear correction factor by using the Madabhusi-Raman and Davalos approach.
For damping estimation, separate shear correction factors for the individual layers are
calculated using Vlachoutsis’s method in [67]. As presented in a forthcoming chapter,
detailed investigations of utilising existing shear correction factor formulations are
performed within the scope of the thesis.
Moreover, FSDT cannot meet the requirement that the shear stress values vanish at the
outer surfaces of the structures. Besides, Higher-order Shear Deformation Theories
(HSDTs) contain higher-order terms of the thickness in displacement fields that ensure
that the shear distribution vanishes at the outer surfaces and do not require additional
correction factors. Different HSDTs have been developed by representing the
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displacement fields of the whole composite with specific functions, e.g., Reddy [68]
utilised a cubic polynomial, Touratier [69] used a sinus function, Karama et al. [70]
chose a natural exponential function and Aydogdu [71] used an exponential function
with a logarithmic term. More information of the ESL can be found in the review
study by Serge and Di Sicuvia [72].
ZZ theories assume piecewise continuous displacement field that has an alternating
term (zig-zag term) between adjacent layers. Doing so yields the fulfilment of the
transverse stress continuity requirement across the interlaminar interfaces [41]. In the
pioneer study in ZZ theories, Lehnitskii [44] presented stress distribution formulations
for multi-layered beams. The studies of Ambartsumian [42,43], Whitney [73],
Murakami [74], Toledo and Murakami [75] are the important early contributions to
ZZ theories. The improvements in the field of ZZ theories can be followed in the
detailed review studies [41,47,76].
Individual displacement or stress fields are described for the individual layers in
composite structures in LW approaches. These assumptions allow to fulfil interlaminar
stress continuity requirement, deliver zero shears at the outer surfaces and obtain
accurate stress values for individual layers. However, LW theories are computationally
expensive to utilise since the number of unknown variables increases with the number
of layers. Reddy [77], Carrera [78], Ferreira [79], Ferreira et al. [80] are some of the
distinguished studies amongst the LW theories. The detailed information about the
layer-wise theories for the composite structures can be found in [81].
Several analytical solutions have been presented for viscoelastically damped layered
beams by Oberst [82], DiTaranto [83], DiTaranto and Blasingame [84], Mead and
Markus [85], Rao [86], Kung and Singh [87], Bhimaraddi [88] and plates by Ross et
al. [89], Yan and Dowell [90], Alam and Asnani [91], Huang et al. [92] under different
boundary conditions. Despite of the popularity, it has been reported by Bhimaraddi
that loss factor prediction with RKU Method failed for beams having cores with high
values of modulus [88]. Selected multi-layered theories are described in details in
Chapter 2.
1.2.2.2 Finite element approaches for modelling multi-layered structures
Multi-layered damped structures can be modelled using finite element (FE) method in
several ways. The simplest approach is based on modelling the individual layers of a
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multi-layered structure by employing 3D solid elements. However, this approach is
not feasible in practice because, even for a fairly simple multi-layered structure, the
number of degrees of freedom could easily exceed millions if appropriate mesh size is
used. Alternatively, use of a solid-shell type of elements can be considered [93], but
there is still a need for at least one element through the thickness of each layer for this
case, yielding excessive cost again. The use of shell-type elements for stiff layers and
solid (brick) elements for soft layers considered to be more practical for modelling the
sandwich structures [94,95]. However, the difference in the degrees of freedom
(DOFs) of the nodes for plate and solid elements, connections and continuities require
special operations [96]. Using a single equivalent solid (brick) element along the
composite thickness is another alternative. Though, this approach cannot be sufficient
unless the shear deformations of the individual layers, especially those occurring in
the damping layers, are represented. However, this inclusion increases the number of
unknowns (i.e., DOFs) in the FE formulation. The last and the most cost-effective
modelling approach is the use of a single equivalent shell element along the thickness
direction. Therefore, this study is primarily devoted to developing an equivalent
single-layer composite FE for modelling damped multi-layered structures.
Three methods commonly used in damping calculations in FE analyses are: (i) Direct
Frequency Response Function Method; (ii) Modal Strain Energy Method and (iii)
Complex Eigenvalue Method. In Direct Frequency Response Function Method
(DFRM) method, Frequency Response Functions (FRF) matrices are obtained by
inverting dynamic stiffness matrix. Then, damping levels are obtained by analysing
these FRFs. Rastogi [97] investigated the capabilities and limitations of DFRM
comprehensively with modal frequency response analysis using an FE method. It was
emphasized that when damping is predominantly provided by the material, DFRM
would yield more favourable results and provides better information about the
structure. However, the contribution of the material damping cannot be easily
separated from the total damping effect. Besides, DFRM is not a cost-effective method
because of the requirements of large computation time and FRF calculations.
Therefore, DFRM is generally preferred for analysing forced vibrations which FRFs
are computed in selected ranges or a specific frequency [97–99].
In Modal Strain Energy Method (MSEM), eigenvalue problem of the damped system
is not solved, instead, a method so-called Normal Modal Analysis [100] is applied for
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the undamped system. In this process, mode shapes of the damped system are assumed
as the same as those of the undamped system and strain energies are calculated for
each mode shape. Modal damping levels of the composite are predicted by assuming
the dissipated energy is equal to the strain energy of each layer multiplied with known
material damping properties. Although it can be used to model complex structures, the
general use is restricted due to the above assumptions. There are many studies in the
literature in which damping predictions of the structures were performed by using
MSEM methods or the formulas developed specifically for basic structures. Rao et al.
[101] utilised MSEM with FE approach to find modal parameters of simple supported
damped beams. Zhang and Chen [102] developed an FE strategy inspired by MSEM
to find the modal loss factors of composite structures. Cortes and Elejabarrieta [103]
developed a homogeneous model for equivalent bending stiffness to study the
structural vibrations of bending composite beams. Moreira and Rodrigues [104]
investigated dynamic responses of composite plates. Plagianakos and Saravanos [105]
developed a formulation based on FE to determine the modal parameters of curved
composite shells and loss factors are calculated by an energy distribution method. Xie
and Shepard [106] modelled sandwich beam as a single beam element in the thickness
direction by taking into account the axial effects of the viscoelastic structure neglected
in many FE models. Castel et al. employed a 2D FE and investigated complex power
distributions in acoustically excited plates using layered damping elements as patches
[107]. Amichi and Atalla developed a three-dimensional FE using Timoshenko’s
hypothesis for the viscoelastic core layer and the Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis for elastic
outer layers and modifying the end of the structure to include the rotational effect of
the transverse shear of the viscoelastic core [108]. Kumar et al. analysed the effects of
active and passive layers on vibrations of structures under parametric variations. The
developed FE for piezoelectric layered applications has higher-order ZZ terms [109].
Arvin et al. [110] examined free and forced vibrations of sandwich beams whose outer
surfaces are composed of fibre composite laminates and the central layer of
viscoelastic material. In their higher-order theory, independent transverse
displacements and linear variations along the core layer are included. Besides,
rotational inertia and kinetic energy of the core layer obtained by incorporating
modulus of elasticity into the Mead & Markus method. In the case of asymmetrical
beam configurations, a reduction in the sensitivity of the Mead & Markus method was
observed [110]. Koruk and Sanliturk [111] assessed the MSEM for investigating
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optimized free-layer damping treatments. It is mentioned that the MSEM is applicable
for identifying modal behaviour of free-layered configurations having damping
material loss factor about 60%.
The complex eigenvalue problem of a linearly damped system is directly solved
without any further assumption utilising CEM [112,113]. Although this makes CEM
more accurate, the computational cost remains higher than that of undamped case.
However, CEM is frequently used for predicting damping levels of multi-layered
structures. Koo and Lee [114] proposed an FE based on FSDT by including parabolic
shear stress distributions across the thickness for analysing damping levels of
composite plates. Qian et al. [115] and Nayak et al. [116] proposed some FEs based
on Reddy’s third-order theory. Vidal and Polit [117] used the cosine function to
formulate a beam FE in which the unknowns are independent of the number of layers.
It is reported in this study that the inclusion of ZZ function is not sufficient for
modelling the composites having relatively thick cores. Formulating composite FE by
assembling individual layers with several assumptions and mechanical relations is
commonly presented in the literature [118–126]. Rikards et al. [118] and Rikards [119]
built a superelement stiffness matrix of a sandwich structure by excluding all DOFs of
the nodes of the core layer. Daya and Poiter-Ferry [120] proposed an approach based
on stacking three elements through the thickness to formulate a shell type FE having
eight DOFs per node. Wang and Chen [121] analysed three-layered composite annular
plates by CEM, the structures were modelled with discrete layer annular FEs. Khatua
and Cheung [122] utilised an FE approach that bending stiffness of stiff layers was
taken into consideration though in-plane stresses in cores of sandwich beams and
plates were neglected. Ferreira et al. [123] analysed sandwich laminated plates with an
LW FE model based on Carrera’s unified formulation. DOFs were determined at the
interfaces and the linear expansions of the displacements were described according to
these DOFs. Ren and Zhao [124] proposed a four-noded quadrilateral element with
seven DOFs at each node using an LW model that is combining Kirchoff theory for
outer layers and FSDT for the viscoelastic core. The number of DOFs depends on the
number of layers in most of the abovementioned studies. The use of these elements for
modelling complex structures is computationally expensive. Sanliturk and Koruk
presented effective formulations, primarily aimed at modelling free-layered damped
structures, using four-noded [125] and three-node [126] configurations. There are six
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DOFs per node including the so-called physical drilling DOF and the damping
capability is provided to FEs via the complex Young’s modulus of each stacked layer.
The predicted results for free-layered structures were shown to be in good agreement
with experimental results.
The performances of FEs based on different theories are also compared in the
literature. Hu et al. [127] compared the CLT, FSDT, HSDT and ZZ based FEs for
modelling sandwich composites. The applications of CLT and HSDT FEs were found
applicable to sandwich structures with moderately stiff cores. On the other hand, the
ZZ based models were suggested for modelling structures with soft cores. Filippi and
Carrera [128] assessed the performances of various theories for FE predictions of the
dynamic behaviour of damped viscoelastic beams and circular rings. It is concluded
that the ESL theories are not capable of predicting the dynamic behaviour and the use
of Murakami ZZ functions yields accurate bending and torsional damped frequencies
of symmetric laminates. Filippi et al. [129] developed higher-order plate FEs and the
ZZ elements for analysing multi-layered structures. The FE equations were obtained
with the Carrera unified formulations. It was concluded that the ESL approach that
contains the higher-order ZZ terms in the displacement field yielded accurate results
depending on the composite configuration while being less cost expensive than the
LW approaches.
1.2.2.3 Other modelling approaches
Although FE approaches are frequently used for modelling layered structures,
alternative methods are also used in the literature. Imaino ve Harrison [130] considered
that the damping estimation of constrained-layer structures via Ross-Kewin-Ungar
Method [89] would not be accurate if the stiffness of damping layer is too small when
compared with outer layers. They suggested using p-version FE based on the theory
of elasticity. Ghinet and Atalla [131] presented a discrete laminate model for sandwich
structures with linear viscoelastic damping. Jin et al. derived a unified formulation by
Fourier-Ritz method based on Reddy’s HSDT for analysing viscoelastically damped
sandwich beams [132]. The effects of configurations and number of layers, layer
moduli and thickness ratios were investigated with the boundary conditions including
general elastic restraints. Many different meshless methods have also been developed
for the solution of composite plates [133–137]. Liew et al. suggested meshless methods
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for avoiding the drawbacks of FE such as mesh distortions under large deformations
of composites [135].
In addition to the approaches mentioned above, Navier’s, Levy’s, Rayleigh-Ritz,
State-space, Differential Quadrature, Radial basis, Galerkin, Discrete Singular
Convolution, Extended Kantorovich methods are also used for the solutions of
equations of motion of multi-layered structures [137].
1.2.3 Experimental characterization tests of multi-layered structures
Experimental investigation methods of multi-layered structures, especially the
procedures for determining the elasticity and damping characteristics of the materials
in composites are reviewed in this section. Measuring the damping in composite
structures is a challenging process even if the structure is made up of traditional
materials. Besides, non-metallic engineering materials such as bio-fibres, carbon and
glass-fibres and their composites are frequently used in practical applications
[138,139]. Mechanical properties of such composites are generally obtained using
tensile tests [140], three-point bending [141], four-point bending, compression and
impact drop tests [142]. However, these tests are not convenient for predicting
frequency-dependent mechanical properties which viscoelastic materials have.
Instead, dynamic identification procedures are required.
The experimental methods for investigating the dynamic characteristics of structures
can be classified into three groups:


Time-domain methods: The so-called decay or reverberation-time methods are
categorized in this group of experimental methods. The simplest, yet effective
method for measuring damping levels of simple structures is based on
recording free oscillations of a system in a time domain, then calculating the
logarithmic decrement. However, if the specimen has many modes in a narrow
frequency band, it is troublesome to identify the correct characteristics.
Moreover, if the decay curve can not be clearly observed, determining the
correct results highly relies on the experience of the operator [143].



Frequency domain methods: This group covers modal analysis and so-called
curve fitting methods. These methods are based on determining FRFs of
specimens. Then, FRFs are analysed by the fitting methods to determine
natural frequencies as well as modal loss factors [144]. Resonant peaks must
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be apparent and the loss factors persist in an appropriate range. Besides, modes
have to be well-separated otherwise coupling modes may lead to errors. Singledegree of freedom (SDOF) methods, i.e., peak picking (half power) [144],
circle-fit [145], line fit [146], and multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) methods
predicted the modal values use a single FRF while single-input multi-output
(SIMO) [147] and multi-input multi-output (MIMO) methods [144] employing
several FRFs. Furthermore, for multi FRF measurements that individual FRFs
produce varying modal parameters or the coupled mode cases, so-called global
methods are utilised for extracting the modal properties of structures
[144,148,149]. In such cases, some constrains can be assumed prior to the
measurements for obtaining direct response from a representative model of the
structure [148]. Besides, procedures such as global rational fraction polynomial
method [149] or global single value decomposition method [144] can be
employed.


Energy or wave propagation methods: Power Injection Method (PIM) and
Structural Intensity (SI) measurements are examples of this group. These
methods rely on ratios between dissipated energy in the structure and input
power that is supplied by an exciter. Thus, these procedures are applicable for
measuring properties of damping materials in multi-layered structures, since
the loss factor definitions can be obtained by abovementioned energy and
power. PIM is more favourable for general characterisation, though for
determining the localized effects, wave propagation methods are more suitable.

Material property identification tests, which are also performed for measuring the
equivalent dynamics of multi-layered structures, are reviewed in the following
sections. Accordingly, Oberst beam method (OBM), Dynamical Mechanical Analysis
(DMA) and PIM and their applicability to multi-layered structures are considered.
1.2.3.1 Oberst beam method
The OBM, which is widely used to determine the vibration and damping
characteristics of composite structures under dynamic loads, was developed in 1952
by Oberst by introducing a series of equations for free-layered damping configurations
[82]. Ross et al. [89], Gross [150], Kerwin [151] and DiTaranto [83] conducted various
studies with the OBM [152].
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The OBM is a standard experimental method for determining elastic and damping
properties of materials as a function of frequency [152,153]. The method is based on
measuring FRFs of specially prepared specimens. The use of electromagnetic exciter
is highly recommended in measurements [153]. If the material to be tested using the
Oberst beam test rig is self-supporting, the material properties can be directly predicted
by testing uniform beam specimen made from the material itself [152]. Otherwise,
layered test samples with a supporting base beam are required. It should be noted that
forming a layered test sample mostly requires the use of adhesive which can be a
source of the error itself due to its own elastic and damping properties [152]. Although
OBM is widely used in practice [5,125,126,154–160], it has some drawbacks [161–
165], hence, some alternative forms and solutions are also proposed in the literature
[166–172].
The use of a non-contact excitation system in the Oberst beam test rig is strongly
recommended because a contacting excitation can cause additional damping, mass and
stiffness effects on the system under test. Despite the use of electromagnetic excitation
for eliminating additional damping, mass and stiffness effects on the system under test,
some studies performed on ferromagnetic materials proposed that some of these
adverse effects could not be avoided. Koruk and Sanliturk examined the nonstandardized test parameters such as the amplitude of excitation, fixation conditions,
type of input excitation and the sample length, and explored the adverse
electromagnetic effect of the non-contact excitation system used in OBM for uniform
beams made of ferromagnetic materials [172]. The adverse effect of the
electromagnetic excitation in OBM is modelled as a spring attached to the free end of
the beam and a method is proposed to remove this adverse stiffening effect in [172].
The problem of the stiffening effect caused by electromagnetic excitation systems has
also been studied by others and handled in different ways in the literature [173–176].
Removing the adverse effects of adding tip mass to non-magnetic test specimens in
Oberst beam tests has not been studied in the literature before this thesis. It is aimed at
exploring the errors caused by the tip modification systematically and then proposing
a method to remove its adverse effects.
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1.2.3.2 Dynamic mechanical analysis
DMA is based on measuring the dynamic response of a beam fixed from one end and
excited from the other hand by harmonic force in the axial direction. The relation
between force and displacement (or stress and strain) gives information about the
general characteristics of tests material. In contrasts to tensile tests that only measure
elasticity modulus, DMA estimates complex modulus which has real part (storage
modulus) and imaginal part (loss modulus) [177]. Although DMA was developed a
century ago [178], the method stuck in specific academic uses until the late sixties
because of the complexity of instrumentations [179]. The applicability of the method
progressed with the major developments in theory [180] and the improvements in
equipment [181,182]. Despite most of the applications are focused on measuring
longitudinal properties of polymers [179], characterisations of properties in shear
direction were also performed [183]. DMA is standardized by ASTM [184] and it is
highly suggested for identifying temperature-dependent mechanical properties.
Therefore, it is popular for testing polymeric type of materials. Goertzen and Kessler
[185] obtained the viscoelastic behaviour of a carbon fibre/epoxy composite for
pipeline repair by DMA and investigated the effect of heating rate, frequency and glass
transition temperature measurement method. Romanzini et al. [186] evaluated the
physical, mechanical and dynamic mechanical properties of glass-ramie hybrid
polymer composites volume fractions and overall fibre content. Vescovini and Bisagni
[187] characterized damping in the plies of a laminated composite using DMA, then
obtained the dynamic behaviour of the structures by using these values in FEA.
Bhudolia et al. [188] investigated the vibration damping performance of the composite
having special thermoplastic resin. Different blends for polymeric materials for
constrained-layer damping applications were investigated by Öborn et al. [189,190].
Properties of a thin film constrained-layer damping application on loud-speaker
investigated by Knapp [191]. Besides, DMA has many applications on bio fibres [192].
Despite the popularity of DMA in dynamic characterisations of materials and
composites, it has low frequency excitation limits [184] and nonlinearities may occur
because of fixations [179].
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1.2.3.3 Power injection method
PIM appears to be a good option for determining damping levels of structures since
the method is based on measuring energy or power levels in vibrating systems
subjected to an arbitrary injected power from an excitation source. PIM practices the
energy-based loss factor definition that equals to the ratio of the dissipated energy to
the input energy for cyclic oscillations. Lyon [193] described the basics of the method
and observed that for the lightly damped structures, the method would be cumbersome.
Swift and Bies described a power injection measuring device for plates which
measures force and acceleration at the injection point and phase difference between
these quantities [194]. It is predicted by Fahy [195] and confirmed by Swift [196] that
considering statistically independent modal forces will not be appropriate for
predicting the energy ratios using single-point excitation in PIM, since excitation itself
creates coupled relations. Configuration of using randomly selected three or more
points for power injection to the system was suggested by Bies and Hamid [197]. An
averaging procedure was performed with all measurements to determine mean
quantities. Ranky and Clarkson [198] compared the decay method excited in 1/3
octave band by limited white noise and PIM. It is noted that a good estimation might
be obtained with the average of measured acceleration (at least 6 points) only for
uniform structures such as flat plates and shells. It is also mentioned that the velocity
at the driving point should not be included in the spatial averaging [198].
Plunt [199] described the input power injected into a system in a frequency band using
the mobility spectrum measured at the excitation point and the power spectral density
of the excitation force. It is suggested to divide the structure to equally spaced points
since the masses act as a weighting factor. Then the measured velocities of the lumped
masses (measurement points) are used for the calculation of the kinetic energy which
is assumed to be equal to the strain energy under steady-state conditions. By using the
injected power and maximum strain energy (assumed equal to maximum kinetic
energy) definitions the overall loss factor can be obtained in selected frequency ranges.
Therefore, accurate measurements might be obtained by using a well-distributed
number of measurement points [199]. Carfagni and Pierini [143] investigated that the
loss factors formulation using the kinetic energy instead of the potential energy leads
to errors at the frequencies other than resonance frequencies. It is also found that errors
decrease by the increase in modal density (closer natural frequencies) but structures
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should have equidistant natural frequencies. A suitable number of measurement points
also reduces discretization errors. Carfagni and Pierini [200] made an experimental
study with an impact hammer on steel plates trimmed with damping materials for
testing their previous assumptions on PIM. In order to reduce the number of
measurement points and the effects of the discretization, a “numerical updating
technique” which is applicable for lightly damped structures, was developed. Bloss
and Rao defined the kinetic energy in frequency domain by dividing the specimen to
assumed lumped masses that has vibration velocity and obtained loss factors as a
function of input frequency [201]. Liu and Ewing [202] proposed analytical PIM by
comparing the results with MSEM. It is also suggested for the successful experimental
PIM that discretization errors should be avoided by dividing structures with enough
partition. Besides, the shaker has to be chosen for not dominating vibration, the shaker
mass should be at least two times larger than the structure and very short stringer
should be avoided [202].
During vibration, structures deform in multiple directions. However, it is not possible
to measure the deflections in all directions in practice. In the PIM, out-of-plane
deflections are measured and out-of-plane strain energy is used for loss factor
estimation. It is assumed for the linear structures in bending that the out of plane
deflection is dominant over the other deformations. Indeed, if the input power is
applied towards the out-of-plane direction, the response occurs mostly in the same
direction. However, when damping is to be investigated, the contribution of all
energies (in all directions) might have importance and energy waves can transmit
through the non-measured paths. Hence, researchers intend to avoid exciting the other
modes that generate deflections in other directions than the measured one. Accordingly
it is suggested to use flexural waves [203] to obtain kinematic quantities or employing
square cross-sectional areas for minimizing torsional motion [204]. By the light of the
presented literature review, it is observed that PIM has many uncertainties.
Objective and Outline of the Thesis
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop efficient modelling techniques for
damped multi-layered structures using finite element method so that such structures
can be optimised especially for damping. Another objective of this thesis is to make
contributions in the field of characterisation of non-magnetic materials which are
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extensively used in multi-layered structures in order to reduce or control noise and
vibration levels.
The outline of the thesis as follows. First, in Chapter 2, an introduction to general
vibration theory and material damping is given. Beam as well as plate and shell
deformation theories are then reviewed. Afterwards, the procedure of Finite Element
approach is summarised. The first chapter ends with describing the eigenvalue problem
of damped multi-layered structures.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the use of solid elements for modelling multi-layered-damped
structures. The modelling approaches offered by commercial codes are reviewed.
Next, the development of multi-layered solid elements for modelling multi-layered
structures is presented. A 12-noded hexahedron FE formulations also included.
Numerical tests on some structures are performed, and the results and discussions are
presented.
An energy-based equivalent single-layer shell element for modelling damped multilayered is proposed in Chapter 4. The proposed FE is based on the idea that that the
strain energy of the equivalent single-layer FE must be equal to the sum of the strain
energies of individual layers and this process requires adequate representation of the
strain energies of individual layers. This is achieved by proposing bending energy
coefficients (BEC) and shear energy coefficients (SEC), the latter of which are initially
formulated according to the second-order shear strain assumption across the thickness
direction of the composite. The proposed FE is implemented, then the advantages and
limitations are assessed.
In order to overcome the limitations of the FE developed in Chapter 4, FE development
based on second-order stress assumption along the composite thickness is proposed in
Chapter 5. The stress-based shear energy coefficient derivation procedure is presented
and implemented into the FE code. Then, the performance of the revised finite element
formulation is examined using symmetric and non-symmetric constrained-layer
structures with varying layer properties and mesh densities. Afterwards, the proposed
FE is enhanced further with an inclusion of a new composite FE shear correction
factor. The enhanced formulation is validated by comparing the results with reference
models for varying Young’s moduli and thickness ratios of constrained-layer
structures.
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Moreover, the use of the existing shear correction factors in the literature is also
investigated for composite finite element development in Chapter 6. A concise
summary of the shear correction factor approaches specialised for multi-layered
structures is presented at the beginning of this chapter. Then, selected shear factor
formulations are numerically compared for some typical values of composite
parameters. The use of a single shear correction factor for the whole composite and
using individual shear correction factors for individual layers are examined. Then, the
best approach for utilising the shear correction factor for damped multi-layered
structures is identified and implemented in the FE code. Numerical simulations are
performed for assessing the performance of the proposed FE, and promising results
are obtained.
Chapter 7 is devoted to an experimental identification procedure for measuring Elastic
Moduli and loss factors of non-magnetic materials/structures. The method is based on
using the Oberst test rig in which testing non-magnetic specimen requires undesirable
modification to the test piece in order to excite the system via electromagnetic exciter.
The theoretical model of the modified specimen in a test rig is presented. Then, the
combined adverse effects of additional mass and magnetic stiffness are investigated.
A new approach is proposed for eliminating the adverse effects of such mass
modification to the test specimen, which also allows subsequent removal of the
electromagnetic stiffening effects produced by the electromagnetic exciter. The
proposed method is validated using both FE simulations and experimental data.
Conclusions are made and future works are listed in the last chapter of the thesis.
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Vibration and Damping Theory
The simplest model of a vibrating structure under a harmonic excitation is a
mechanical system with a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) shown in Figure 2.1.

F(t)
m

c

k+id

Figure 2.1 : Single-degree-of-freedom mechanical system.
where m, k, c, d represents the mass, viscous damping, stiffness and the material
damping properties, respectively and F(t) is the excitation force. In most of the
vibration problems, excitation forces are either harmonic or can be projected as the
summation of harmonic functions. The equation of motion of this SDOF system is:

mx  cx   k  id  x  F (t )

(2.1)

Systems with viscous damping or hysteretic damping can be described as special forms
of equation 2.1.
The general form of the equation of motion for multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF)
systems can be described by employing generalised coordinate (displacement) vector
q, generalized velocity vector q and generalized acceleration vector q as:

Mq + Cq +  K  iD  q  F(t )

(2.2)

where M, C, K and D are the mass, viscous damping, stiffness and material damping
matrices and F(t) is generalized force vector, respectively. Using a harmonic solution
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assumption with frequency ω (i.e., q(t )  q 0eit and F(t )  f0eit ) lead equation 2.2 to
transform into:
 K  iD   2M  C q 0  f0

(2.3)

Several solution methods can be employed for equation 2.3 regarding the types of
problem and the properties of the matrices in this equation [5,144].
One the other hand, actual continuous systems have infinite number of degrees-offreedom and more complex deformation schemes under dynamic loading conditions.
Nevertheless, it is possible to model these systems using finite number of DOFs, which
allows engineers to employ numerical solutions. The success of determining dynamic
response of the engineering structures relies on the success of discretisation as well as
accurate modelling of the parameters used in the equations of motion. These will be
considered in the following sections. First, elastic and damping properties of materials
are considered in the next section.
Damping in Materials
Material damping is defined as the inherent energy dissipation in a motion cycle or
energy loss during deformation of a material and it can be observed in the forms of
thermal, electric or magnetic field [1]. Internal damping is often defined as a single
parameter in engineering problems and, in general, depends on frequency and
temperature. Solids containing internal damping can be divided into anelastic and
viscoelastic materials [2]. Anelastic solids are also named as thermodynamic solids,
since under an applied force, the material reaches to a thermodynamic equilibrium and
then a relaxation occurs. A solid modelling approach with three parameters so-called
Zener Model (two springs and one damper) is commonly used to define thermoelastic
damping or thermoplastic relaxation of materials [2]. Unlike the anelastic model, the
viscoelastic behaviour is partly recoverable. In the scope of the thesis, viscoelastic
behaviour is considered for the materials in multi-layered structures.
2.2.1 Viscoelastic materials
Viscoelastic behaviour can be considered as a combination of viscous and elastic
behaviour. The elastic behaviour is the most well-known assumption for the mechanics
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of materials. Under small deformations, many engineering materials exhibit linear
elastic behaviour described by Hooke’s law:

  E

(2.4)

where  is stress, E is the Young’s modulus and  represents strain. When loading is
removed, elastic materials return to the original shape by following the initial loading
path. Accordingly, stress and strain deformations are in the same phase as depicted in
Figure 2.2(a). This behaviour is analogues to elongation or compression of a spring
under axial force.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2 : Stress-strain relations under cyclic loading conditions for a) elastic, b)
viscous, c) viscoelastic material.
In contrast to elastic materials, some of the mechanical energy during the deformation
in viscous materials is absorbed and transformed into heat. For the viscous case, the
stress is proportional to the strain rate with a coefficient so-called viscosity, 𝜇. These
materials do not have stiffness components [3] and the corresponding stress can be
defined as follows:

 

d
dt

(2.5)

Here, d / dt represents the strain rate. This material behaviour can be considered
similar to the behaviour of a viscous damper under axial load and the strain follows
the stress with phase difference π/2 as can be seen in Figure 2.2(b).
As mentioned earlier, the viscoelastic behaviour is formed by both elastic and viscous
behaviour. Therefore, when loading is removed, some of the stored mechanical energy
preserved, the rest of the energy dissipates [3,6,180]. Under cycling loading conditions
stress-strain relation is as shown in Figure 2.2(c). The phase angle between stress and
strain is in the range of 0-π/2 and declares the level of damping for viscoelastic
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materials [3]. Some of the viscoelastic materials are amorphous polymers,
biopolymers, metals at very high temperatures, bitumen materials, etc.
The strain rate relations of elastic and viscoelastic materials are depicted in Figure 2.3.
The area in the closed-loop demonstrates the amount of energy that is converted into

Stress, σ

Stress, σ

heat for a unit volume and it is a measure of damping.

ἐ1
ἐ2

ἐ1
ἐ2

Strain, ε

Strain, ε

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3 : (a) Elastic behaviour, (b) Viscoelastic behaviour.
If the stress is harmonic with a frequency  , then it can be expressed as:
 (t )   0e jt

(2.6)

Accordingly, the strain function for the viscoelastic materials under the harmonic
stress becomes:

 (t )   0e jt  

(2.7)

The loop that occurs by plotting the relationship between stress and strain is named as
hysteresis loop as illustrated in Figure 2.4. It should be mentioned that, while the area
in the loop represents the dissipated energy per unit cycle per unit volume, the
maximum stored energy, U can be obtained from the shaded area as in Figure 2.4. The
energy converted into heat per unit cycle per unit volume can be defined accordingly
as follows:

D    d

(2.8)

If the damping in the material is in low levels (i.e., light damping) within the linear
region [3,5], it can be defined using the dissipated energy and maximum strain energy
terms as [89]:
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1 D
2 U

(2.9)

U

Figure 2.4 : Hysteresis loops for viscoelastic materials under harmonic loading.
2.2.2 Complex elasticity modulus
By using harmonic stress and strain definitions, complex modulus E* can be defined
as follows:

E* 

 0e jt


 0 cos    j 0 sin  
j t  
0
0
 0e

(2.10)

or

E *  E  jE

(2.11)

where E represents the storage modulus and E is the loss modulus. Storage modulus
is the real part of the complex modulus and represents elastic behaviour and stiffness
properties. On the other hand, loss modulus (imaginal part of E* ) corresponds to
viscous behaviour of the material and it is associated with energy dissipation [5,177].
The relation between these two moduli is depicted in Figure 2.5.
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E’

φ
E’’
Figure 2.5 : Relation of storage and loss moduli.
The complex modulus can also be written in the following form:
E  

E *  E  1  j
  E  1  j 
E 


(2.12)

where  is the loss factor that is already defined in eq. 2.9. The relationship between
loss factor and phase angle  can be formulated using eqs. 2.10 and 2.12, and can also
be seen from Figure 2.5 as   tan   . The definition of the complex modulus and
hysteresis loop provides the equation of motion of viscoelastically damped system
with only strain dependency, i.e., the equation becomes rate-independent for harmonic
motions [3,100].
2.2.3 Effects of environmental factors
Many mechanical systems are expected to work in extreme environmental conditions.
In order to provide successful noise and vibration treatments, the damping
characteristics of the materials under such conditions need to be known. Various
parameters such as temperature, frequency, dynamic strain rate, static preload, time
(creep and relaxation), aging, oil exposure, thermal shocks, vacuum, pressure etc.
influence the properties of viscoelastic materials [5]. Among these, temperature and
frequency have large impact on the behaviour of the damping hence the viscoelastic
damping stems from the change of the polymer network during the motion [205].
Consequently, different damping characteristics of viscoelastic materials can be
obtained for several phases of frequency and temperature ranges.
The variation of complex modulus and loss factor for a typical viscoelastic material is
depicted in Figure 2.6 [5]. It should be firstly emphasized that temperature and
frequency have opposite effects on the properties of viscoelastic materials. As seen,
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the highest damping level is obtained at the transition region where the viscoelastic
material goes through rapid change of stiffness. Moreover, for damping treatments, the
materials can also be selected to be at the rubbery regions where the modulus varies
slightly while the loss factor is still considerably high [3,5,205].

Storage and Loss Modulus

Glassy

Transition Rubbery Flow
E

E’
η

η

E’’

η

E

η
Frequency (log)

Temperature

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.6 : Variation of complex modulus and loss factor with a) temperature
(constant frequency), b) frequency (constant temperature) for a typical viscoelastic
material.
In the scope of this thesis, the properties in multi-layered structures are assumed to be
only frequency-dependent. In the following section, deformation theories of structures
will be summarized starting with the beam deformation theories.
Beam Deformation Theories
Beams are described as those structures that a single geometric dimension is dominant
over the other two dimensions. Many engineering structures have some components
that can be considered as beams. In this section, the equations for single-layered beams
are presented first. Then, some multi-layered beam theories are summarised.
2.3.1 Theories for single layer beams
Transverse vibration equation of a beam can be described according to Euler-Bernoulli
(E-B) beam theory as [5]:

2  2w 
2w
EI



A
x 2  x 2 
t 2

(2.13)

where EI is the flexural rigidity, ρ is the density, A is the cross-section area and w is
the transverse deflection of the beam. According to E-B beam theory, the normals that
are perpendicular to the neutral axis of the beam are assumed perpendicular after
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deformation. This assumption is valid for the slender beams. The analytical solution
of the equation can be performed with the boundary conditions defined in the domain
boundaries. Moreover, Lord Rayleigh imposed the effect of rotary inertia into the
equation of motion and described the governing equation as [21]:
4w
4w
2w
EI 4   I 2 2   A 2  0
x
x t
t

(2.14)

Timoshenko [22], on the other hand, proposed a more general form for the transverse
vibrations of a prismatic beam depicted in Figure 2.7. Two angles are defined to
describe the rotational deformation of beams: the slope of the deflection curve when
the shearing force is neglected, Φ, and the angle of shear at the neutral axis in the
cross-section, γ [22]. For small deflections, the total slope can be described using these
terms as:

w
 
x

(2.15)

z
M

Q

M
dx
x

γ
ϕ

M

dx

Q

Q
dx
x
x

0
Figure 2.7 : Deformation of a bending beam.

The bending moment M and shearing force Q acting on the infinitesimal length of the
beam dx are given as [22]:
M   EI


;
x

 w

Q  k sc AG  k sc 
   AG
 x


(2.16)

where G is the shear modulus and ksc is the shear correction factor which depends on
the shape of the cross-section. The equation of motion for rotation can be written as,


M
 2
dx  Qdx   I 2 dx
x
t
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(2.17)

or

 2
 2
 w

EI 2  k scGA 
   I 2  0
x
t
 x


(2.18)

In the same way, the equations for the translational motion are written as follows:
Q
2w
dx   A 2 dx
x
t

(2.19)

or

A

  2 w  
2w

k
GA
sc
 x 2  x   0
t 2



(2.20)

By eliminating  from the above equations, the governing equation of motion is
obtained as:


4w
2w
E  4w
 2 I 4w
EI 4   A 2   I  1 
0
 2 2
4
x
t
 k scG  x t k scG t

(2.21)

The above equation can be written in more compact form by defining parameters

 2  EI  A and r 2  I A as:
2

4w 2w 2 
E  4w
r 2 4w


r
1


0

 2 2
4
x 4 t 2
 k scG  x t k scG t

(2.22)

The value of the shear correction factor here is suggested as 2/3 by Timoshenko [22].
On the other hand, after the importance of the shear deformation was confirmed and
the need for shear correction factor was realized in FSDT, many studies were carried
out to obtain accurate formulations for the shear correction factors for different crosssections of homogenous structures [25,49–52]. Some of the presented shear correction
factors for structures with rectangular cross-sectional areas are presented in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 : Shear correction factors for a beam with rectangular cross-sectional area.
Reference

ksc

Timoshenko [22] 0.667
Mindlin [51]

0.822

Goodman [50]

0.870

Roark [49]

0.833

Cowper [50]

0.850

Shear correction factors for multi-layered structures are discussed in detail in Chapter
6. Moreover, the damping can be included in the above equations using the complex
elasticity approach and the equations of motions are then solved under specified
boundary conditions. In the next section, a summary of multi-layered beam theories
are presented.
2.3.2 Theories for multi-layered beams
The studies focused on multi-layered beams are generally based on the aforementioned
theories and improved by inserting the relationships between adjacent layers. Among
multi-layered beam theories, Oberst’s study [82] can be considered as a pioneer for
free-layered damped structures. Besides, the equations are frequently used for material
characterisation with the name of Oberst Beam Method [152,153,161,163]. The socalled “Oberst beam” consists of a stiff base layer coated with a viscoelastic damping
layer clamped at one end (i.e., cantilever free-layered beam). By ignoring the rotational
inertia and shear deformation effects as well as the damping of the base layer, the rth
natural frequency and damping (loss factor) value of the Oberst beam is described as
[5]:

r  1r

2
2
4
 t2    E 2   t2 
E 2 t2 
t2
2  3  2       
1 2
E1 t1 
t1
 t1    E1   t1 


E 2 t2   t2  2 
1  E t  1  t  
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1
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(2.23)
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where 1r is rth natural frequency of the base beam,  2 is the loss factor of the damping
layer and subscript i=1,2 represents the base and damping layer, respectively. Also Ei
is the Young’s moduli, ti is the thickness and ρi is the density.
DiTaranto [83] studied free vibration of a beam having three layers (i.e., elasticviscoelastic-elastic) configuration. The sixth order equation for a homogenous beam
is written as:

  2u1
 6u1  4u1  RE1 A1 2
 2
 2


RS


u
RS  0 (2.25)


1
2
x 6 x 4  E1I1  E2 I 2
E1I1  E2 I 2
 t E1I1  E2 I 2
where u1 is the displacement of the mid-plane of the elastic (base) layer along the axis
direction x, b is the width of the beam, ω is the complex frequency of vibration, ρ is
mass per unit length,  is the distance between the mid-surfaces of the outer layers, S
is the normal stress acting on a cross section and R is defined as follows:
R

G1b
1  j2 
t2 E1 A1

(2.26)

The solution of the equation of motion is assumed as:
6

u   Ai e pjx

(2.27)

1

where Ai are the coefficients need to be determined according to the boundary
2
2
2
conditions of the problem. Using the terms    1  j  and   p , the loss factor

of the sandwich beam is obtained as:
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(2.28)

Considering sandwich beam having very thin viscoelastic core layer, the definition of
the loss factor of the composite can be simplified to [84]:

  0.662

h10.8

 2  0.475h    2 
0.8 2
1

where
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2

2

(2.29)

h1  12

E 2 2
t2 
G12

(2.30)

and  is the average mass density. For very small values of h1 , the loss factor
definition is further simplified to [84]:



3 h1 2
16 1  2 2

(2.31)

On the other hand, if h1 is very large [84], then the corresponding loss factor can be
calculated as:



2

(2.32)

h1
Mead and Markus [85] presented that the definitions of the natural frequencies and
mode shapes of DiTaranto [83] can be considered as special resonant frequencies and
forced vibration modes of sandwich beams due to their uncoupled nature. Rao [86]
presented exact solutions for sandwich beams under selected boundary conditions
assuming: small and uniform deflection across any layer, the axial displacements are
continuous, the face (outer) layers bend according to Euler’s hypothesis, the soft core
deforms shear dominated and thus it does not carry a great amount of axial force, and
longitudinal as well as rotary inertia effects are ignorable. Accordingly, the strain
energies are written in terms of deflection, w  w  x , t

u



and shear strain measure,

t2 L
 2  x , t  as:
c

U1  U 3 bending

2

1 E1I1  E3 I 3 1   2 w 

0   2 x  dx
2
L3

(2.33)
2

U1  U 3 extension

1 E1I1  E3 I 3 1    2 w   u  

0 Y    2 x    x   dx
2
L3

U 2  shearing 
T

1 E1 I1  E3 I 3 1 * 2
0 g Yu dx
2
L3

1 E1 I1  E3 I 3 1 2
0 w dx
2
L3
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(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

here w  w t , non-dimensional length variable x  x / L and time variable

t t

 mL4  E1 I1  E3 I 3   . The shear parameter g * and the geometric parameter Y

are defined as:

G2* A2 L2  E1 A1  E3 A3 
g 
 g 1  j2 
t22
E1 A1E3 A3
*

Y 

c
E1 A1E3 A3
E1 I1  E3 I 3  E1 A1  E3 A3 

(2.37)

(2.38)

here c is the distance between the mid-surfaces of the face layers. Applying Hamilton’s
principle to energies leads to obtain the following beam equations:
2w
4w
 3u

1

Y

Y
0


t 2
x 4
x 3
3w
 2u
Y 3   g *Y  Y  2  0
x
x

(2.39)

Deflection solution for eq. 2.39 can be written as;


6w
4w 2  2w
*
 6  g 1  Y  4  2  2  g *w 
x
x
 t  x


(2.40)

Hamilton’s principle yields to the following conditions at the domain boundaries:

E1 I1  E3 I 3 
3w
 2u 
1

Y

Y
 0 or w  0
 3

L3
x
x 2 

EI E I 
3w
 2u 
M   1 1 2 3 3 1  Y  3  Y 2   0 or w  x  0
L
x
x 


Q

(2.41)

  2 w u 
N  Y  2    0 or u  0
x 
 x
These equations generate eight options for end conditions for a sandwich beam.
Besides, approximate formulations were also presented for some boundary conditions
in [86].
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Plate and Shell Deformation Theories
2.4.1 Theories for single layer plates and shells
Theories of plate and shells are developed by expanding beam equations to a 2D
domain or reducing 3D continuum problems into 2D problems. The latter can be
performed using some methods such as Hamilton’s principle, Reissner Mixed
Variational Theorem or Principle of Virtual Work. An integration of the domain of
plate type structures can be defined using equations related to in-plane behaviour and
the integration over the thickness as [206]:

V   dV



t 2

t 2

   d dz

(2.42)

0

where V and Ω represent the volume and in-plane area of the domain. The
corresponding plate/shell theories are derived with displacement or stress fields, or
mixed formulations containing both displacement and stress terms.
Classical Plate Theory (CPT) was presented by Love [27] as the extension of EulerBernoulli Beam equations to shell structures. Accordingly, Kirchhoff assumptions,
which are straight lines normal to the neutral plane remain perpendicular and straight
after deformation as well as the thickness of the plate does not change during the
deformation, are followed. Thus, CPT is also called as Kirchhoff Plate Theory [206].
Associated with Kirchhoff hypothesis, the displacement field in CPT is defined as:

w0 ( x, y )
x
w ( x, y )
v ( x, y , z )  v0 ( x, y )  z 0
y
w( x, y , z )  w0 ( x, y )

u( x, y, z )  u0 ( x, y )  z

(2.43)

where superscript 0 refers to displacements at the reference surface (usually midsurface of the plate). The selected directions are depicted in Figure 2.8.
z

z
 yz
x

y

 zy

 yx

 zx
 xz
x
 xy

y

Figure 2.8 : Plate in global coordinates and the stress directions in infinitesimal plate
volume.
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Assuming small values of thickness to curve radius ratio (t/Ri) and curvature
definitions, the CPT may be described as follows:

u( ,  , z ) 

u0
w ( ,  )
( ,  )  z 0
Rx
x

v ( ,  , z ) 

v0
w ( ,  )
( ,  )  z 0
Ry
y

(2.44)

w( ,  , z )  w0 ( ,  )
These definitions naturally bring the neglected transverse shear and transverse normal
into effects. Accordingly, strain-displacement relations can be written as follows:

 xx 

u
v
w
 u0, x  zw0, xx ,  yy 
 v0, y  zw0,yy ,  zz 
0
x
y
z
1  u

v 

 xy       u0,y  v0,x   zw0,xy   yx
2  y x  2
1

1  u w  1
 xz   
    w,x  w,x   0   zx
2  z x  2
1  v

w 

(2.45)

 yz   
   w,y  w,y   0   zy
2  z y  2
1

where subscript with comma represents the partial derivative according to the
following parameter.
Alternatively, FSDTs contain shear deformation effects. The pioneer theories were
developed by Reissner [32] and Mindlin [26]. In FSDTs, the normals to the mid-plane
before deformation remain straight but not perpendicular to the neutral plane after
deformation. The displacement of any point in the laminate has a displacement field
as:
u( x, y, z )  u0 ( x, y )  zx ( x, y )
v( x, y, z )  v0 ( x, y )  zy ( x, y )

(2.46)

w( x, y, z )  w0 ( x, y )

Where the rotations are described as:

w
  x ( x, y )
x
w
 y ( x, y ) 
  y ( x, y )
y

x ( x , y ) 
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(2.47)

Then linear strain-displacement relationships assuming small deformations are written
as:

  2 w  
u0
 z  2  x    x 0  z  xx
x
x 
 x
  2 w  
v
 yy  0  z  2  y    y 0  z  yy
y
y 
 y
w
 zz  0  0
z
  2 w  x  y 
u0 v0
 xy 

 z


  xy 0  z  xy

y x
x 
 xy y

 xx 

(2.48)

u w

x
z x
v w


y
z y

 xz 
 yz

here  xx ,  yy are the bending curvatures and  xy is the twisting curvature. The nonzero shear strain terms are independent of z and in contrasts with CPT, which is
applicable to thin plates. Applications of the above theories to multi-layered cases are
detailed in the following section.
2.4.2 Theories for multi-layered plates and shells
The theories for multi-layered structures can be reviewed under three categories [47]:
Equivalent Single Layer (ESL), Zig-Zag (ZZ) and Layer-wise (LW) theories. ESL is
based on assuming single deformation distribution along the thickness of the whole
composite. Therefore, the number of variables becomes independent of the number of
layers. The deformation schemes of the normal in the thickness direction of a multilayered beam are illustrated in Figure 2.9 related to ESL approaches based on Classical
Laminate Theory, FSDT and HSDT. The earliest ESL approach is Classical Laminate
Theory (CLT) which is the expansion of CPT to laminated structures. CLT assumes
the normal along the thickness direction of the composite direction remains
perpendicular to the neutral plane of the composite after deformation and it does not
account shear strain which is crucial for constrained-layer structures.
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CLT

FSDT
z

z

x

x

HSDT
z

x

Figure 2.9 : Deformation assumptions of a plate bending in a single direction.
Ross-Kerwin-Ungar equations [89] are one of the pioneer approaches for determining
the modal characteristics of the multi-layered plates. Ross et al. studied the threelayered system by using sinusoidal expansions for the modes of vibration of simply
supported beams or plates. The equivalent flexural rigidity of the system is described
as [5,89]:
EI  E1

t13
t3
t3
t 2 H D
 E2 2  E3 3  E2 2  31
12
12
12
12  1  g 

 E1t1D 2  E2t2  H 21  D   E3t3  H 31  D 
2

2

(2.49)

E t
 H  D 
  2 2  H 21  D   E3t3  H 31  D    31

 2
 1 g 

where

D



E2t2 ( H 21  H 31 / 2)  g E2t2 H 21  E3t3 H 31
E1t1  E2t2 / 2  g  E1t1  E2t2  E3t3 
H 31 

 t1  t3   t
2

H 21 
g

 t1  t2 
2

G2
E3t3t2 p 2
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2



(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)

(2.53)

where p is the wavenumber and equals to rth eigenvalue to length ratio r / L . The use
of RKU equations for natural frequencies for simply supported beams and plates are
described in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 : Natural frequency formulations for RKU [5].

r 

Beam

Plate

r 

rs 2
a2

r 2
EI
2
L  H nb

 r  r
 rs 2

 r   s 
   
2
a
 a   b 

EH n 3
12 1   2   H n

2

2

r is the semi wavelength in direction a, s is the semi wavelength in b, a and b are the edge lengths.

For damping estimation, each modulus in the above equations are replaced with
complex counterparts (i.e., E *  E (1  i ) ) and equalising the real and imaginal parts
of the equation gives the expressions for EI and loss factor  , respectively. Threelayered structures formed by a base layer coated with damping and constraining layer
can be analysed with RKU equations. The base structure has generally low material
damping, thus, 1 can be assumed zero [5]. In most of the constrained-layer damping
applications, the top (constraining) layer is chosen from a stiff metallic material [5,7],
therefore the damping of the top layer is usually assumed to be zero, i.e.,3  0 .
Moreover, RKU equations can be simplified to unconstrained layer damping case (i,e.,
Oberst beam) by taking the properties of the top layer as zero [5].
These equations are used with some modifications for determining the mechanical
properties of damping materials. Assuming symmetric sandwich case (E1=E3, t1=t3),

H 31 and D reduces to [5]:
H 31  t1  t2
D   t1  t2 

g
1  2g

(2.54)
(2.55)

Considering parameter D implicates that:


If g has a large value as in rigid coupling between the face layers, D approaches

 t1  t2 

2.
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If g has a small value, which refers to little or no coupling between the face
layers, the neutral axis location is assumed to be at the same position, i.e.,
g  0 , D  0.

According to these relations, for a sandwich having a rubber-like soft material between
two stiff layers ( E2

E1 ), eq. 2.49 can be written as [5]:
EI 1  j  

g 1  j2 
E1 I1
2
 E1t1  t1  t1 
6
1  2 g 1  j2 

(2.56)

Equalising the real and imaginary parts of both sides of the equation yields the
equivalent parameters for the sandwich structure. This approach can also be used for
material characterisation of the damping layer for measured modal parameters of the
composite since the shear modulus of the damping layer G2 and the loss factor  2
described as follows [5,152]:

 A  B   2  A  B   2  A 

1  2 A  2 B   4  A 
2

G2

2

2 

2

2

A

 A  B  2 A  B

2

E1t1t2ar
L2

 2  A 

2

(2.57)

(2.58)

where
2

  
t   B 
A   r  2  2 2  
t1 1   2 
 1r  

B

1
 t 
6 1  2 
t1 


2

(2.59)

(2.60)

here ar   r 2 and the values for typical boundary conditions are presented in Table
2.3.
RKU equations are the specialized equivalent single layer approach for
viscoelastically damped multi-layered structures which may consist of several stiff and
soft layers. On the other hand, further considerations of general multi-layered cases
are more convenient for covering a wider range of composite configurations.
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Table 2.3 : The square values of eigenvalues [5].
Mode

Clamped-Free

Clamped-Clamped

Free-Free

1
2
3
4

3.516
22.035
61.697
120.9

22.373
61.673
120.9
199.86

0
0
22.373
61.673

r

2
 2r  1  2

2
 2r  1  2

4

4

2
 2r  3  2

4

2.4.2.1 First order shear deformation theories
Since FSDT is the simplest theory that considers the shear behaviour of the structures
[25,26], it is a good candidate for modelling the behaviours of multi-layered structures.
A sample deformation scheme of FSDT has been depicted for a single direction in
Figure 2.9 as the slope along the thickness direction of the whole composite. It is
straight but not perpendicular to the neutral plane. Yang et al. [48] presented a widely
used theory for non-homogenous anisotropic plates including shear deformations
based on FSDT. Considering eq. 2.48, the constitutive relations can be written for the
layers in x-y plane:
 xx  Q11
  
 yy  Q11
  yz    0
  
  xz   0
   Q
 xy   16

Q12
Q22
0
0
Q26

0
0
Q44
Q45
0

0 Q16   xx 
 
0 Q26   yy 
Q45 0   yz 
 
Q55 0   xz 
0 Q66   xy 

(2.61)

where Qij are the reduced stiffness components of the layer material for the plane
stress. For the multi-layered structures, the stress and moment resultants are described
as:

N

xx

H n /2

, N yy , N xy  

 

xx

,  yy , xy  dz

 H n /2
H n /2

 Q , Q    
x

y

xz

, yz  dz

(2.62)

 H n /2

M

xx

, M yy , M xy  

H n /2

 

 H n /2
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xx

,  yy , xy  zdz

where Hn is the total thickness of the multi-layered plate. By combining straindisplacement and stress-strain relations, stress resultants can be defined by the
following equation:
 N xx   A11 A12
N  
 yy   A12 A22
 Qy   0
0

 
0
 Qx    0
 N xy   A
A16

  16
 M x   B11 B12
M   B
B22
 y   12
 M xy   B16 B26

0
0
A44
A45
0
0
0
0

0
0
A45
A55

A16
A26
0
0

B11
B12
0
0

B12
B22
0
0

0
0
0
0

A66
B16
B26
B66

B16
D11
D12
D16

B26
D12
D22
D26

u0 x




v0 y


  w0 y   y 


  w0 x  x  (2.63)
B66   u0 y  v0 x 


x x
D16  




 y y
D26


D66  x y   y x 

B16
B26
0
0

where Aij, Bij, Dij are laminate stiffness and given as:
H n /2

A ,B ,D   
ij

ij

Qij( k ) 1, z, z 2  dz,

ij

i, j  1, 2, 6,

 H n /2

Aij  ksc

H n /2



Qij( k ) dz,

(2.64)

i, j  4, 5

 H n /2

Qij( k ) are the stiffness coefficients of the kth layer and ksc is the shear correction factor.
For equivalent single layer representation, laminate stiffness has to be superposed. The
most basic method is the summation of the quantities as follows [206]:

Aij 

H n /2



 H n /2

n zk 1

Qij dz  

Q

k 1 zk

(k )
ij

dz

(2.65)

which leads
n

Aij   Qij( k )  zk 1    zk  
k 1

1 n (k ) 
2
2
Qij  zk 1    zk  



2 k 1
1 n
3
3
Dij   Qij( k )  zk 1    zk  


3 k 1

Bij 

(2.66)

where zk is the distance from the mid-plane along the thickness direction to the lower
surface of the kth layer and n is the number of layers. The general idea of the FSDT is
summarized above and the use for generating equivalent shell finite element
formulations will be addressed in the next chapters.
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2.4.2.2 Higher order shear deformation theories
HSDTs contain higher-order terms associated with the thickness direction satisfying
the conditions that the shear distribution vanishes at the outer surfaces and do not
require additional correction factors. A sample deformation scheme was illustrated in
Figure 2.9. Different HSDTs have been developed by representing the displacement
fields with specific functions in the literature [68–72]. A practical HSDT is developed
by Reddy [68] with displacement field below:
u  u0  zx  z 2 x  z 3 x
v  v0  z y  z 2 y  z 3 y

(2.67)

w  w0

where the following conditions are held:

u0  u  x, y ,0  ,
 u 

x    ,
 z  z 0

v0  v  x, y ,0  ,

w0  w  x, y ,0 

 v 

y    ,
 z  z 0

  2u 
2 x   2  ,
 z  z 0

  2v 
2 y   2  ,
 z  z 0

  3u 
6 x   3  ,
 z  z 0

  3v 
6 y   3 
 z  z 0

(2.68)

Imposing the conditions for the top and bottom surfaces of the composite

 xz  x, y , 


Hn 
Hn 

  0,  yz  x, y , 
0
2 
2 


(2.69)

which leads to:

w0
  2 z x  3z 2 x 
0
z  H n /2
x
w
 yz  x, y ,  H n / 2    y  0   2 z y  3z 2 y  z  H /2  0
n
y

 xz  x, y ,  H n / 2   x 

(2.70)

Then, the parameters are obtained as:

 x  0,  y  0
x  


4  w0
4  w0

 x  ,  y  
 y 
2 
2 
3H n  x
3H n  y



The displacement field is then transformed into the following form:
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(2.71)

2

4 z  
w0  
u  x, y , z   u0 ( x, y )  z x  
  x 

3  Hn  
x  


2

4 z  
w0  
v  x, y , z   v0 ( x, y )  z  y  



 y
3  H n  
y  


w  x, y , z   w0  x, y 

(2.72)

The non-linear strain displacement relations can then be defined as [68]:
 xx(1) 
 xx(3) 
 xx   xx(0) 
   (0) 
 (1)  3  (3) 
 yy    yy   z  yy   z  yy 
   (0) 
 (1) 
 (3) 
 xy   xy 
 xy 
 xy 

(2.73)

 yz   yz(0)  2  yz(2) 
    (0)   z  (2) 
 xz   xz 
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(2.76)
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here c1  4 3H n 2 . The stress resultants can be associated with the strains by the
equations

 B   E    
 D   F    (1) 
 F   H   (3) 


(0)

 N    A

 
M    B 
 P   E 

 

(2.77)

 D   
 F   (2) 

Q   A


R  D 

(0)

where
n

( Aij , Bij , Dij , Eij , Fij , H ij )   

zk

k 1

n

( Aij , Dij , Fij )   
k 1

zk 1

zk 1

zk

Qij( k ) (1, z , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 , z 6 )dz

Qij( k ) (1, z 2 , z 4 )dz

i, j  4,5

i, j  1, 2, 6 (2.78)

(2.79)

The stiffness terms Aij, Bij and Dij have already been given in Eq. 2.66. The remaining
stiffness terms are given as:

1 n (k ) 
4
4
Qij  zk 1    zk  



4 k 1
1 n
5
5
Fij   Qij( k )  zk 1    zk  


5 k 1
1 n
7
7
H ij   Qij( k )  zk 1    zk  


7 k 1

Eij 

(2.80)

As can be seen, adding higher-order terms of z leads to more sophisticated
formulations. Since these stiffness matrices contain higher-order terms, their
contributions in thin laminates remain small. It is also noted that, by setting c1=0, the
equations of FSDT might be obtained from strain-displacement relations. On the other
hand, in order to obtain CLT, the term  has to be replaced with    w0 / x (α=x,
y). Overall, HSDT can be considered as the most general case in ESL approaches
which CLT and FSDT can be derived as its special cases.
Layer-wise theories (LW) take into consideration of every layer in multi-layered
structures individually as depicted in Figure 2.10. In contrast with ESL, for which the
number of unknowns is layer independent, the number of parameters as well as the
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problem size increases with the number of constitutive layers in LW. Therefore, LW
is generally preferred in cases that the individual variations in the layers are required.

ESL

LW

z

z

Figure 2.10 : Comparison between deformation schemes of ESL and LW
approaches.
LW can be derived by assuming a priori deformation scheme for each layer e.g., CLT,
FSDT, HSDT or Zig-Zag effects, then combining displacements and/or stress values
of individual layers. An example of HSDT based layer-wise theory by Cho, Bert and
Striz [207] is given as:
u ( k )  x, y , zk   u0( k ) ( x, y , t )  zk u1( k ) ( x, y , t )  zk 2u2( k ) ( x, y , t )  zk 3u3( k ) ( x, y , t )
v ( k )  x, y , zk   v0( k ) ( x, y , t )  zk v1( k ) ( x, y , t )  zk 2v2( k ) ( x, y , t )  zk 3v3( k ) ( x, y , t ) (2.81)
w( k )  x, y , zk   w0( k ) ( x, y , t )  zk w1( k ) ( x, y , t )  zk 2 w2( k ) ( x, y , t )

where k is the layer number and zk is the coordinate that is defined from the mid-surface
of the layer k. Considering eq. 2.81 there are 11n (n is total number of layers)
unknowns to be determined while for FSDT the same was 5  u0 , v0 , w0 , x ,  y  . This
simple consideration allows one to obtain the main drawback of the LW by means of
computational requirements. The proposed displacements models have to require
constraints for enforcing the compatibility conditions at each interface. The
generalizations on these approaches are made by Reddy and described the
displacement variables as [77]:
m

u ( k )  x, y , z   u0( k )   u (jk )  x, y   (j k ) ( z )
j 1
m

v ( k )  x, y , z   v0( k )   v (jk )  x, y   (j k ) ( z )
j 1

n

w( k )  x, y , z   w0( k )   w(jk )  x, y  (j k ) ( z )
j 1
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(2.82)

(k )
(k )
where  j ( z ) and  j ( z ) are layer-wise continuous functions and suggested to be

selected from Lagrange interpolation functions, m and n are the orders of the
polynomials and m>n. The strain-displacement relations and stress-strain equations
can be obtained accordingly.
2.4.2.3 Zig-zag theories
The Zig-zag theories can be considered in between of ESL and LW since they
generally have a general displacement field form for the composite having an
alternating zig-zag function for adjacent layers. The Zig-Zag theories are considered
in the three groups [76] as presented in the following subsections.
Lekhnitskii–Ren theories
The first study about deformations of multi-layered structures which contain the zigzag based theory is acknowledged to Leknithskii [41]. Lekhnitskii proposed a method
to describe in-plane zig-zag displacements and also fulfils interlaminar transverse
shear continuity [208]. As depicted in Figure 2.11, a multi-layered beam with a
transverse force “P” and a bending moment “M” applied at one side is assumed to be
fixed at one end.

0

P
H1

Layer 1
Layer 2

x
H2
z0

Hk

σx(k)

Layer k

Hn-1 Hn

τxz(k)

M

Layer n-1
Layer n

x
l

z

Figure 2.11 : The multi-layered beam configuration used in Lekhnitskii’s theory.
The stresses are assumed to be depended variables of a stress function, F as [41]:

 xx 

2 F
2 F
2 F
,


,



zz
xz
z 2
x 2
xz

(2.83)

The requirements of the elasticity theories are followed by this stress function. The
stress function is assumed to be in the following form:
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F ( k ) ( x, z )  Ak xz  Bk z 2  Ck xz 2  Dk z 3  Ek xz 3

(2.84)

where Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk and Ek are layer dependent coefficients to be determined using the
elasticity relations. The assumed stress function leads the stress distributions to be:

 xx( k )  2 Bk  2Ck x  6 Dk z  6 Ek xz

(2.85)

 xz( k )   Ak  2Ck z  3Ek z 2

(2.86)

The following relations are held for the structure [41]:
•

Constitutive relations
u ( k )
1
1
 ( k )  xx( k )   2( k ) ( k )  zz( k )
x
E1
E1
w( k )
1
1
  1( k ) ( k )  xx( k )  ( k )  zz( k )
z
E1
E2

(2.87)

u ( k ) w( k )
1

 ( k )  xz( k )
z
x
G

•

Homogenous boundary conditions

At z  0,

 zz(1)   xz(1)  0

At z  H n ,  zz( n )   xz( n )  0
•

Compatibility conditions

u( k 1)  u( k ) ,
•

w( k 1)  w( k )

(2.89)

Interlaminar equilibrium for transverse stress

 zz( k 1)   zz( k ) ,
•

(2.88)

 xz( k 1)   xz( k )

(2.90)

Equilibrium of applied loads
n

Hk

k 1

H k 1

n

Hk

k 1

H k 1

n

Hk

k 1

H k 1







 xx( k ) dz  0,
 xx( k ) zdz 

M  Px
,
Hn

 xz( k ) dz  

P
Hn

(2.91)

By using the above relations, the stresses in individual layers can be determined as
follows:
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6E (k )
 M  Px  2S1 z  S2  ,  zzk  0
HnS

 xz( k ) 

6 P   k 1 2
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HnS
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HnS 

(2.92)

where
n

S1    H k  H k 1  E ( k )
k 1

S2    H k2  H k21  E ( k )
n

(2.93)

k 1

S3    H k3  H k31  E ( k )
n

k 1

S  4S1S3  3S22
Another important feature which Lekhnitskii described is the position of the neutral
plane which is written as:

H
1

2
k

 H k21  E ( k )

k

 H k 1  E

n

z0 

S2

2S1 2

k 1
n

H
k 1

(2.94)
(k )

The theory was extended to orthotropic and anisotropic plates by Ren with following
stress assumptions [209,210]:

 xz( k ) ( x, y, z )   x ( x, y)ak ( z )  x ( x, y)ck ( z )
 yz( k ) ( x, y, z )   y ( x, y )bk ( z )   y ( x, y) g k ( z )

(2.95)

where  i and i (i=x, y) are the unknown stress functions, ak ( z ) , bk ( z ) , ck ( z ) and

gk ( z ) are the parabolic functions of thickness coordinate z and they are also dependent
on the properties and position of the layer as well as the shear force. This equation
represents an interlaminar continuous transverse shear stress field which is parabolic
in each layer. The integration of strain-displacement relation and imposing
compatibility conditions estimate the displacement fields as:
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w
  x ( x, y ) Ak ( z )  x ( x, y )Ck ( z )
x
w
v ( k ) ( x, y, z )  v0 ( x, y ) 
  y ( x, y ) Bk ( z )   y ( x, y )Gk ( z )
y
w( x, y, z )  w0 ( x, y )

u ( k ) ( x , y , z )  u0 ( x , y ) 

(2.96)

where uppercase letters are functions obtained from the integration of the
corresponding lowercase letters functions. Consequently, displacement field in eq.
2.96 leads a piecewise Zig-Zag continuous displacement field with a cubic variation
of z in each layer.
Ambartsumian-Whitney-Rath-Das theory
The idea of assuming a shear stress field for multi-layered plates was originally
proposed by Ambartsumian [42,43], then extended by Whitney to anisotropic plates
[73] then Rath and Das made the extension for the shell applications [211]. The theory
involves the same number of variables with FSDT and transverse shear stresses are
described as [212]:

 xz( k ) ( x, y, z )  Q55( k ) f ( z )  a55( k )  x ( x, y )  Q45( k ) f ( z )  a45( k )  y ( x, y )
 yz( k ) ( x, y, z )  Q45( k ) f ( z )  a55( k )  x ( x, y )  Q44( k ) f ( z )  a44( k )  y ( x, y )

(2.97)

(k )
where Qij are the shear stress resultants, f(z) is a function of the thickness coordinate
(k )
(k )
(k )
, a45
, a55
and assumed according to the lamination type. The layer constants a44
are

determined by imposing continuity requirements of transverse stresses at the interface
and top-bottom homogenous conditions are employed to determine the form of f(z).
Then, displacements fields can be obtained by integrating shear strains with the
assumption that transverse displacement is constant in the thickness direction.
Reissner-Murakami-Carrera theory
The theorem that allows assuming independent displacement and transverse stress
variables was developed by Reissner [213,214]. Murakami [74] used this procedure
for modelling multi-layered plates with an ESL approach. In Murakami’s study, a ZigZag theory was developed to overcome the drawbacks of unsatisfied stress fields on
the plate equilibrium equations. The theory was aimed at representing more accurate
shear characteristics and improving in-plane responses as well. The composite plate
consists of n layers with total plate thickness Hn. The volume fraction of the kth layer
in the total thickness μ(k) satisfies:
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n



(k )

1

(2.98)

k 1

Besides, interface continuity conditions are described as [74]:
u ( k )  u ( k 1) ,  zx( k )   zx( k 1)
v ( k )  v ( k 1) ,  zy( k )   zy( k 1)

k  1, 2,, n  1

(2.99)

w( k )  w( k 1) ,  zz( k )   zz( k 1)

For the upper and lower surface stress conditions are satisfied as follows:

 zx(1)  Tx ,

 zy(1)  Ty ,

 zx( N )  Tx ,

 zy( N )  Ty ,

 zz(1)  Tz
 zz( N )  Tz

z  Hn / 2

at
at

z  Hn / 2

(2.100)

where Ti values are the surface tractions at the outer surfaces. Then, the Reissner Mixed
Variational Principle (RMVT) is applied to the multi-layered composite plate
configuration that has n layers and the neutral plane is in the x-y plane. The
displacement field that is assumed by Murakami’s theory is based on Reissner-Mindlin
Theory with additional “trial displacement”. As the trial displacement, a zig-zag inplane displacement variation across the thickness which has amplitude Si(x,y) is
inserted into displacement fields and thus the total displacement is defined for kth layer
as [74]:

u ( k )  x, y, z   u0  x, y   zx  x, y   S x ( x, y )(1) k

2
z (k )
 Hn

v ( k )  x, y, z   v0  x, y   z y  x, y   S y ( x, y )(1) k

2
z (k )
 Hn

(k )

(k )

(2.101)

w( k )  x, y, z   w  x, y 
where z ( k )  z  z0( k ) belongs to local coordinate system in z direction whose origin is
located at the centre of the kth layer, z0( k ) . The following approximation is held for the
transverse shear stresses:

 xz( k )  Qx( k ) ( x, y )q ( k ) ( z )  Tx( k 1) ( x, y ) pu( k ) ( z )  Tx( k ) ( x, y ) pl( k ) ( z )
 yz( k )  Qy( k ) ( x, y )q ( k ) ( z )  Ty( k 1) ( x, y ) pu( k ) ( z )  Ty( k ) ( x, y ) pl( k ) ( z )
 zz( k )  0
where
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(2.102)

  2 z ( k ) 2 
q ( z )  ( k ) 1   ( k )   ,
2 H n    H n  


(k )

3

(k )

2

 z (k ) 
z(k )
1
p ( z )  3 (k )   (k )
 ,
  Hn   Hn 4
(k )
u

(k )

(2.103)

2

 z (k ) 
z(k )
1
p ( z )  3 (k )   (k )

  Hn   Hn 4
(k )
l

(k )

In eq. 2.102, the transverse shear at the upper and the lower faces of the kth layer are

Ti ( k 1) and Ti ( k ) , respectively. The shear resultant can be calculated as:

Qi( k )  

( k )

 zi( k ) dz,

i  x, y.

(2.104)

where ( k ) is the domain restricted by the kth layer. A generalization for RMVT usage
for developing multi-layered structures was performed by Carrera [215] by using the
following displacement field:
u  u0  ( 1) k  k u Z  z r u r ,

r  1, 2,..., N e

(2.105)

where subscript 0 refers displacement values at the reference surface,  k  2 z ( k ) / tk ,
u z and u r represents the unknowns related with Zig-zag functions and r-polynomials,

respectively. Also, Ne is the order of expansion and the transverse stresses expansion
can be summarized by the following LW expansion:
k)
σ (Nk )  Ft σ (Ntk )  Fbσ (Nb
 Fr σ (Nrk )  F σ (Nk) ,

  t , b, r; r  2,3,..., N e ; k  1, 2,3,..., n

(2.106)

where the subscripts N represents transverse (out of plane normal) components, t and
b represent values related to the top and bottom surfaces of the layer, respectively.
Besides, these two terms form the linear part of the equation. The thickness functions

F ( k ) are defined at the k-layer level as:
Ft 

P0  P 1
,
2

Fb 

P0  P 1
,
2

Fr  Pr  Pr 2 ,

r  2,3,..., N e

(2.107)

here Pj  Pj  k  are the Legendre polynomials of the j-order defined in the ζk-domain,
where 1   k  1 .
Overall, the success of the multi-layered theories depends on the representation
capability of the actual distributions of displacements and stresses in the composite
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structures. Once the appropriate distribution is assumed, the continuum equations are
derived. Afterwards, equations of motions can be obtained via methods such as
Principle of Minimum Potential Energy, Principle of Virtual displacements/Work,
Mixed Variational, Weighted Residual or Rayleigh-Ritz approach. However, solving
the coupled algebraic equations of complex geometries having non-linear behaviours
is almost impossible. Therefore, numerical methods are employed.
Fundamental Theory of Finite Element Approach
Although there are analytical solution methods for the equations of multi-layered
structures, they are generally limited to simple geometries and boundary conditions.
On the other hand, modern engineering structures are more complex and their
behaviours can be non-linear due to properties of materials and arbitrary boundary
conditions. Hence, there is a need for a powerful computational method that can be
applied for solving the equations of complex engineering problems.
Finite Element Method (FEM) is a frequently used procedure for determining very
realistic solutions of the real-world problems [112,206,216,217]. The idea of the FEM
is based on idealization of the structure with mathematical domain then discretizes the
domain into a set of finite elements whose properties can be calculated easily and then
solving the problem by numerical matrix calculations. The steps of the finite element
procedure are listed below [217]:
1. Idealization
2. Discretization of the domain (Mesh generation)
3. Computation of element properties
4. Assembling of the equations for the whole system
5. Application of boundary conditions
6. Solution of the system
7. Post-processing for desired values
These steps are common to all engineering problems, but their application varies
according to the type of problem.
2.5.1 Displacement based finite element approaches
The Principle of Virtual Displacements allows obtaining equilibrium equations of a
system based on the principle that the work done within a body is equal to the work
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done by external forces. Examining a shell having a volume of V in 3-dimensional
space, which is subjected to body forces b, surface tractions t on the area Ω and
concentrated forces R, total internal virtual work done by internal forces for the whole
domain (also virtual strain energy) can be described as:

 U    εσdV

(2.108)

V

where ε and σ are the strain and stress vectors, respectively. Furthermore, the virtual
work done by external forces is written as:

 W    dT bdV    dT td     di Ri


V

(2.109)

i

where  d is the virtual displacement vector and  d   u,  v,  w,  x ,  y ,  z  , b
T

represents the body force vector, t represents surface traction vector and Ri is the
concentrated force acting on ith point in the domain. The PVD endorses the following
equilibrium:

  ε σdV    d bdV  
T

T

V



V

 dT td     di Ri

(2.110)

i

In the displacement-based FE approaches, the unknown displacements can be
expressed as linear combinations of some functions and generalised coordinates (i.e.
ui , vi , wi ,  xi ,  yi ,  zi ) as demonstrated below:
n

n

u   ui xi  x, y ,

v   vi yi  x, y  ,

i 1

n

i 1

 x    xixi  x, y ,
i 1

n

 y    yi yi  x, y  ,
i 1

n

w   wi xi  x, y 
i 1

n

 z   zi  zi  x, y 

(2.111)

i 1

here  xi ,  xi  xi xi  yi zi are so-called interpolation functions [112,216,217]. By
following this approach, displacement vector of a n-noded element can be expressed
as:
d  Nu

(2.112)

where u represents the nodal displacement vector and defined as:

u  u1 ,

, un , v1 ,

, vn , w1 ,

, wn ,  x1 ,
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,  x1 ,  y 1 ,

,  yn ,  z1,

,  zn 

T

(2.113)

and N is the matrix of the shape functions which will be discussed in the next section.
By using the strain-displacement relations, the strain terms can be written as ε  Bu
regarding eq. 2.112 and defining B matrix consisting of differential operators.
Consequently, the virtual displacements and strain descriptions are expressed as

 d  N u and  ε  B u , respectively. Considering the stress-strain relations as
σ  Dε , the stress vector can be written in the following form:

σ  DBu

(2.114)

where D represents the elasticity matrix. Afterwards, by using the definitions above
and eq. 2.110, the equilibrium equation for a finite element can be expressed as:

 uT  BT DBdVeu   uT
Ve

 N bdV  
T

e

Ve

e

N T td  e  R



(2.115)

Cancelling the term  uT yields the following equation:



Ve

BT DBdVeu   NT bdVe   NT td e  R
e

Ve

(2.116)

The elemental stiffness matrix and force vector can be defined accordingly as:

k   BT DBdVe

(2.117)

f  fb  ft  fc   NT bdVe   NT td e  R

(2.118)

Ve

e

Ve

For static analyses, the finite element equation is expressed as [112,216,217]:

ku  f

(2.119)

On the other hand, for dynamic analyses, inertia forces have to be inserted into the
equations. Doing so can be performed by taking inertia forces, which is expressed per
unit volume as binertia    Nu , into account as body forces acting on the opposite
direction of the accelerations. Hence, elemental inertia forces become:



Ve

NT binertia dVe     NT NdVeu
Ve

(2.120)

Since inertia equals mass times acceleration, mu , the mass matrix of the element, m
can be obtained as:

m    NT NdVe
Ve
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(2.121)

One may easily observe that, in addition to material properties, the shape functions
and the elemental degrees of freedoms are used to formulate the elemental matrices.
The use of shape functions is described briefly in the next section.
2.5.2 Shape functions
The shape functions are used to express the assumed deformation function of a
structure as interpolations of nodal values. These functions must satisfy certain
requirements such as compatibility and completeness [112,216,217] for monotonic
convergence. Therefore, they must be smooth and continuous within the domain of the
element. Besides, they should allow rigid-body displacements and constant strain
cases. For example, considering the one-dimensional case, the displacement field of a
two-noded finite element with a length of L and can be expressed as:

u( x)  N1 ( x)u1  N 2 ( x)u2

(2.122)

where N1 ( x)  1  x L and N 2 ( x)  x L . Using normalized (local) coordinates for
shape function descriptions are also convenient [217]. Therefore if  is chosen to be
normalized coordinate along the element direction as shown in Figure 2.12, the shape
functions are given as [112,216,217]:
N1    

1
1
1    , N 2    1   
2
2

(2.123)

As the number of nodes of an element increases, order of the shape functions and the
complexity of the element, increases as well. For example, the quadratic shape
functions for a 3-noded one dimensional element are:
1
1
N1       1 , N 2    1   1    , N3     1    (2.124)
2
2
Linear

Quadratic

1

1
N1

N2

N2

ξ

N1

ξ

0
(1)

N3

0
(2)

(1)

-1 ξ 1

(2)

-1 ξ 1

Figure 2.12 : Interpolation functions.
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(3)

One of the direct ways of generating shape functions is via the Lagrange interpolation
functions. For one-dimensional case, the Lagrange polynomial order of m at node k is
defined by the following equation:
m

lk( m )    
i 0
i k

   i 
  k  i 

(2.125)

For two-dimensional case, two coordinates are used to define the shape functions. Let

  2  x  x0  a and   2  y  y0  a according to Figure 2.13, two-dimensional
shape functions can then be expressed as;

N IJ  lI n    lJ m   

(2.126)

where n and m are the interpolation orders, I and J are label of the nodes in the
directions ξ and η, respectively.

a
y
η =1
η
ξ

y0

ξ =1

b

ξ =-1

η =-1
x0

x

Figure 2.13 : Two-dimensional element in global and local coordinates.
For a linear rectangular element, the shape function can be described as:
N 

1
1    1   
4

(2.127)

where  and  are the normalized coordinates at node  . Moreover, three
dimensional Lagrange shape functions can also be described similarly to eq. 2.127 by
multiplying another Lagrangian polynomial depending on a new non-dimensional
parameter. Alternative to Lagrange polynomials, Hermite functions are also widely as
an interpolation functions in FE analyses [112,216,217]. Once the shape functions are
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available, the stiffness and mass matrices of a structural finite element can be obtained
by using B and D matrices.
2.5.3 Eigenvalue problem
The FE equations of the mechanical systems can be determined by assembling the
elements according to their topology. Using complex modulus approach leads the
equation of motion of a mechanical system described as:

K

*

  2M  u  0

(2.128)

where K*=KR+jKI and KR represents the elastic stiffness matrix and KI represents the
loss stiffness matrix of the structure. The complex eigenvalue problem can be written
as [112] :
K * ψ*r  r*2 Mψ*r

(2.129)

here r*2 and ψ*r are the rth eigenvalue and complex mode shape. The eigenvalues can
2
2
be expressed in complex approach as r  r 1  jr  . Once eigenvalues are obtained,

natural frequencies r and modal loss factors  r can be determined.
2.5.3.1 Complex eigenvalue method
The complex eigenvalue problem resulting from the complex modulus approach is
solved without any further assumption in CEM [112,113,125]. Although doing so
makes CEM more accurate, the computational time is higher than the other
approaches.
The so-called subspace iteration method [112] is frequently used for determining the
selected number of eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of large FE problems.
The method aims at solving the smallest p eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors
satisfying [112]:

KΦ  MΦΛ

(2.130)

If the stiffness matrix is complex, the above equation can be written in a complex form
as:

K*Φ*  MΦ*Λ*
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(2.131)

where Λ*  diag  r*2  and Φ*   ψ*1 ,

, ψ*p  . Also, the eigenvectors here satisfy the

orthogonality requirements. The idea of the method is based on that the eigenvectors
in eq. 2.131 compose an M-orthogonal basis of the p-dimensional least dominant
subspace of the matrices K* and M [112]. Therefore, p linearly independent trial
vectors are defined. Then, iterations start with a complex trial matrix that consists of p
vectors and continue until convergence is obtained. CEM offers the highest accuracy
of FE analysis with expensive computational requirements. Consequently, if K* and
M accurately represent the stiffness and mass properties with cost-effective sizes, the
method promises optimum performance. CEM utilising the subspace iteration
procedure has been implemented in FINES [218], accordingly, composite FEs
developed in the scope of the thesis are implemented in FINES.
2.5.3.2 Modal strain energy method
Damping levels of the multi-layered structures might also be obtained without solving
complex eigenvalue problem. In the process of Modal Strain Energy Method (MSEM),
the mode shapes of the damped system are assumed to be same with those of the
undamped system. A procedure called Normal Modal Analysis [100] is applied to the
undamped system and strain energies are calculated afterwards for each mode shape
to find the modal damping levels.
According to MSEM approximations, instead of complex mode shapes ( ψ*r ) , the real
mode shapes ( ψ r ) can be used [95,101,219]. The real mode shapes are nothing but the
eigenvectors of the eigenvalue problem neglecting the loss stiffness matrix KI. By
using eigenvalue definition above and multiplying both sides of eq. 2.129 with ψTr ,
the following equation is obtained:

ψTr  Κ R  jK I  ψ r  ψTr r2 1  jr  Mψ r

(2.132)

Equalising the real and imaginary parts of this equation yields to following
descriptions:

ψTr Κ R ψ r
  T
ψ r Mψ r
2
r

ψT K ψ
ψT K ψ
r  2 r T I r  Tr I r
r ψ r Mψ r ψ r Κ R ψ r
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(2.133)

For multi-layered structures, the stiffness matrices contain contributions of each layer,
and thus they can be represented as:
n

K R   K (Rk )

(2.134)

k 1

n

n

k 1

k 1

K I   K (Ik )   ( k ) K (Rk )

(2.135)

Using these definitions leads one to obtain the frequency and loss factor equations as
follows:
n

r2 

ψ Tr  K (Rk ) ψ r
k 1
T
r

ψ Mψ r
n

r 

ψ Tr r( k ) K (Rk ) ψ r

(2.136)

k 1

n

ψ Tr  K (Rk ) ψ r
k 1

Here r( k ) is the loss factor of the kth layer for rth vibration mode, in practice, it is the
measured value of the material properties in the vicinity of the corresponding
frequency. The loss factor equation of the composite can be re-written by using the
strain energy definitions of the contributing layers [101,111,219]. Thus, the final form
of the loss factor equation according to the MSEM is obtained as:
n

r 


k 1

(k )
r

U r( k )
(2.137)

n

U
k 1

(k )
r

where U r( k ) is the modal strain energy of the kth layer for the rth mode. In the scope of
the thesis, case structures are modelled with several approaches and analysed using
MSEM. Besides, the performance of the MSEM is assessed.
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Introduction
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a very popular numerical method for solving
complex engineering problems. It is reliable and functional as long as appropriate
finite elements and modelling parameters are selected for the problem to be solved. In
this chapter, the use of conventional finite elements for modelling elastic and damping
behaviours of multi-layered structures is reviewed. A simple multi-layered solid
element approach for modelling the composite structures is developed and
implemented in a FE code. In addition to commonly used 8- and 20-noded
configurations, formulations of a 12-noded solid (brick) element with varying material
properties are also presented. The prediction capabilities of the proposed solid
elements for modal parameters of multi-layered structures are investigated. At the end
of this chapter, some concluding remarks are provided.
A survey on commercial finite elements for modelling multi-layered
structures
Commercial finite element programmes are frequently used for analyses of the
engineering structures in R&D centres as well as academic institutions. Some special
modules have been offered for modelling multi-layered structures in these
programmes. Although these modules are useful tools for the structural dynamic
analysis of engineering composites, their capabilities appear to be limited for damping
predictions.
Different commercial programs offer several procedures for analysing multi-layered
structures. Hyperworks [220] allows using a composite property generating tool for
thin composites to evolve a shell type element. It should be noted that solver, called
Radios, uses FSDT for multi-layered composite analyses [220]. Moreover, for
sandwich structures with softer cores, it is suggested to model the core with solid
elements and the outer layers with shell-type elements, and then stacking the generated
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elements. ANSYS has a composite shell section defining option as well. Besides, it
has some multi-layered solid element configurations (e.g., Solid 46, Solid 186) shown
in Figure 3.1[221].

Figure 3.1 : ANSYS Solid 186 multi-layered solid element configuration [221].
Solid 186 allows using a single element for the whole thickness of the multi-layered
structure using actual layer thicknesses for element calculations. The number of the
integration points through the thickness of each layer might be an odd number in
between 1 and 9. It should be noted that the FE needs at least two integration points
along the entire thickness for reliable integration of the system matrices of solid
elements. Also, using at least two solid elements in each direction is recommended to
avoid hourglass modes that might be caused by the use of reduced integration. Besides,
using more elements through the thickness of composites is also favoured to obtain
more accurate transverse shear stresses [221].
MSC SOL 400 [222] allows including damping into the models when modal
superposition or the direct integration methods are used in the FE calculations. Solid
layered composite configuration as well as solid shell configuration depicted in Figure
3.2 are available and they are defined in the composite property module. The so-called
PSHELL module uses CLT and requires known properties of the composite while in
PCOMP module, the properties of each layer need to be defined. Each layer in the
layered solid configuration has 4 integration points and the element can be stacked in
the desired direction. On the other hand, in the solid-shell configuration, each layer
has at least one integration point and the thickness direction in local coordinates must
be the same with the stacking direction in global coordinates. The algorithm generates
an equivalent shell according to CLT that is used for stress and strain analyses of the
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composite, obtaining force resultants, stress or strain in individual layers, and failure
analysis [222].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2 : SOL 400 a) solid layered composite element (CHEXA), b) solid shell
composite element [222].
Abaqus [223] allows generating composite sections to assign multi-layered structures
in conventional shell, continuum shell and solid configurations and the use of
composite sections are summarized below:


Conventional Shell Applications: The thickness of the structure is
discretized only to the reference surface of each ply. The shell behaviour is
defined by stretching, bending, twisting and transverse shear. The section
integration method might be the Simpson or the Gauss Method.



Continuum Shell Applications: Properties are fully discretized into each
ply but have a kinematic behaviour that is based on the shell theory (FSDT).
The continuum shell elements have displacement degrees of freedoms
only. The section integration method might be chosen as the Simpson or
the Gauss Method.



Composite Solid Applications: In Abaqus/Standard solid elements can
include several layers of different materials for the analysis of laminated
composite structures. The use of composite solids is limited to threedimensional brick elements that have only displacement degrees of
freedoms. It is mentioned that they usually do not provide a more accurate
solution compared to the composite shell elements.

In solid type applications, the number of integration points within a layer in the section
depends on the element type. The Gauss Quadrature is used for in-plane directions of
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the lamina and the Simpson’s rule is used in the stacking direction for the numerical
integration of the element matrices. If only one section point through the layer is used,
it would be located in the middle of the layer thickness. The number of section points,
which are required for the integration through the thickness of each layer, is specified
in the solid section definition and must be an odd number. The nodal configurations
of an 8-noded solid element in global and local coordinates are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 : A sample multi-layered solid element configuration in global and local
coordinates [223].
Moreover, the use of one or more brick elements for modelling each layer in multilayered structures is suggested in Abaqus if (i) transverse shear effects are
predominant, (ii) the normal stress cannot be ignored, and (iii) accurate interlaminar
stresses are required [223]. Furthermore, since thick shells elements in Abaqus
calculates the transverse shear stress based on linear elasticity theory, it is emphasized
that the transverse shear stress values through the thickness calculated by thick shell
elements could be somewhat better than those obtained by the solid elements for
satisfying the homogenous boundary conditions at the surfaces. Alternatively,
employing a stack of continuum shell elements is also suggested [223].
In the scope of this thesis, Abaqus is selected to be used for obtaining some reference
values, hence some detailed investigations of the modelling capabilities are performed.
In the shell elements offered in Abaqus, the transverse shear stiffness is calculated by
matching the shear response for the shell to that of a three-dimensional solid for the
case of bending about one axis [223]. Once the equivalent stiffness properties are
defined for the composite section, shell elements formulations based on FSDT can be
used for analyses of multi-layered structures. However, the shear deformation is
assumed constant over the element as a result of the FSDT, hence there is a need for
shear correction factor. The shear correction factors are taken 5/6 for isotropic layers.
Furthermore, to determine the equivalent factors for the multi-layered structures, the
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shear strain energy expressed in terms of section forces and strains is proportioned to
the strain energy of distributed transverse shear stresses that calculated for the
unidirectional bending case and assuming linear elastic response [223]. Accordingly,
the flexibility matrix of the composite shell is calculated by stacking the flexibility
matrices of individual layers which depend on the layers’ positions and thicknesses.
Then equivalent shear stiffness is obtained by taking the inverse of the flexibility
matrix. The nodal masses are calculated by averaging the density through the thickness
direction, weighted by the layer thickness. This average density is used to compute
rotary inertia as if the section was homogenous.
Preliminary tests performed using Abaqus, which are not given here for brevity,
indicated that the best selection for equivalent modelling approach would be using
composite shell elements if only natural frequencies of thin composites are to be
predicted. On the other hand, accurate elemental strain energies, which are crucial for
damping analysis in MSEM, cannot be obtained with composite element definitions in
Abaqus. Besides, stacking continuum shells and regular shell elements do not provide
accurate results for damping predictions. Consequently, in this thesis, individual layers
in multi-layered structures are modelled using sufficient number of 20-Noded solid
(C3D20R) elements in Abaqus in order to obtain reference values in the next chapters,
despite being unwieldy.
In summary, commercial FE programs have different recommendations for the
analyses of multi-layered structures. Besides, the composite solid elements have
different number of integration points along the thickness direction. The damping
prediction performances of solid elements, when they are used as equivalent elements
for modelling multi-layered structure, do not appear to be well-understood.
Finite Element Formulations of Proposed Multi-layered Solid Elements
The most basic solid element used in 3-D finite element analysis is the 8-noded
hexahedron shaped elements (i.e. bricks with 8 nodes at the corners). In general, the
shear deformation cannot be accurately represented by using a single 8-noded element
along thickness direction; hence, using several elements along the minimum thickness
direction is recommended in many applications as mentioned in the previous section.
As a result, the size of the problem grows and the computational cost increases. Instead
of using many 8-noded elements along the thickness direction, increasing the number
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of nodes in a single element might be more efficient since it allows using parabolic
deformations within the element, which may better represent the actual deflection of
the structure.
20-noded serendipity and 27-noded Lagrangian elements are the basic element
configurations having second-order interpolation functions. Both configurations have
quadratic shape function definitions in which 20-noded serendipity elements have
nodes at the element edges only, on the other hand, 27-noded Lagrangian elements
have additional nodes at the centre of each face and at the centre of the volume of the
element. Still, employing one or more of these elements along the thickness direction
can excessively increase the size of the problem. As a more cost-effective approach, a
12-noded FE configuration is considered here. In what follows, the formulation of this
element for multi-layered structures are presented and its performance is assessed.
3.3.1 Shape functions of a 12-noded solid element
Multi-layered structures consist of several layers with different materials and these
layers are stacked along thickness direction to carry bending, twisting and shearing
loads. Accordingly, the stress and strain distributions vary through the normal
(thickness) direction. Although using many low-order elements or several higher-order
elements might provide accurate results, such models prohibitively increase the
computational requirements. Therefore, as an attempt to reduce the computational
cost, it is decided to formulate a FE which has higher order interpolation function along
thickness direction than other directions. The 12-noded solid element shown in Figure
3.4 is considered for this purpose. This configuration allows assuming quadratic
deformation along the thickness direction and linear deformation through the other (inplane) directions.
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Figure 3.4 : 12-noded solid element in local coordinates.
In three dimensional space, the shape functions of the proposed element can be
described as:

N IJK  , ,    N I ( ) N J ( ) N K ( )

(3.1)

where N I ( ) , N J ( ) are linear shape functions and N K ( ) are the quadratic shape
functions. Corresponding nodal values in the local coordinates are presented in Table
3.1.
Table 3.1 : Nodal coordinates of 12-noded hexahedron in local  coordinate
system.
Node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ξ
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1

η
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1

ζ
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

The shape functions of the element can be in local coordinate system as:
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(3.2)

The FE matrices of a single-layered solid element can be easily derived using the shape
functions with the material and geometrical properties as described in Chapter 2. In
the next section, the formulation of a multi-layered solid element approach is
presented. The performance of this FE configuration is assessed in Section 3.4.
3.3.2 Multi-layered solid FE formulation
Proper definitions of elemental stiffness and mass matrices have vital importance for
analysing composite structures. The general forms of finite element matrices have been
given in Chapter 2. In this section, equivalent 3D solid finite element formulations for
modal analysis of multi-layered structures are investigated. Let’s consider a finite
element stiffness matrix ke as:
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1 1 1

k 
e

   B( ,,  )

T

DB( , ,  ) J d d d

(3.3)

1 1 1

where the B matrix contains shape function derivatives , D is the elasticity matrix
associated with the material behaviour and J is the determinant of the Jacobian
matrix given below:
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(3.4)

In many FE procedures, performing algebraic integration of the elemental matrices
such as the one in eq. 3.3 is not feasible. Instead, numerical integration techniques i.e.,
Newton-Cotes or Gauss-Quadrature formulations are utilised [112,216,217].
Numerical integration of equation 3.3 can be expressed as:
ni

nj

nk

T
k e  WW
i jWk B( , ,  ) DB( , ,  ) J

(3.5)

i 1 j 1 k 1

where Wi ,W j ,Wk are the so-called weighting factors and ni, nj, nk represent the number
of integrating points along ξ, η and ζ directions, respectively. For an isotropic
materials, the elasticity matrix D can be defined as [217]:

v
v
0
0
0 
1  v

1 v
v
0
0
0 


1 v
0
0
0 

E
D


0.5  v
0
0 
(1  v )(1  2v ) 

Sym
0.5  v
0 


0.5  v 


(3.6)

On the other hand, in the multi-layered elements, several materials are stacked along
the thickness (normal) direction as shown in Figure 3.5, thus D matrix varies along the
thickness ( direction, i.e., D  D( ) . In Figure 3.5, hk represents the mapped
position in  coordinate of the kth layer.
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Figure 3.5 : 12-noded multi-layered solid element in local coordinates.
Therefore, the integration of the multi-layered solid element stiffness matrix is
performed by defining the integrals over the individual layers as follows:
1 1 1

ke 

   B( , ,  ) D   B( , ,  ) J d d d
T

1 1 1
1 1

h1

h2

   (  B( , ,  )T D1B( , ,  ) J d   B( , ,  )T D2B( , ,  ) J d 
1 1 1

h1

1



(3.7)

 B( , ,  )

T

Dn B( , ,  ) J d ) d d

hn1

The mass matrix can be similarly defined as:
1 1 1

m 
e

      N( , ,  )

T

N( , ,  ) J d d d

1 1 1
1 1

h1

h2

   (  1N( , ,  ) N( , ,  ) J d    2 N( , ,  )T N( , ,  ) J d 
T

1 1 1

h1

1



(3.8)

  N( , ,  )
n

T

N( , ,  ) J d ) d d

hn1

where n is the number of layers and ρ(ζ) is the layer dependent density. As customarily
done in FE software, these integrations are evaluated numerically in FINES. The
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damping characteristic can be inserted into the stiffness matrix definition by defining
complex material properties for individual layers in D( ) matrix.
It is obvious that the formulation presented above is applicable not only for 12-noded
solid element, but also for other solid elements. Therefore, the FE procedure
summarised above are implemented, and based on for 8, 12 and 20-noded solid
elements in FINES, 8-, 12- and 20-noded multi-layered solid elements (MSD) are
developed. These new elements are named as 3MSD08, 3MSD12 and 3MSD20,
respectively. It is worth mentioning here that Gauss Quadrature method of numerical
integration is used in FINES; a total of 8 integration points per layer for 3MSD08 and
14 integration points per layer for 3MSD12 and 3MSD20 are used.
Numerical Assessments of Multi-layered Solid Elements
The proposed multi-layered solid element formulation is assessed in this section. The
reference (correct) results are obtained from the analyses of expensive 3D models
using conventional solid elements (3SLD20) in FINES. FINES uses CEM for complex
modal analysis and provides loss factor values of the structures as a direct output. A
sample sandwich beam depicted in Figure 3.6 is modelled with the multi-layered solid
elements thereby the capabilities of proposed elements are assessed and compared.
The specifications of the sandwich beam are presented in Table 3.2. In the first sets of
analyses, the beam is modelled using a single element for each layer along the
thickness direction (as depicted in right hand side of Figure 3.6), which is analogues
to the traditional FE modelling of multi-layered structures using solid elements. The
proposed MSDs are used here as an alternative method of modelling multi-layered
structures and results are examined to assess the level of accuracy that can be achieved
via this approach. A total of 6150 solid elements are used. The results are listed in
Table 3.3 for the models with different types of elements which results in different
number of DOFs. It should be noted in Table 3.3 that the bending modes are
highlighted using bold letters.
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FE Modelling
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Element 2

b
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L
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Figure 3.6 : Constrained-layered beam configuration (L = 205 mm, b =10 mm) and
representation of the FE modelling.
Table 3.2 : Specifications of the cantilever sandwich beam.
Layer

Thickness (mm)

E (GPa)

ν

ρ (kg/m3)

η (%)

Top
Core
Bottom

1
2
1

207
1.11
207

0.3
0.4
0.3

7850
1460
7850

0.2
37.5
0.2

Table 3.3 : Comparison of multi-layered solid elements when individual layers are
modelled with a single solid element.

Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Reference
99015 DOF
f (Hz)
η (%)
93.44
1.87
180.71
0.41
519.43
8.83
938.59
17.87
1120.17
0.41
1260.29 14.57
2121.40 19.02
2847.50 17.30
3045.89 21.86
3083.82
0.41

3MSD20
99015 DOF
f (Hz)
η (%)
93.44
1.87
180.71
0.41
519.43
8.83
938.59 17.87
1120.17 0.41
1260.29 14.57
2121.40 19.02
2847.50 17.30
3045.89 21.86
3083.82 0.41

3MSD12
47355 DOF
f (Hz)
η (%)
94.19
1.84
181.23
0.41
524.97
8.59
942.69 17.75
1123.48 0.41
1278.48 14.12
2161.87 18.32
2860.67 17.17
3093.38 0.41
3120.38 20.87

3MSD08
27060 DOF
f (Hz)
η (%)
94.44
1.84
181.27
0.41
526.89
8.52
942.91 17.76
1123.72 0.41
1284.91 13.97
2176.43 18.09
2861.88 17.18
3094.08 0.41
3147.64 20.55

The results presented in Table 3.3 perfectly match with the expectations. The natural
frequencies predicted using solid elements that have relatively lower number DOFs
are slightly higher while the loss factors are slightly lower. It can also be seen that the
12-noded element generates results close to that of 20-noded configuration. In the next
step, the whole thickness of the composite beam is modelled using two multi-layered
elements along the thickness direction. As depicted in Figure 3.7, the element at the
bottom (Element 1) has the steel base and damping material at the top, the element at
the top (Element 2) has the damping material base and steel at the top.
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Figure 3.7 : Modelling the thickness of a sandwich with two elements.
For the 3-layered structure under investigation, this modelling approach yields 4100
elements in total, which in turn reduces the number of DOF of the model. The natural
frequency and loss factor results are given in Table 3.4 together with the associated
number of DOFs for MSDs. It is immediately seen that 8-noded element configuration
gave the worst results for damping predictions. Neither the 12-noded nor 20-noded
configurations yield acceptable damping predictions.
Table 3.4 : Comparisons of the performances of different multi-layered solid
elements when two multi-layered solid elements are used along the thickness
direction.
Reference
99015 DOF
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

f (Hz)
93.44
180.71
519.43
938.59
1120.17
1260.29
2121.4
2847.5
3045.89
3083.82

η (%)
1.87
0.41
8.83
17.87
0.41
14.57
19.02
17.30
21.86
0.41

3MSD20
72570 DOF
f (Hz)
95.44
180.78
590.43
1120.61
1620.42
1993.05
3085.04
3088.55
4937.29
5744.41

η (%)
0.24
0.41
0.30
0.41
0.38
1.53
0.41
0.49
0.62
0.41

3MSD12
33825 DOF
f (Hz)
96.18
181.27
595.07
1123.75
1633.63
1997.34
3094.15
3115.09
4982.54
5744.87

η (%)
0.24
0.41
0.30
0.41
0.38
1.53
0.41
0.49
0.61
0.41

3MSD08
20295 DOF
f (Hz)
96.6
181.36
603.78
1124.33
1683.58
2837.52
3095.76
3279.52
5380.33
5746.06

η (%)
0.24
0.42
0.24
0.42
0.25
0.26
0.41
0.25
0.25
0.42

In the next FE models, the whole composite is modelled using a single MSD element
along the thickness direction as depicted in Figure 3.8. This approach yields 2050
elements in total for the models. The predicted natural frequencies and loss factors are
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presented in Table 3.5. It is obvious that neither the predicted natural frequencies nor
the damping levels have acceptable accuracy.

Figure 3.8 : Modelling the thickness of a sandwich with a single element.
Table 3.5 : Comparisons of the performances of different multi-layered solid
elements when single multi-layered solid element is used along the thickness
direction.

Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Reference
99015 DOF
f (Hz)
η (%)
93.44
1.87
180.71
0.41
519.43
8.83
938.59 17.87
1120.17 0.41
1260.29 14.57
2121.4 19.02
2847.5
17.3
3045.89 21.86
3083.82 0.41

3MSD20
46125 DOF
f (Hz)
η (%)
95.66
0.23
180.84
0.42
597.87
0.23
1120.97 0.41
1667.04 0.23
2826.93 0.26
3085.99 0.41
3247.08 0.23
5326.62 0.24
5745.57 0.42

3MSD12
20295 DOF
f (Hz)
η (%)
96.38
0.23
181.33
0.42
602.4
0.23
1124.11 0.42
1679.77 0.24
2837.49 0.26
3095.1
0.41
3272.24 0.24
5368.69 0.24
5746.04 0.42

3MSD08
13530 DOF
f (Hz)
η (%)
101.14
0.24
182.08
0.42
632.02
0.24
1128.71 0.42
1761.98 0.24
2838.25 0.26
3107.48 0.42
3431.48 0.24
5628.22 0.24
5746.63 0.42

The results presented so far show that all of the current multi-layered solid elements
are unable to model/predict the dynamic behaviour of the sandwich structures unless
a single element is used for each layer along the thickness direction. Natural frequency
and damping errors in percentages presented in Figure 3.9 confirm that the use of
multi-layered solid element cannot provide the accuracy desired in practical
applications.
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Figure 3.9 : Comparisons of modelling approaches using a) three, b) two, c) single
multi-layered solid element through the thickness of the composite.
Concluding Remarks
The possibility of the use of solid elements for modelling multi-layered structures is
investigated in this chapter. First, a brief review of the current modelling capabilities
of commercial programmes is presented. Although modelling each layer of a multilayered structure using 20-noded element in commercial software seems to be the most
reliable approach for the prediction of dynamic behaviour of such structures, this
approach is considered prohibitively expensive, especially for the actual multi-layered
composite structures used in industry. Therefore, it is decided to investigate the
possibility of reducing the computational cost by developing multi-layered solid
elements.
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A family of multi-layered solid elements (8-, 12- and 20-noded) are developed,
implemented in FINES and their performances are assesed. Although 12-noded solid
element is not commonly used in practise as it does not satisfy geometric isotropy, it
is deliberately included in this investigation in order to have higher order of
interpolation function along the thickness direction as well as to reduce computational
time.
Some numerical assessments and validation studies are performed using multi-layered
solid elements. It is observed that models using 12-noded element yield similar results
to those obtained from the models using 20-noded elements when a single element is
used along the thickness of each layer. Although this offers some savings in CPU time,
this saving is not considered to be sufficient for practical applications. Furthermore, it
is found that none of the multi-layered solid elements is capable of yielding acceptable
results when the number of elements used along the thickness direction of the
composite is less than the number of layers. In other words, the proposed multi-layered
solid element approach is incapable of modelling the modal behaviour of multi-layered
structures unless every layer is modelled with an individual solid element along the
thickness direction. Consequently, there is a need for alternative approaches; either the
multi-layered solid elements should be improved further or another finite element
approach should be developed.
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Introduction
The engineering structures treated with damping layers are generally panel type
components. Since these structures have plate/shell type configurations, utilising
improved shell type finite elements may allow accurate predictions of the dynamic
behaviour of the damped composites while the problem size remains relatively small.
This chapter aims at building an equivalent shell finite element (FE) which has
improved shear characteristics for modelling multi-layered damped structures. The
proposed four-noded quadrilateral FE represents the elastic and damping
characteristics of a multi-layered structure that contains several layers made of
different materials. The novel approach outlined here relies on stacking strain-energycorrected complex stiffness matrices of the individual layers to establish an equivalent
single layer stiffness matrix. The strain energy correction of the stiffness matrix is
based on determination of the strain energies derived for the stand-alone layers located
at the neutral plane and at the actual position of the multi-layered composite. The socalled “Energy Coefficients” (ECs) parameters are defined in order to obtain more
accurate representation of the elastic and damping behaviour of individual layers.
These coefficients are derived for individual layers of multi-layered shells that are
subjected to extensional (membrane), bending and shear type of deformations. General
formulations for ECs are presented and the variations for sample configurations are
evaluated. The ECs derived from the presented methods are compared to the similar
approaches in the literature. The resulting equivalent shell FE formulation is
implemented into a FE code for validation. The capability of the energy-based
approach is assessed and the limitations are identified. Overall, the presented approach
appears to be promising for efficient modelling and analysis of multi-layered
structures. However, some limitations of this approach are also identified.
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This chapter is organized as follows. First, the formulations of a single layer shell
element are presented. Then, geometric description of a multi-layered structure and its
neutral plane is given. A method for the development of an energy-based equivalent
single layer FE is proposed. Accordingly, Bending Energy Coefficient (BEC)
derivation procedure is explained. Afterwards, Shear Energy Coefficients (SECs) are
formulated based on the second-order strain assumption. The proposed approach is
implemented in FINES and validated using the experimental results in the literature as
well as reference FE models for the free-layered structures. Furthermore, the
prediction capabilities of the proposed method for the constrained-layered structures
are also investigated. The chapter is ended with the concluding remarks.
Finite Element Formulations of a Single Layer Shell
To begin with, it is worth summarising the formulation of the single layer shell element
formulations since the proposed method relies on combining the individual layers of a
multi-layered composite. According to FSDT, the normals which are perpendicular to
the neutral plane of the shell remain straight but not perpendicular to the neutral plane
after deformation. This assumption corresponds to Mindlin type of plate elements in
the literature. Any type of formulation based on FSDT can be used to obtain the
stiffness matrix of the layers. However, a special four-node element, which is a
combination of the quadrilateral membrane FE with drilling DOF [224] and the
quadrilateral plate element [225], shown in Figure 4.1, is utilised for modelling the
stiffness and mass matrices of individual layers. In Figure 4.1, u0, v0, w0, θx0, θy0, θz0
represent nodal displacements at the neutral plane and the subscripts of k(k) and m(k)
matrices, i.e., e, b and s, are used to specify whether these matrices are for extensional,
bending or shear behaviour, respectively. The mass and stiffness matrices of the standalone shell element are written as the sum of the contributions of the extensional,
bending and shear contributions as:
k ( k )  k (ek )  k (bk )  k (sk )

(4.1)

m( k )  m(ek )  m(bk )  m(sk )

(4.2)

The formulations of the matrices in the above equations are presented in the following
sections.
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Figure 4.1 : Quadrilateral shell element configuration (24 DOFs).
4.2.1 Membrane formulations
The membrane behaviour of the shell element is associated with in-plane DOFs (i.e.,
u and v) and drilling DOF (out-of-plane rotation θz). The formulations summarised
here are based on the study of Ibrahimbegovic et al. [224] who propose an independent
rotation field by variational approach. The quadrilateral membrane element depicted
in Figure 4.2 and out-of-plane rotation of the element is described as [224]:
4

 z  N Ie  ,   z I

(4.3)

e I 1

where N Ie  ,  represents bilinear shape functions and

 symbolized the globale

local coordinate transformations.
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Figure 4.2 : Quadrilateral element with drilling degrees of freedom [224].
On the other hand, the in-plane displacements are described using Allman-type
interpolations [224]:
4
8
 u 
uI 
u 
l
e

N

,


   NSIe  ,  JK  z K   z J  n JK  NB9e  ,   9  (4.4)
   I 
8
e
 v  e I 1
 v I  e I 5
 v9 
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where NS Ie  ,  is the serendipity shape function which are expressed as follows
[217]:
1
1   2  1   I  ; I  5, 7

2
1
NS Ie  ,   1   I   1   2  ; I  6,8
2

NS Ie  ,  

(4.5)

The meanings of the other symbols in equation 4.4 are: l JK is the length between any
corner J (1, 2, 3 or 4) and successive corner K and n JK is the outward unit normal
vector on the element side between corresponding corners.



lJK   xK  xJ    yK  yJ 
2



2 1/2

 n  cos  JK 
n JK   1   

n2   sin  JK 

(4.6)

(4.7)

The bubble interpolation function is inserted into the equation for improving the
performance of the element and it is defined as:

NB9e  ,   1   2 1   2 

(4.8)

The additional terms caused by the above interpolation is suggested to be eliminated
by static condensation [224]. The shape function derivative matrix associated with
axial displacement field B eI is described in the standard form as:
 N Ie

 x

B eI   0

 N e
 I
 y


0 

N Ie 
;
y 
N Ie 

x 

I  1, 2,3, 4

(4.9)

On the other hand, the rotational part of the displacement interpolation is expressed as:
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 (4.10)






Also, the terms b eI and g Ie are defined as follows:
beI  

1 N Ie 1 N Ie
;
2 y
2 x

(4.11)

 1
NS Le
NS Me 
g Ie     lIJ cos  IJ
 lIK cos  IK
y
y 
 16 
1
NS Le
NS Me
  lIJ sin  IJ
 lIK sin  IK
16 
x
x


e
  NI 



(4.12)

here indices I=1, 2, 3, 4; M=I+4; L=M-1+4truncate(1/I); K=mod(M,4)+1; J=L-4
[224].
The individual layers are assumed homogenous and isotropic. By using the elasticity
matrix D e associated with membrane behaviour, the stiffness matrix can be expressed
as [224]:

kˆ e   B e


T

G e  De B e

G e  d 

(4.13)

And penalty stiffness parameter is described as:
b e 
Pe     e  be ; g e d 
 g 

(4.14)

where γ is the shear modulus and Ω represents the integral domain of the FE. The final
form of the membrane stiffness matrix can be obtained as:
k e  kˆ e  P e

(4.15)

It is suggested to use 3x3 Gauss quadrature for calculating kˆ e , on the other hand,
single point Gauss quadrature is preferred for determining Pe. The membrane element
formulation of a single layer is already implemented in FINES [218].
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4.2.2 Plate formulations
The generalized displacements field of the selected plate element is described as
follows [225]:
2
2
w
 w    N v  , 

 
 

  x   [ N ]δv


P

,




 x
 

 
 
 P  ,     y 
 y  




(4.16)



where the row matrices  N v  2 , 2   [ N1 , N 2 ,..., N8 ] and  P  ,    [ P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 ]
represent biquadratic serendipity and bilinear interpolation functions, respectively.
Here NI (I=1,2,…,8) is defined as:
1
1   I 1   I   1   2  1   I   1   2  1   I    I 2 I 2

4
(4.17)
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
 1    1   I  1   I  I  1    1   I  1   I   I
2
2

NI 

The vector of nodal DOFs δv can be expressed according to nodal displacements and
rotations:

δv T  w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , w6 , w7 , w8 ,  x1 ,  x 2 ,  x 3 ,  x 4 ,  y1 ,  y 2 ,  y 3 ,  y 4 

(4.18)

where the four corner nodes build base { wI, θxI, θyI} (I=1, 2, 3, 4) DOFs and mid-side
nodes have only wI (I=5,…,8) DOFs. The 9th node in Figure 4.2 is not used in plate
formulations. This interpolation scheme in equation 4.16 is named as virgin since all
degrees of freedoms are independent. Besides, the mid-side nodes (see Figure 4.2) are
made dependent on corner nodes by continuous transverse shear edge constraints to
obtain the more compact element. The tangential shear angle component is assumed
to be constant along the edge. Therefore, the shape function matrix transforms to the
following form:

  P  ,    N x  2 , 2    N y  2 , 2   
 
 



[N ]  
0
0
 P  ,  


0
0
 P  ,   



Here the new shape function vectors are presented as:
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(4.19)

 N x  2 , 2    N x1 , N x 2 , N x 3 , N x 4 



(4.20)

 N y  2 , 2    N y1 , N y 2 , N y 3 , N y 4 



(4.21)

1
1
 b12 N 5  b14 N 8  , N x 2  b12 N 5  b23 N 6 
8
8
1
1
N x 3  b23 N 6  b34 N 7  , N x 4   b34 N 7  b14 N 8 
8
8
1
1
N y1   a12 N 5  a14 N 8  , N y 2   a12 N 5  a23 N 6 
8
8
1
1
N y 3  [a34 N 7  a23 N 6 ], N y 4   a34 N 7  a14 N 8 
8
8

(4.22)

where

N x1 

In the above vectors, aIJ and bIJ are the element edge projections on x and y-axis and
the shape functions are defined as:
1
1
1   2  1    , N 6  1    1   2 

2
2
1
1
N 7  1   2  1    , N 8  1    1   2 
2
2
N5 

(4.23)

The element matrices are derived using Hamilton’s variational principle with
constrained interpolations on the kinematic variables [225]. For numerical integration,
Gauss quadrature method with 2x2 and 3x3 integration points (i.e. exact integral) are
employed for the bending and transverse stiffness matrices, respectively. Bending and
transverse shear stiffness matrices are defined as follows:
k b   BbT Db Bb d 

(4.24)

k s   BsT G s Bs d 

(4.25)





where shape function derivative matrices are described as:

0

B b  0

0

0

 P , x 



 P , y 0 

 P , x  P , x 
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(4.26)

 P , x
Bs  
 P 
 ,y

 N x , x

 N y    P 
,x


 N y 
,y


 N x , y   P 

(4.27)

In equation 4.24, D b is the bending related elasticity matrix. On the other hand, Gs
is the shear associated part of the elasticity matrix and has the following form:
 k sc11C55
Gs  t  12
 k sc C45

k sc12C45 

ksc22C44 

(4.28)

where t is the thickness of the shell, Cij (i, j =4, 5) represents the transverse stress
elasticity moduli, k scij (i, j =1, 2) represents shear correction factor. In reference [225],
a novel definition of the shear correction factor for plate element is defined and
adopted instead of the analytic counterpart. To improve the modelling capability, the
‘finite element appropriate shear correction factor’ is described as follows [225]:
k sc  k sc*

(4.29)

where k sc* represents the analytical shear correction factor and  is the finite element
correction factor. A deflection matching technique is used in [225] to derive the
thickness dependent FE correction factor

 for isotropic and homogenous structure

and given by:



0.9ˆ
1  0.9ˆ

(4.30)

where the term ˆ represents the ratio of analytical deflections caused by the shear and
the bending deformation and it is described as follows.

2

t
ˆ 

* 
6 1  v  k sc  a 

2

  a 2 
1    
  b  

(4.31)

Here t is the thickness of the plate, a and b is the average lengths of the finite element,
and a  0.5  l12  l34  , b  0.5  l14  l23  . Assuming analytical shear factor equals to the
classic value of Mindlin plates ( k sc*   2 12 ) and the length of the edges are close to
each other, equation 4.31 can be simplified to the following form:

ˆ 

4 t
1  v   a 
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2

(4.32)

Hereby, the plate stiffness matrix of a single layer can be obtained using the above
definitions. Besides, the mass matrix definition is given below [225]:
 T
 P   P 

m   e  t 



 Sym.


 P T  N x 
 N x T  N x  




T
 d  (4.33)
 N x   N y 


T
1 2
T
 N y   N y   t  P   P 
12


 P T  N y 

1 2
T
t  P  P
12

These formulations are implemented already in FINES and the combination of
membrane and plate formulations generates a single shell element having 6 DOFs per
node.
Geometric Description of a Multi-layered Structure and Its Neutral Plane
For single layered plates or shells made of isotopic and homogenous materials or
symmetric multi-layered structures, the neutral plane (mid-surface) of the structure
coincides with the geometric centre. Controversially, the position of the neutral plane
deviates from geometric for non-symmetric composite structures and need to be
calculated. The geometric description of the multi-layered structure considered in this
chapter is depicted in Figure 4.3 where z-axis defines the normal direction of the
composite and neutral plane is on the x-y plane.
z
Layer n

Hn

zn

tk

Hn-1

Layer k

zk

Hk

x
h
Layer 2

H2
H1

Layer 1

Figure 4.3 : Geometric definitions of the layers and neutral plane.
As seen in Fig. 4.3, the distance of the top surface of each layer from the bottom surface
of the composite element is defined as Hk hence the individual layer thickness tk, the
distance of the individual layers’ mid-surface hk and the position of the mid-surfaces
of the individual layers zk can be determined as:

tk  H k  H k 1; hk  0.5  H k  H k 1  ;
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k  1, 2,

,n

(4.34)

zk 

H k  H k 1
h
2

(4.35)

Also, in Figure 4.3, Hn is the total thickness of the multi-layered structure and h is the
distance of the neutral plane from the bottom surface of the composite.
According to the FSDT, a plane section remains plane after deformation. This leads to
linear variation of the flexural strain across the thickness direction. Therefore, it can
simply be written as:

  z   cz

(4.36)

where c is a constant. The neutral plane of the composite plate or beam (with depth b)
can be found by setting the sum of the forces acting on all layers along the x-axis to
zero as:
Fx    dA  k 1  k  Ak  0
n

(4.37)

where Ak is the cross-sectional area of the kth layer. With the linear elasticity approach,
this condition is described as:



E  k  czk Ak   k 1E  k czk tk b  cb k 1E  k  zk tk  0
k 1

n

n

n

(4.38)

For a nontrivial solution, the summation term should be equal to zero. Thus the
following derivation can be performed:



H k  H k 1
 h)( H k  H k 1 )
2
n
n
H 2  H k21
  k 1E  k  ( k
)   k 1E  k  h( H k  H k 1 )
2
2
n
n
H  H k21
  k 1E  k  ( k
)   k 1E  k  htk
2
2
2
n
n
 k  H k  H k 1
  k 1E (
)  h k 1E  k tk  0
2

E  k  zk tk   k 1E  k  (
k 1
n

n

(4.39)

From the above equation, the neutral plane position of the composite can be found as:

H k2  H k21
 k 1E ( 2 )
h
n
k
 k 1E  tk
n

k 

or
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(4.40)

k 
2
2
1  k 1E  H k  H k 1 
h
n
k
2
 E  tk
n

(4.41)

k 1

The determination of the composite neutral plane position according to the layers’
Young’s moduli and thicknesses are presented in similar ways in the literature
[44,59,125].
Considering the three-layered sandwich case, equation 4.41 yields the following
formulation:

1E
h
2

1

 H   E   H
2
1

2

2
2

 H12   E 3  H 32  H 22 

E 1t1  E  2t2  E 3t3

(4.42)

Energy-Based Equivalent Shell Finite Element Derivation Approach
Multi-layered structures consist of several layers that have different material
properties. Under a loading condition, each layer carries different strain energy
associated with its material properties, thickness and position in the composite. One of
the main novelties of the proposed approach is to express these actual or correct strain
energies of individual layers in the composite for extensional, bending and shear
deformations using the corresponding strain energies of the stand-alone individual
layers combined with energy correction coefficients. Using the stiffness matrices
definition in Section 4.2 the individual strain energies of a layer located at the z=0
position can be obtained as:

1
1
1
U e( k )  d 0 e Tk (ek )d 0 e , U b( k )  d 0b Tk (bk )d 0b , U s( k )  d 0 s Tk (sk )d 0 s
2
2
2



where d 0 e  u01 , v01 ,  z 01 , u02 , v02 ,  z 02 , u03 , v03 ,  z 03 , u04 , v04 ,  z 04



T

(4.43)

is a vector containing

the nodal DOFs of the element associated with the membrane behaviour at the neutral
plane

of

the

multi-layered



d 0b = d 0 s  w01 , w02 , w03 , w04 ,  x1 ,  x2 ,  x3 ,  x4 ,  y1 ,  y2 ,  y3 ,  y4

structure,



T

and

are the nodal DOFs of the

element associated with bending or shear deformation of the element at the neutral
plane of the composite again, i.e., z=0 position. It is clear that the strain energies in eq.
4.43, calculated using the stiffness matrices corresponding to stand-alone layer at the
neutral plane of the composite, do not represent the correct strain energies when
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individual layers are at the actual positions in a multi-layered configuration. The actual
or the correct strain energies for extensional, bending and shear deformations of each
layer ( U ci( k ) ) when an individual layer is at the right position in a multi-layered structure
can be expressed as:

1
U ci( k )  dT0 i k (cik )d 0i
2

i  e , b, s

(4.44)

where the subscript c is used to indicate that, in this case, both the stiffness matrices
and the corresponding strain energies are different from those when individual layers
are treated as if they stand-alone at the neutral plane of the multi-layered structure. It
should be noted that the correct strain energies are expressed using the correct stiffness
matrices for each layer (i.e., k (cik ) ) associated with DOFs at the neutral plane of the
multi-layered structure.
The presented approach aims at expressing these actual or correct strain energies of
individual layers in the composite for extensional, bending and shear deformations
using the corresponding strain energies of the stand-alone individual layers combined
with energy correction coefficients as:

1
1
U ci( k )  d0i Tk (cik )d0i  Ci( k ) d0i Tk i( k )d0i
2
2

i  e, b, s

(4.45)

where Ci( k ) represents the energy coefficients whose formulations are described in
detail in the forthcoming subsections. It is important to note that all the strain energies
in eq. 4.45 are associated with nodal DOFs at the neutral plane of the multi-layered
structure hence d 0i at z=0 position. This makes it possible to express the correct
stiffness matrices of each layer in the composite using the stiffness matrices of the
stand-alone layer as:
k (cki )  Ci( k ) k i( k )

i  e, b, s

(4.46)

Once the correct stiffness matrices of individual layers are available, the stiffness
matrix of the multi-layered composite FE can be obtained by stacking the individual
stiffness matrices as:

k comp    Ce( k )k (ek )  Cb( k ) k (bk )  Cs( k ) k (sk ) 
n

k 1
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(4.47)

where n is the number of layers. The composite mass matrix can also be stacked
without any correction as:

mcomp    m(ek )  mb( k )  m(sk ) 
n

(4.48)

k 1

alternatively, one can also use the mass matrix formulation presented in [125]. It must
be stated here again that the additions in eqs. 4.47 and 4.48 represent matrix building
or assembly process rather than simple additions.
The derivation of the equivalent shell FE is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.4
where i0, j0, k0 and l0 stand for node labels at the neutral plane and the superscript *
indicates that the associated matrix is complex.
Stacking Using
Energy
Coefficients

FEM
Procedure

Neutral plane
of composite

w0,θz0

v0,θy0

l0

y

k(n)*, m(n)
i0
l0
...

j0

...

z

...

k(k)*, m(k)
i0

j0

...

x

l0
(1)*

k

(1)

,m

k0

u0,θx0

kcomp*, mcomp

w0,θz0
v0,θy0
k0

w0,θz0

v0,θy0

l0

u0,θx0
k0

w0,θz0
v0,θy0

u0,θx0

i0
j0

k0

u0,θx0

i0
j0

Figure 4.4 : The schematic of the composite FE derivation.
It is obvious that the determination of the so-called energy coefficients has paramount
importance for the proposed method to be successful. In the next subsections, the
derivations of the bending and shear energy coefficients are described in detail. The
extensional energy coefficient, on the other hand, can be inferred via simple reasoning.
For pure extensional behaviour, the layers are analogues to parallel springs, thus the
extensional stiffness contributions of the individual layers to the stiffness matrix of the
composite element are independent of the positions of the individual layers. Therefore,
the extensional (membrane) stiffness matrices of the layers can be directly summed up
to obtain the extensional (in-plane) component of the composite FE stiffness matrix
(i.e., Ce( k ) =1).
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4.4.1 Bending energy coefficients
It is evident from the previous section that the so-called energy coefficients can be
interpreted as the ratio of the strain energies of the kth layer when the layer is at the
actual position in the multi-layered structure to the corresponding strain energy when
the stand-alone kth layer is assumed to be positioned at the neutral plane of the
composite structure. When the kth layer in both positions is subjected to bending
deformation described using the associated DOFs at the neutral plane of the composite,
the BECs can be expressed as:

Cb( k ) 

U cb( k ) 12 d 0 b Tk (cbk )d 0 b

U b( k ) 12 d 0 b Tk (bk )d 0b

(4.49)

Considering a plate strip, with width b and thickness tk, located, let’s say, along the
longitudinal x-direction as shown in Figure 4.5 (Q is the shear force and M is the
bending moment), the bending energy per unit length can be defined according to
FSDT as:
b /2 t /2

U

(k )
b

k
1
1
2
  E ( k )  z  xx  d     z 2 E ( k )  xx 2dzdy
2 e
2  b/2  tk /2



3 tk /2

bz
2 3

 tk /2

E ( k )  xx 2

3
3


b   tk 2     tk 2   ( k ) 2

E  xx
2
3

(4.50)

where  xx is the bending curvature. If this strip is a layer in a composite, the bending
energy of the same layer at the actual position in the composite, due to the same
bending curvature, can be described as:
b /2  h  H

U cb( k ) 

k
1
1
2
(k )
E
z

d


z 2 E ( k )  xx 2 dzdy
 xx 



2 e
2 b /2  h  H k 1

3
3


b  h  H k    h  H k 1   ( k ) 2

E  xx
2
3

(4.51)

Taking the ratio of eq. 4.50 to 4.51 yields the strain energy ratio BEC as:

(k )
b

C

3
3
3
3
4  h  H k    h  H k 1  
U cb( k )  h  H k    h  H k 1 

 (4.52)
 (k ) 

3
3
3
Ub
tk
 tk / 2     tk / 2 
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Figure 4.5 : The plate strip and shear resultants.
As stated earlier, multiplication of Cb( k ) with the bending stiffness matrix of the standalone kth layer yields the correct bending stiffness matrix of the kth layer as
k (cbk )  Cb( k ) k b( k ) . Some specialised forms of BEC formulations are derived below.

In order to examine one of the simplest cases, a sandwich beam composed of layers
with the same thickness t, as in Figure 4.6, is investigated.
z
t
t
t

x

Top Layer

Core Layer
Bottom Layer

Figure 4.6 : The beam with three layers having equal thicknesses.
If the bottom and top layers are made of the same material, the neutral plane coincides
with the geometric centre of this configuration. Thus, the BECs of the layers can be
calculated from the bottom as:

Cb(1)

 t 3  27t 3 
3
3
3
3
4    





4   h  H1     h 
4 t / 2    3t / 2 
  
   8  8   13
 
t13
t3
t3

4   h  H 2    h  H1 
Cb(2)  
t2 3
3

3

 t 3  t 3 
4
    
 4   t / 2    t / 2  
 
   8  8   1
t3
t3
3
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(4.53)

3

(4.54)

4  h  H 3    h  H 2 
Cb(3)  
t33
3

3

 27t 3  t 3  
4
  

 4  3t / 2    t / 2  
 8 
 
  8
 13
3
3
t
t
3

3

(4.55)

By comparing the BEC values for the outer and the core layers, it can be said that, if
individual layers are modelled as stand-alone single shells at z=0, then it is only
necessary to multiply the stiffness matrices of outer layers and core layer by 13 and 1,
respectively, and then add up the resulting matrices in order to obtain the equivalent
bending stiffness matrix of the composite.
Considering the multi-layered structure with n layers where each layer has the same
thickness t and symmetrically configured with respect to the geometric centre, BEC
formulation for such a case can be expressed as:





Cb( k )  3n 2   12k  6  n  12k 2  12k  4  ;

k  1, 2,3,..., n

(4.56)

The BEC values for composites having different number of layers (3 to 7) are
presented in Table 4.1 where total thickness of configurations equals n times t (e.g.,
for 3 layer case its 3t and for 7 layer case it is 7t). It is seen that the values of bending
correction increases with the number of due to the fact that increasing the number of
layers naturally causes some layers being more distant from the neutral plane of the
composite.
Table 4.1 : Bending energy coefficients Cb for different composite configurations.
BEC: Cb
Numbers of layers

Layer ID
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6
Layer 7

3 Layers
13
1
13

4 Layers
28
4
4
28

5 Layers
49
13
1
13
49

6 Layers
76
28
4
4
28
76

7 Layers
109
49
13
1
13
49
109

Similar ideas for determining the bending stiffness matrices of composites have been
published in the literature. Among these, Talbot and Woodhouse [226] suggested using
the following elastic constant definition for a composite laminate containing n layers
with identical thickness t:
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Dlam

j

4 n
 D (j k )
3  k
n k 1

j  1, 2,3, 4

(4.57)

where
3
3

n 
n 
 k   k     k  1   
2 
2  


(k )

and D j

(4.58)

terms are defined for the kth layer as:

D1( k )  Ex( k ) /12 1  xy( k ) yx( k ) 
D2( k )   xy( k ) E y( k ) / 6 1  xy( k ) yx( k )    yx( k ) Ex( k ) / 6 1  xy( k ) yx( k ) 
D3( k )  E y( k ) /12 1  xy( k ) yx( k ) 

(4.59)

D4( k )  Gxy( k ) / 3
The multiplier 4αk/n3 in equation 4.57 is analogous to the proposed approach in this
thesis. Therefore, the multiplier term is calculated for the same configurations
investigated above and the results are presented in Table 4.2. By comparing the results
in Table 4.1 and 4.2, it is found that the coefficients in Table 4.2 are the normalized
values of the results in Table 4.1 according to the summation of the presented
coefficients in columns. Thus, our results are found consistent with the existing
approaches in the literature.
Table 4.2 : The coefficients (4αk/n3) of Talbot and Woodhouse study [226] for
different compositions.

Layer ID
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6
Layer 7

3 Layer
0.4815
0.037
0.4815

4αk/n3
Numbers of layers
4 Layer 5 Layer 6 Layer
0.4375
0.392
0.3519
0.0625
0.104
0.12969
0.0625
0.008
0.01859
0.4375
0.104
0.01859
0.392
0.12969
0.3519

7 Layer
0.3178
0.1429
0.0379
0.0029
0.0379
0.1429
0.3178

The geometric centre and mid-surface locations coincide for composite beams and
plates, as long as the homogenous and isotropic layers are positioned symmetrically
relative to the mid-surface (i.e, the materials and thickness are the same in both sides).
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Considering that, the bending energy coefficient for the kth layer for the general
symmetric case can be calculated from the following equation:
(k )
b

C



3H n 2  6 H n  2tk 1  tk   4  3tk 12  3tk 1tk  tk 2 
tk2

(4.60)

Overall, depending on the configuration of the composite, one of the BEC formulations
presented above can be used for the determination of the bending stiffness matrix of
the multi-layered composites. However, the most general formulation in equation 4.52
is implemented into the FE code.
4.4.2 Shear energy coefficients based on second-order strain assumption
The shear deformation constitutes a very important part of total strain energy,
especially for the thick laminated beams and plates. Therefore, it needs to be modelled
accurately. The procedure followed for obtaining the BEC values for bending
deformation can also be employed for the determination of the shear energy
coefficients (SECs). Accordingly, SEC is defined as:

Cs( k ) 

U cs( k ) 12 d 0 s Tk (csk )d 0 s

U s( k ) 12 d 0 s Tk (sk )d 0 s

(4.61)

where U cs( k ) and U s( k ) are the shear strain energy of the kth layer defined at the layer
actual position and stand-alone layer located at the composite neutral plane,
respectively. In eq. 4.61, k (csk ) is the shear stiffness matrix of the kth layer that is going
to be stacked in the composite stiffness matrix. The objective here is to determine
SECs based on the assumption that the shear strain across the thickness of the standalone kth layer as well as across the thickness of the complete multi-layered structure
is approximated as a second-order polynomial. This objective is achieved by
determining the shear strain energies of the kth layer in stand-alone and stacked
configurations when the same strain is imposed at the neutral plane of the multilayered structure.
FSDT assumes a constant shearing slope through the thickness. For a single, standalone layer, the well-known shear correction factors are employed for representing the
correct shear energy of a structure over this constant slope value [22]. However, a
multi-layered structure consists of n layers with different material properties hence the
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resulting shear deformation under load is different from that of a stand-alone layer. If
one obtains the correct shear distributions through the individual layers of the multilayered structure, it becomes possible to determine the shear strain energy ratio in eq.
4.61 which allows the determination of SECs that lead to correct individual layer shear
stiffness matrices.
In the scope of the thesis, the proposed equivalent element formulation is based on
FSDT. As it is already mentioned, FSDT can be considered as the generalized form of
Timoshenko’s beam theory [22]. Taking into account the Timoshenko’s theory [22],
the transverse shear stress distribution in the plate strip (shown in Figure 4.5) with the
rectangular cross-section (b∙tk) can be obtained as follows:
2
Vs  tk 2
3Vs   2 z  
2
1     ,
 xz  z     z  
2I  4
 2bt   tk  



tk
t
z k
2
2

(4.62)

where Vs is the shear force and I is the area moment of inertia. A similar derivation
can be performed for the y direction as well. Such a variation of the shear stress
obviously presents a quadratic stress and strain distribution along the thickness
direction as depicted in Figure 4.7.
z
γxz (z)

τ xz (z)

tk

y

b

Neutral
Plane

tk

tk

γmax

τmax

Figure 4.7 : Cross-sectional area (left), shear stress (middle) and shear strain (right)
distribution of the plate strip.
The shear strain distribution across the transverse z-direction can be expressed as:

 xz  z  

Vs  tk 2
2
 z 
2GI  4


(4.63)

noting that the shear strain at the upper and lower surfaces of the plate strip (see Fig.
4.7) and it reaches its maximum value at the neutral plane (i.e., z=0). Therefore, the
shear force that results in unit strain in the isotropic single layer can be obtained as
follows:
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Vs  tk 2 
2GI
 xz  0  
   1  Vs  2
2GI  4 
tk / 4

(4.64)

Use of this definition leads to the strain distribution through the layer (normalized to
be unity at the mid-surface) to be as:


 xz  z   1 


4z2 

tk 2 

(4.65)

Using the constitutive law, the corresponding shear stress distribution along the zdirection can be obtained. Now, using these shear stress-strain equations, the strain
energy per unit length of the stand-alone kth layer, assumed to be positioned at the
neutral plane of the composite structure, can be written as:
2
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(k )
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1 b/2 tk /2
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  (4.66)
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Similarly, the correct shear strain energy per unit length of the kth layer, when the layer
is at the actual (stacked) position in a multi-layered structure, can be written as:
 h H

U cs( k ) 

 h H

k
k
2
b
b

(
z
)

(
z
)
dz

G ( k )  xz ( z )  dz
xz
xz


2  h  H k 1
2  h  H k 1

(4.67)

where the superscript k stands for the kth layer. It is important to emphasize here that
the shear strain distribution,  xz ( z ) , is now defined across the whole thickness of the
composite structure with n layers, its value being unity again at the neutral plane and
zero at the upper and bottom surfaces of the composite structure.
A multi-layered structure comprises at least two layers with different material
properties. For symmetric composite structures, the shear distribution would be
symmetric and the location of the neutral plane coincides with the geometric centre.
However, as shown in Figure 4.8 the position of the neutral plane does not coincide
with the geometric centre for non-symmetrical composites. Thus, the second-order
shear strain distributions above and below the neutral plane should be formulated
separately.
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Figure 4.8 : The assumed shear strain distribution for a typical multi-layered
structure.
Here, two separate continuous second-order functions are used to describe the shear
strains above and below the neutral plane, each of which has the unit shear strain at
the neutral plane, i.e., at z=0. Based on this assumption, the strain distributions for
lower and upper sections relative to the composite neutral plane can be described,
respectively, as:

z2
 xz  z   1  2
h
 xz  z   1 

if z  0

z2

 Hn  h

2

(4.68)

if z  0

(4.69)

The integral in eq. 4.67 is then evaluated analytically and the corresponding
expressions for SECs are determined as strain energy ratios. The exact contribution of
the kth layer in total shear strain energy (eq. 4.67) can be obtained depending on the
position of the layer in which three cases are possible: i) the layer is located below the
neutral plane, ii) the layer is located above the neutral plane, iii) the layer is located at
the composite neutral plane.
The shear strain energy (for a unit length) of a layer located below the neutral plane
can be described as:
hH
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(4.70)

For the case that the layer is located above the neutral plane, the unit shear strain energy
term can be obtained as follows:
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(4.71)





Moreover, if the neutral plane of the composite passes through a layer, some portion
of the layer remains below the neutral plane while the remaining portion is located
above the neutral plane. Accordingly, the shear strain energy of that layer can be
defined as:
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Consequently, depending of the individual layer positions, SECs can be obtained by
taking the ratio of the shear strain energy terms above to equation 4.66. The resulting
equations for SECs are tabulated in Table 4.3 where z k represents the position of the
mid-surface of the kth layer as depicted in Figure 4.3.
Table 4.3 : SEC formulas based on the second-order shear strain approach.
Layer
Position
Above
neutral
plane
On neutral
plane
(Transition)
Below
neutral
plane

Layer
Surface
Coordinates

Hk  h  0
H k 1  h  0

Hk  h  0
H k 1  h  0
Hk  h  0
H k 1  h  0
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SECs are calculated for composites with various number of layers (from 3 to 7) with
equal thickness as in the previous section and the results are presented in Table 4.4.
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As it is seen, layers away from the neutral plane of the composite have lower SEC
values due to the fact that the shear energies around the neutral plane are relatively
higher.
Table 4.4 : Shear energy correction values of the layer in different composite
compositions.
SEC: Cs
Numbers of layers

Layer ID
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6
Layer 7

3 Layers
0.6296
1.7407
0.6296

4 Layers
0.4141
1.5859
1.5859
0.4141

5 Layers
0.2896
1.2976
1.8256
1.2976
0.2896

6 Layers
0.213
1.0463
1.7407
1.7407
1.0463
0.213

7 Layers
0.1628
0.8501
1.5623
1.8496
1.5623
0.8501
0.1628

In the literature, the common approach for obtaining transverse shear stiffness matrix
of the composite is stacking the stiffness values of the individual layers [46,206]. Koo
and Lee [114] analysed natural frequencies and modal loss factors of laminated
composites by developing an FE based on FSDT. Additionally, since the parabolic
transverse shear strain distribution is more accurate than linear shear distribution along
the thickness of the structure [46], the following description is used for calculating the
values in the shear stiffness matrix in [114]:
AIJ* 



5 n
4
QIJ*   Z k  Z k 1  
Z k3  Z k31  



2
k
4 k 1
3H n



(4.73)

where QIJ* represents the members of reduced stiffness matrix, Hn is the total thickness
of the plate and Zk = Hk - h according to the thesis notation. Equation 4.73 is derived
from the stress resultant definitions for the symmetric laminated composites
considering a weighting function along thickness direction [46].
In order to compare the approach in [46] to the presented method in the thesis, an
isotropic plate is divided into the fictional layers. Accordingly, the multiplier of the

QIJ* is calculated for different fictional layer thicknesses. Since equation 4.73
originally derived for obtaining stiffness matrix of whole composite, it has to be
divided to the thickness of the kth layer in order to compare the presented approach in
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this thesis. It should be remembered that the presented coefficients are in terms of
energy ratios and layer dependent. For a single layer, the multiplier in equation 4.73
gives 5/6, which is the common value of the shear correction factor for isotropic
homogenous rectangular beams. Therefore, equation 4.73 should also be divided by
5/6 for obtaining the counterpart of the SEC in this thesis as follows:
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The SEC values for some laminate configurations are calculated using formulations
obtained by second-order strain assumption (Table 4.3) as well as equation 4.74, and
the results are compared in Table 4.5. Some differences are observed in the results.
Table 4.5 : Comparison of shear energy coefficients for some layer configurations.
t (mm)
Configuration 1

Configuration 2

Configuration 3

1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1

Cs
(Table 4.3)
0.6296
1.7407
0.6296
1.000
1.5859
0.4141
1.1376
1.2976
0.2896

h (mm)
1.5

2

2.5

Cvs
(Eq. 4.74)
0.7778
1.4444
0.7778
1.000
1.3750
0.6250
1.0800
1.2400
0.5200

The main advantage of the presented study over the others is that in our formulations,
the position of the neutral plane can be different from the geometric centre and the
correction coefficients are obtained from energy terms. Therefore, it is believed that
more accurate shear characteristics can be represented via the proposed approach in
this thesis.
4.4.3 Implementation of the proposed approach
As mentioned specific four-node element, which is a combination of the quadrilateral
membrane FE with drilling DOFs [224] and the plate element [225], is utilised in this
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study. The formulations of the single layer stiffness matrices ( k e ( k ) , k b ( k ) , k s ( k ) ), as well
as the mass matrices, have been presented in the previous sections. After the
determination of the energy coefficients (i.e., BECs and SECs), the composite stiffness
matrix for the composite FE can be built using equation 4.47. In the presented
approach, the additional inertia effects caused by the positions of the layers are
assumed to be negligible. Therefore, the composite mass matrix is built with the
summation of the corresponding terms related to generalized coordinates without
further corrections as in equation 4.48. To validate the presented approach, the
equivalent shell element is implemented in FINES.
The damping properties of individual layers are included in the model by considering
the complex Young’s modulus of materials given by E*  E (1  j ) where E is
Young’s modulus, η is the loss factor and j= 1 . The use of complex Young’s
modulus leads to individual layer stiffness matrices being complex which naturally
results in complex stiffness matrix for the equivalent shell FE. Once the energy
coefficients (BECs and SECs) are determined and the equivalent stiffness and mass
matrices are built as in eqs. 4.47 and 4.48, the elemental matrices in the local x-y-z
coordinate system are transformed into the global coordinate system. Then, the system
matrices are assembled via the assembly procedure in FE analysis. The natural
frequencies and modal damping levels of a damped system are determined by the
solution of the standard complex eigenvalue problem given defined in Chapter 2 where
K* and M are the system stiffness and mass matrices, respectively. The nature of the
complex matrix K* brings the non-proportional damping of the structure. The solution
of this complex eigenvalue problem gives complex eigenvalues r2 and the
corresponding complex eigenvectors (mode shapes) ψr where r is the mode number.
By using the definition r2  r2 1  jr  , the rth natural frequency and corresponding loss
factor can be obtained from the relations r2  Re(r2 ) and r  Im(r2 ) / Re(r2 ) .
Validation and Discussions
In order to validate the presented equivalent shell finite element, free vibration
analyses are performed using some free-layer as well as constrained-layer structures
in this section. The modal parameters of the structures predicted by the proposed FE
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are compared with the reference results in the literature and results of the models built
using the commercial 3D solid FEs.
4.5.1 Free-layer structures
For the free-layered structures that are subjected to bend, the damping is mostly
provided by the extensional deformations occur in the damping layers [5], where the
bending strain energy is dominant over shear strain energy. Therefore, the composite
FE with the strain-based approach is expected to be successful for the numerical
analysis of free-layered structures. First, the free-layer cantilever beam shown in
Figure 4.9 (L = 220 mm and b =10 mm), which is also studied in [125], is modelled
using the proposed elements. In Figure 4.9, tb and tc represent the thicknesses of the
base beam and the damping layer, respectively. The mechanical properties related with
the second, third and fourth bending modes of the free-layered beam are listed in Table
4.6. It should be mentioned that reliable experimental results could not be obtained for
the first bending mode in [125].

tc
tb

b
L

Figure 4.9 : Free-layer cantilever beam configuration.
Table 4.6 : Young’s moduli and loss factors for steel and damping (viscoelastic)
materials [125].
Material

t (mm)

Density (kg/m3)

Bending Mode No

E (GPa)

η (%)

Steel

1

7866.7

Damping
Material

2.2

2372

All
2
3
4

204
1.05
1.07
1.07

0.1
33
43
51

For reminding, the element developed in reference [125] is already implemented in
FINES and used for analysing free-layered structures. Hence, the structure is also
modelled using the composite FE formulated in [125] for comparison. The results
shown in Table 4.7 confirm that the modal parameters obtained via the FE proposed
in this study are in good agreement with the experimental as well as the FE results in
[125]. It is clear that the proposed FE is accurately predicting the modal parameters of
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free-layered structures; the errors in modal frequencies and loss factors are less than
1% and 2%, respectively.
Table 4.7 : Measured and predicted natural frequencies of free-layered cantilever
beam.
MODE
2
3
4

Experimental [125]
f (Hz)
η (%)
97.9
9.22
274.6
12.13
537.7
14.51

FEM [125]
f (Hz)
η (%)
98.27
9.4
275.9
12.39
540.66
14.65

Proposed FE
f (Hz)
η (%)
98.33
9.41
276.24 12.41
541.84 14.69

Also, some plates with viscoelastic patches depicted in Figure 4.10 are investigated
here. The material properties of the steel base plate are Esteel = 205 GPa, ρsteel = 7800
kg/m3, νsteel = 0.3 and ηsteel = 0.1% and the properties of the damping material are Edamp
= 2.5 GPa, ρdamp = 2500 kg/m3, νdamp = 0.45 and ηdamp = 50%. The thickness for all
layers is 2 mm. The bare regions of the plate are modelled using plain shell elements
in FINES [125,218] and the layered sections are modelled using the composite FEs
based on the second-order strain approach proposed in this study.
Lp=100 mm

w=200 mm

L=300 mm

One Sided Patch

Double Sided Patch

Figure 4.10 : Patch configurations of the free-layered plates.
The predicted modal frequencies and loss factors for the free-free boundary conditions
are listed in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 for both configurations. The results of the
proposed approach are again found to be in perfect agreement with the results in the
reference study [125]. All in all, it is clear that the free-layered structures can be
modelled with the composite FE based on the presented approach with high accuracy.
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Table 4.8 : Predicted natural frequencies of the test plates.

OneSided

FEM Ref.
[125]
Proposed FE

DoubleSided

FEM Ref.
[125]
Proposed FE

f1 (Hz)

f2 (Hz)

f3 (Hz)

f4 (Hz)

f5 (Hz)

f6 (Hz)

112.63

117.59

245.45

268.92

314.09

367.93

112.66

117.58

245.48

268.97

314.19

368.00

115.13

118.37

240.57

264.92

311.73

369.01

115.20

118.38

240.64

265.06

311.93

369.18

Table 4.9 : Predicted loss factors of the test plates.

OneSided

FEM Ref.
[125]
Proposed FE

DoubleSided

FEM Ref.
[125]
Proposed FE

η1 (%)

η2 (%)

η3 (%)

η4 (%)

η5 (%)

η6 (%)

2.98

4.70

2.14

3.01

1.96

1.69

2.97

4.71

2.14

3.02

1.96

1.69

5.52

8.07

3.92

5.83

3.51

3.06

5.52

8.07

3.92

5.83

3.52

3.05

4.5.2 Constrained-layer structures
The performance of the proposed approach is also investigated for modelling the
constrained-layer structures using a sandwich cantilever beam whose configuration
shown in Figure 4.11, where tf and tc represent the thickness of the face and core layer,
respectively.
tf
tc

b
tf

L

Figure 4.11 : Constrained-layer beam configuration.
The properties of the cantilever constrained-layer beam SW1 (L = 205 mm, b =10 mm)
are listed in Table 4.10. The bending energy coefficients Cb are calculated as 28.0 for
the outer layers and 1.0 for the core. On the other hand, from the strain-based approach,
the shear energy coefficients Cs are calculated as 0.4141 for the outer layers and 1.5859
for the core. It should be remembered that these coefficients are used for obtaining the
matrices of the equivalent composite shell FE. Instead of using the shear correction
formulation proposed by Tessler and Hughes [225] for individual layers, the shear
correction factors are taken as unity for the equivalent shell FE formulation as it is
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suggested for the sandwich structures in [66]. This is performed by equalising the ksc
values in the shear stiffness matrices of the individual layers to unity. The other
formulations remain the same.
The models of the structure developed using the proposed composite shell FE and the
reference composite shell element [125] have both 918 DOFs (100 elements). Besides,
a reference model is built using the 20-noded 3D solid (brick) elements in FINES (one
element is used for each layer along the thickness direction). The reference model with
solid elements has 125460 DOFs (8200 elements).
Table 4.10 : Properties of symmetric cantilever constrained-layer beam SW1.
Beam

Layer

t (mm)

Density (kg/m3)

E (GPa)

ν

η (%)

SW1

Faces
Core

1
2

7850
1460

205
1.11

0.300
0.400

0.20
38.00

The predicted natural frequencies and loss factors of the first four bending modes of
the SW1 are listed in Table 4.11. The results show that the natural frequencies obtained
via the presented strain-based approach as well as the composite element in [125] are
significantly higher compared to the CEM solutions of the model based on the solid
elements (3D-CEM) results. On the other hand, the predicted damping values remain
very low compared to the reference values.
Table 4.11 : Predicted natural frequencies and loss factors of the first four bending
modes of SW1 with coarse mesh.
Mode
1
2
3
4

3D-CEM
f (Hz)
η (%)
93.44
1.89
519.51
8.92
1260.47
14.74
2121.55
19.25

Reference Shell FE [125]
f (Hz)
η (%)
97.17
0.23
602.18
0.24
1656.07
0.26
3164.17
0.28

Proposed FE
f (Hz)
η (%)
97.35
0.24
607.95
0.24
1691.91
0.25
3285.54
0.27

Furthermore, models with higher mesh densities 13530 and 51660 DOFS (2050 and
8200 shell elements) are created and the results are presented in Table 4.12 and Table
4.13, respectively. Neither of the models with refined mesh could predict accurate
natural frequency and loss factor values. From the presented results, it is clear that the
strain-based approach using the second-order strain assumption through the whole
composite thickness is not sufficient for estimating the modal behaviour of
constrained-layer structures with soft cores.
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Table 4.12 : Predicted natural frequencies and loss factors of the first four bending
modes of SW1 with medium mesh (2050 elements).
Mode
1
2
3
4

3D-CEM
f (Hz)
η (%)
93.44
1.89
519.51
8.92
1260.47
14.74
2121.55
19.25

Reference Shell FE [125]
f (Hz)
η (%)
95.61
0.23
597.08
0.23
1662.83
0.23
3233.38
0.24

Proposed FE
f (Hz)
η (%)
95.55
0.23
596.00
0.24
1656.39
0.25
3211.32
0.26

Table 4.13 : Predicted natural frequencies and loss factors of the first four bending
modes of SW1 with fine mesh (8200 elements).
Mode
1
2
3
4

3D-CEM
f (Hz)
η (%)
93.44
1.89
519.51
8.92
1260.47
14.74
2121.55
19.25

Reference Shell FE [125]
f (Hz)
η (%)
95.61
0.23
597.31
0.23
1664.31
0.23
3238.65
0.23

Proposed FE
f (Hz)
η (%)
95.55
0.23
595.95
0.24
1656.20
0.25
3210.81
0.26

In order to understand the reasons behind the weak performance of the proposed FE,
the actual distributions of the shear stress and the shear strain along the composite
thickness direction are investigated using an FE model of SW1 based on 3D solid
element C3D20R in Abaqus, which is commonly used in validation studies in practice
[93,129]. Four elements are used along the thickness direction of each layer and static
bending analysis is performed to obtain the actual shear strain stress values.
Distributions of the normalised shear strain, the corresponding shear stress and the
energy term (τ*γ) are calculated using the nodal values. The assumed second-order
strain distribution in this chapter and the results of the 3D static analysis are compared
in Figure 4.12.
As observed in Figure 4.12, the second-order strain-based approach overestimates the
strains in the outer (stiffer) layers. Furthermore, it is also apparent that the strain-based
approach hugely overestimates the stress values and the corresponding energy
distributions at the outer layers. Consequently, this leads to over-stiff composite FE,
which in turn yield over estimations of natural frequencies and underestimation of loss
factors.
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Strain Based
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Abaqus-Static

Abaqus-Static

Abaqus-Static

0.25
0
-0.25
-0.5

0.5
Normalised Thickness

0.5
Normalised Thickness

Normalised Thickness

0.5

0.25
0
-0.25
-0.5

0

1
Normalised γ

0.25
0
-0.25
-0.5

0

50
τ [GPa]

0

50
Energy (τ*γ) [109]

Figure 4.12 : Distributions of the shear strain, stress and energy in SW1 obtained
with the second-order strain assumption.
Concluding Remarks
An approach for an equivalent shell finite element for modelling damped multi-layered
structures is proposed in this chapter. The presented formulations are based on
combining complex stiffness matrices of individual layers into the equivalent single
layer stiffness matrix by utilising energy definitions of the individual layers. "Energy
Coefficients" are introduced for individual layers to formulate the equivalent
composite shell FE stiffness matrices. These coefficients are derived considering
extension, bending and shear deformations of each layer in multi-layered composites.
Basic formulations are presented and some variations of the formulations for
symmetric multi-layered configurations are determined. The energy coefficients are
also compared with the results of some procedures in the literature.
The composite FE is developed using the mass and stiffness matrices of the individual
layers and the proposed bending and shear energy coefficients. Damping capability of
the composite FE is provided by employing the complex Young’s moduli of the
material of each layer. The presented composite FE is validated using the models with
reference FEs and experimental results in the literature for the free-layered structures.
Besides, the performance of the composite FE in modelling the symmetric constrainedlayered structures is assessed using expensive models based on 3D solid elements.
The results confirm that the proposed composite FE based on the second-order strain
approach can predict the natural frequencies and loss factors of the free-layered
composites with high accuracy. However, it is concluded that it is inadequate for
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dynamic modelling of the constrained-layered damped structures. In order to
overcome this drawback, the FE formulations are refined in the forthcoming chapters.
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Introduction
The inter-laminar stress continuity (ISC) is an important requirement for the accuracy
of multi-layered theories [78,212]. In the strain-based approach presented in the
previous chapter, the shear stress distribution is obtained by multiplying the assumed
second-order parabolic strain distribution with the shear moduli of individual layers.
Since the shear moduli values vary for adjacent layers, the previous procedure yields
stress jumps at interfaces of layers, consequently the ISC requirement cannot be
satisfied. Therefore, in order to overcome the limitations of second-order strain
assumption, some continuous shear stress distributions along the thickness direction
are examined in this chapter. Although, the LW theories satisfy the ISC requirement
and lead to independent stress distributions among layers by defining independent
displacement fields, utilising these theories in the FE analysis increases the
computational cost dramatically [71,127,129,227]. Therefore, layer independent
continuous shear stress distributions are assumed here so that an efficient equivalent
shell FE can be formulated.
In this chapter, first, several improved stress assumptions based on second-order strain
distributions through the composite thickness are proposed and the applicability of
these assumptions is assessed. Then, some other shear stress assumptions based on
Lekhnitskii’s formulations [208] and second-order stress distribution are evaluated and
results are compared. A numerical procedure is presented for the determination of the
shear energy coefficients (SEC) with these stress-based approaches. After determining
the most promising SEC derivation method, it is implemented in an FE code for the
formulation of a new composite shell FE. The proposed equivalent single layer FE is
validated for constrained-layer damped structures. Furthermore, the effects of mesh
density, Young’ moduli and thickness ratios are investigated and some weaknesses are
determined. Afterwards, a new shear correction factor for multi-layered structures is
presented for minimising the weaknesses of the proposed FE. With the inclusion of
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the new shear correction factor, it is shown that the enhanced equivalent shell finite
element is improved further, making it applicable to wider range of configurations of
multi-layered composite structures. The enhanced FE is validated using symmetric and
non-symmetric multi-layered structures having various Young’s moduli and thickness
ratios. The chapter ends with some concluding remarks.
Shear Stress Continuity Requirement
In the pioneering studies on multi-layered structures with viscoelastic layers, the shear
deformation in stiff layers is mostly neglected and the damping is assumed to be only
caused by the shear deformation in the core layer [83,85,86,90]. However, this types
of approaches fail if outer layers are relatively thick or the stiffness values of the
individual layers are similar to each other. Nonetheless, the beam and plate types of
finite elements have been developed by mixing shear deformable theories and nondeformable theories. In more recent studies, the researches aimed at including all types
of deformations of the individual layers [212,215,228].
According to the shear deformation theories (e.g., Timoshenko’s beam theory), the
shear stress distribution should be at least second-order for a structure under bending
deformation. For this reason, the shear strain distribution is assumed to be secondorder through the thickness in the previous chapter. Afterwards, the stress distribution
was obtained using the assumed strain distribution and the individual layers’ shear
moduli. However, this assumption led to shear stress discontinuities at the interfaces
for multi-layered composites. A sample case having the thickness ratio of core to face
layers tc/tf = 1, Young’s moduli ratio Ec/Ef = 1/20 is considered and the resulting
distributions are depicted in Figure 5.1 in comparison with the distributions obtained
from the static bending analysis results of a reference model built with solid elements
in Abaqus. Here, Ec represents the Young’s modulus of the core and Ef is Young’s
modulus of the outer (face) layers, respectively. As seen, second-order strain
assumption leads to stress discontinuities at the interfaces, which do not match the
expectations. The shear stress has to be continuous at the interfaces of the layers for
modelling the actual shear behaviour of the structure [212].
The shear stress continuity can either be imposed numerically or assumed prior to the
formulations. In the following subsections, different options are evaluated in order to
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obtain accurate shear stress distributions thereby better finite elements for modelling
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Figure 5.1 : Distributions of the shear strain, stress and energy in a sample
composite beam obtained with the second-order strain assumption (×) and static
bending analysis in Abaqus (♦).
5.2.1 Enhancements of the stress distributions based on second-order strain
assumption
As previously mentioned, the second-order strain distribution is not sufficient for ISC
for the composites that are made up of layers with very different material properties.
In order to overcome this problem, several approaches such as averaging the stress
values at the interfaces or shifting the stress values of the selected layers are examined
for equalising the stresses at the interfaces, but the logic behind these operations are
the same, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The investigations are focused on three-layered
symmetric structures in this section.
Calculate shear stress
distribution with
second-order strain
assumption

Equalize stress values
at the interfaces

Determine
corresponding strain
distribution

Normalize the strain
distribution for
γmax =1

Calculate the new
stress distribution

Calculate shear
energy distibution
and find Cs

Figure 5.2 : The flowchart of the enhanced strain-based approaches.
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5.2.1.1 Averaging shear stress values at the interfaces
The first approach to be examined is just averaging the shear stress values at the
interfaces. Considering the sandwich beam with the soft core and stiffer outer layers,
the shear strain at the top of the first layer is assigned as  t  and the stress at the
1

bottom of the second layer described by the symbol  b  as shown in Figure 5.3. In
2

reality, these values have to be equal according to the shear stress continuity condition.
However, the second-order strain assumption along the composite thickness could not
fulfil this requirement as illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Nondimensional Thickness

0.500

0.167

-0.167

-0.500
0

5

10
τ [GPa]

15

Figure 5.3 : Shear stress distribution based on second-order strain assumption in the
sandwich beam.
Therefore, if the stress at the layers is known (or assumed), the stress values at the
interface might be equalized numerically. The averaging procedure for the first
interface can be carried out as:

      


1

1

 int

2

t

b

2

(5.1)


where  int is the averaged value at the 1st interface. The regenerated stress distribution
1

  z  on the first layer can then be calculated as follows:

  z   z

 int1
,
 t1
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z   h, h  H1 

(5.2)

where   z  is the stress distribution according to second-order strain distribution with
unit strain at the mid-surface assumption (as in the previous chapter). It should be
remembered that, h is the position of the mid-surface from the bottom surface of the
composite, and H1 is the distance from the bottom of the composite to the upper surface
of the 1st layer (as in Figure 4.3). This procedure can be applied to all of the adjacent
layers subsequently. The “average” shear stress distribution for the second layer of the
three-layered composite can then be expressed as:

  z   z

 int 2
,
 t 2

z    h  H1 ,  h  H 2 

(5.3)

 
2
where  int represents the average shear stress value at the 2nd interface and  t  is
2

shear stress value at the top of the 2nd layer. The “average” shear stress along the
thickness direction of three-layered structure can be calculated by collecting   z 
terms in order as follows:


 int1
   z  1 , z   h, h  H1 
t


  2

  z     z  int 2 , z   h  H1 , h  H 2 
t


 2
  z   int , z   h  H 2 , h  H 3 

 b3

(5.4)

Here,  b  represents the shear stress value at the bottom surface of the top layer. The
3

“average” stress distribution in equation 5.4 is compared in Figure 5.4(a) with the
stress distribution associated with the second-order strain assumption for three-layered
sandwich case. Then corresponding “average strain distribution” can be calculated
with the shear modulus values of individual layers as:


 int1
1

z
  1 , z   h, h  H1 

(1)
G
t


  2
 1
  z    (2)   z  int 2 , z   h  H1 , h  H 2 
t
G

 2
 1   z   int , z   h  H 2 , h  H 3 
 G (3)
 b3
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(5.5)

Afterwards, the strain distribution is normalized to be unity at the mid-surface of the
composite as:


 int1
1

z
, z   h, h  H1 



(1)
 t1
 max    z   G

 int 2
1

 ' z   

z
, z    h  H1 ,  h  H 2 


(2)
 2
max

z
G





t


 int 2
1


z
, z   h  H 2 , h  H 3 


 3
 max    z   G (3)

b


(5.6)

The normalised “average strain distribution” is depicted in Figure 5.4(b) in comparison
with the strain-based approach for three-layered case. As can be seen in Figure 5.4(b),
this approach leads to some strain jumps.
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Figure 5.4 : a) “Average” stress distribution, b) normalized average strain
distribution in comparison with distributions from second-order strain assumption.
The corresponding shear stress distribution can be calculated using normalised strain
distribution as follows:


 int1
1
  z  1 , z   h, h  H1 

t
 max    z  

 int 2
1

 ' z   
  z   2  , z    h  H1 ,  h  H 2 
t
 max    z  

 int 2
1

  z   3 , z    h  H 2 ,  h  H 3 
 max    z  
b
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(5.7)

In Figure 5.5, the re-calculated “average shear stress” distribution is compared with
the static bending results obtained using a model prepared with solid elements
C3D20R in Abaqus. It can be stated that the calculated “average shear stress”
distribution matches with the expectations better than the stress distribution obtained
in previous second-order strain assumption.
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Figure 5.5 : The re-calculated stress distribution by averaging values at layer
interfaces and unit strain assumption in comparison with static bending results
(Abaqus).
By using the re-calculated shear stress distribution and the corresponding shear strain
distribution in a plate strip along x-axis, the shear energy per unit length of the
composite beam can be expressed as (H0=0):
Hn h
1
b  n H k h


'
z

'
z
dzdy

 xz  z  '  xz  z  ' dz 

xz   xz  





h
H

h
2 b /2
2  k 1 k 1

b /2

comp
U savr


(5.8)

The energy contribution of the kth layer in the composite can then be determined as:
b /2

Hk h
2
1
b Hk h ( k )
Uˆ (csk )   
 xz '  z   xz '  z  dzdy  
G   xz '  z   dz
H

h
H

h
2 b /2 k 1
2 k 1

(5.9)

By using the above equation and equation 4.66, one can find the shear energy
coefficient, SEC.

(k )
Csavr

2
b Hk h ( k )
G

'
z
dz
(k )




ˆ
xz
H h
U
15
 (csk )  2 k 1 ( k )

G btk  8 
Us
8tk
 
2  15 
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Hk h

H k 1  h

 '  z  
xz

2

dz

(5.10)

This approach yields SEC for each layer and can be used any plate finite element
formulation. It is worth stating that it might be difficult to evaluate the integral in
equation 5.10 analytically hence a numerical integration (e.g., trapezoidal integration)
(k )
can be used for obtaining the values of Uˆ (csk ) and Csavr
.

5.2.1.2 Shifting the shear stress distribution in core layer of a sandwich
structure
Another approach for equalizing the shear stress values at the interfaces is shifting the
shear stress distributions of selected layers. This approach is also evaluated for
applications on three-layered sandwich (two identical outer layers and a softer core
layer) structures. Two shifting operations are considered to improve the modelling
capability of equivalent shell FEs below.
In order to force the interlaminar stress continuity numerically, the shear stress
distribution of the core can be shifted to the average value at the interfaces. The stress
values at the outer layers are also weighted to provide the average value at the interface
as in the previous approach. Considering symmetric constrained-layer (i.e., sandwich
with three layer) structure, the shear stress distribution along the thickness direction
can be expressed as:

 int1
   z  1 ,
t


  z     z    int1   b 2 ,

 2
   z   int ,

 b3


z   h, h  H1 
z    h  H1 ,  h  H 2 

(5.11)

z   h  H 2 , h  H 3 

The average stress values at the interfaces are equal,  int    int  since the considered
1

2

structure is assumed to be symmetric. Then, with the obtained stress distribution, the
proposed procedure can be followed for determining the new strain distribution which
is unity at the neutral plane. Afterwards, with the normalized strain distribution, new
corresponding shear stress distribution and shear strain energy for individual layers
can be obtained as in the section 5.2.1.1. The proposed approach is referred to as
“average shifted”. An example of the stress and strain curves for the analysed sandwich
beam is Figure 5.6. Furthermore, the resulting re-calculated stress distribution is
compared with those of predicted with Abaqus in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6 : a) The average shifted stress distribution and b) the corresponding
normalized strain distribution in comparison with distributions from the second-order
strain assumption.
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Figure 5.7 : The re-calculated stress distribution based on shifting the core layer
stress to average values at the interface in comparison with static bending results
(Abaqus).
The shear stress distribution in Figure 5.7 matches better with the Abaqus static
bending result than that corresponding to the second-order strain assumption. With
obtained stress and strain distributions, shear energies of the layers can be calculated
via numerical integration. Afterwards, the shear energy correction factors can be
obtained for individual layers.
For eliminating big jumps of the transverse shear stress at the interface, the shear stress
distribution of the core layer of a sandwich structure can be directly shifted as well. In
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other words, while the stress levels of the outer layers remain the same as obtained via
second-order strain assumption, the stress level at the core is shifted as to be same with
the outer layers at the interfaces. Considering the three-layered sandwich case, the
shear stress distribution in the core then becomes:

  z     z    t1   b 2    z    b3   t 2 ,

z    h  H1 ,  h  H 2 

(5.12)

Accordingly, the shifted stress and strain distributions can be obtained as shown in
Figure 5.8 with orange ‘o’.
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Figure 5.8 : a) The shifted stress distribution and b) corresponding normalized strain
distribution in comparison with the distributions from second-order strain
assumption.
The new stress distribution can be obtained via the strain distribution assumption in
Figure 5.8(b) and the shear moduli of the layers. The resulting shear stress distribution
is presented in Figure 5.9. The shear strain energy term (τ*γ) can then be obtained via
multiplication of the normalized shifted strain distribution in Figure 5.8(b) and the
shifted shear stress distribution Figure 5.9. The corresponding strain energies can be
calculated via the numerical integration of the multiplication of the stress and strain
curves.
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Figure 5.9 : The re-calculated stress distribution based on shifting the core layer
stress to values at the outer layers in comparison with static bending results
(Abaqus).
5.2.2 Shear stress distribution according to Lehknitskii’s approach
It is obvious that the accuracy of the proposed energy based composite finite element
depends on the correct estimation/formulation of the stress (and strain) distributions
through the composite thickness. Therefore, as a priori estimation, the better stress
distribution might be assumed using Zig-zag theories. The first study on the
deformation of multi-layered structures which comprises the zig-zag based theory is
acknowledged to Leknithskii [41]. Lekhnitskii proposed a method for describing inplane zig-zag displacements of multi-layered beams that also fulfils interlaminar
transverse shear stress continuity [208]. The details of Lekhnitskii’s method have been
given in Chapter 2. The shear stress definitions of Lekhnitskii’s theory can be used for
determining the distributions along with the thickness direction of multi-layered
structures. For a three-layered beam, the shear stress distribution at each layers can be
calculated as:

 xz(1)  z  

6 PE (1)
 S1 z  S2  z
HnS

 xz(2)  z  

6P
S1  H12  E (1)   z 2  H12  E (2)   S 2  H1  E (1)   z  H1  E (2) 
HnS

 xz(3)  z  

6 PE (3)
 S 2   H n  z  S1   H n  z 
HnS 





where
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(5.13)

3

S1    H k  H k 1  E ( k )  H1E (1)   H 2  H1  E (2)   H 3  H 2  E (3)
k 1

 t1E (1)  t2 E (2)  t3 E (3)
S2    H k2  H k21  E ( k )  H12 E (1)   H 2  H1  E (2)   H 3  H 2  E (3)
3

2

2

k 1

 t12 E (1)  t2 2 E (2)  t32 E (3)

(5.14)

S3    H k3  H k31  E ( k )  H13 E (1)   H 2  H1  E (2)   H 3  H 2  E (3)
3

3

3

k 1

 t13 E (1)  t2 3 E (2)  t33 E (3)
S  4 S1S3  3S22
where P is the shearing force, E(k) is the Young’s modulus of the kth layer. By setting
P=1, a preliminary stress distribution can be obtained using equations 5.13. Then,
corresponding shear strain distribution can be predicted by using the shear moduli of
individual layers. Afterwards, the strain distribution is normalized to be equal to unity
at the neutral plane. By using normalised strain, the shear stress distribution can be recalculated and the energy distribution along the composite thickness per unit length
can be obtained. The distribution obtained via this procedure is depicted in Figure 5.10
and a reasonable agreement with the reference solution (Abaqus) is observed.
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Figure 5.10 : Normalised strain and corresponding stress distribution obtained via
method utilising Lekhnitskii’s theory in comparison with static bending results
(Abaqus).
5.2.3 Second-order stress assumption
The approaches summarised above can be considered as layer-wise since they require
special operations related to adjacent pairs. On the other hand, layer independent
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continuous stress distributions are more efficient than the layer-wise approaches for
the composites having many layers. The analytical formulation of the assumed secondorder shear stress (hereafter referred to as stress-based approach) is similar to that of
the strain distribution in the previous chapter. In order also to accommodate the nonsymmetric composites, the following shear stress distributions are assumed along the
z-direction described for the lower and upper sections relative to the neutral plane of
the composite, respectively:

 xz ( z )  1 

 xz ( z )  1 

z2
h2

if z  0

z2

 Hn  h

(5.15)

if z  0

2

(5.16)

The corresponding shear strain distribution can be obtained by dividing the assumed
shear stress functions to the shear moduli of the individual layers, G(k). It should be
noted that this operation does not yield unit shear strain at the neutral plane of the
composite. In order to achieve so, the computed shear strain distribution is normalized
so that its maximum shear value is equal to unity again, which is denoted as  xz ( z ) for
subsequent referencing. Then, the shear stress distribution for individual layers can be
re-calculated using the normalized shear strain distribution, i.e.,  xz ( z )  G ( k )  xz ( z ) .
Based on this approach, the normalised shear strain and stress distributions for the
sample case are depicted in Figure 5.11 in comparison with static bending results
obtained from Abaqus.
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Figure 5.11 : Shear strain and stress distributions obtained using the second-order
stress assumption across the composite thickness in comparison with static bending
results (Abaqus).
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Furthermore, the strain energies (per unit length) of the individual layers can be
calculated via numerical integration of the multiplication of the shear stress and strain
distributions along the z-direction as:
 h H

U

(k )
cs

 h H

k
k
2
b
b


(
z
)

(
z
)
dz

G ( k )  xz ( z )  dz
xz
xz


2  h  H k 1
2  h  H k 1

(5.17)

Once U cs( k ) values are known, one can easily calculate SECs by taking the ratio of U cs( k )
and U s( k ) latter of which is readily available in the analytical form in eq. 4.66. The
flowchart of this process is graphically described in Figure 5.12. In the next section,
the shear energy coefficients obtained by the above approaches are compared for some
configurations.
Calculate primary
stress and strain
distributions

Calculate
neutral plane
position h

 xz ( z ),  xz ( z )

Calculate shear strain
energies (per unit
length) of layers

Calculate normalised
strain and corresponding
stress distribution

 xz ( z ), xz ( z )

Proportion shear
energies and find
Cs(k)

(k )
U s( k ) , U cs

Figure 5.12 : Flowchart of the SEC derivation based on second-order stress
assumption.
Shear Energy Coefficients Based on Various Stress Assumptions
Some numerical comparisons are performed in this section for examining the
performances of the procedures described in Section 5.2. First, the normalised strain
distributions of the proposed approaches are compared in Figure 5.13 for a sample case
having thickness ratio tc/tf =1, Young’s moduli ratio Ec/Ef = 1/20. It can be said as a
first observation that the distributions generated by the methods are quite similar.
Besides, the averaging and stress-based approach predict almost identical
distributions. Also, “average shifted” and “shifted” stress distribution yield very much
alike distributions with the approach based on Lekhnitskii’s theory. A comprehensive
shear stress distribution plot is presented in Figure 5.14 where the stress distributions
confirm the previous comments on those of strain distributions.
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Figure 5.13 : Comparison of normalised shear strain distributions through the
composite thickness.
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Figure 5.14 : Comparison of shear stress distributions though the composite
thickness.
The better performance of the composite FE is desired to be obtained by accurate
representation of the strain energy distribution. It can be said, by considering the shear
strain energy distributions given in Figure 5.15, that the presented approaches in this
chapter provide similar distributions. It should be noted, however, that all the proposed
approaches underestimate the shear energy for the outer layers.
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Figure 5.15 : Comparisons of various assumed shear strain energy distributions
through the composite thickness.
These approaches have been investigated for determining the more accurate SECs
values in the proposed equivalent shell FE formulation. Therefore, for further
comparisons of the proposed approaches, SECs are calculated for sandwich
configurations Ec/Ef =1, 1/2, 1/5, 1/10, 1/20, 1/100, 1/200 and 1/1000 while tc/tf =1.
The results for the outer layers and the core layer are presented in the following plots.
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Figure 5.16 : Shear energy coefficients for outer layers of the sandwich
configurations for Ec/Ef in between 0.001-0.05 (left) and 0.1-1 (right).
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Figure 5.17 : Shear energy coefficients for the core layer of the sandwich
configurations for Ec/Ef in between 0.001-0.05 (left) and 0.1-1 (right).
By considering the results in Figure 5.16, it can be said that the values of SEC for the
outer layers decrease dramatically with the decrease in Ec/Ef ratios and the approaches
yield very similar results. Moreover, the presented results for the core layer in Figure
5.17 confirm that the SEC values do not greatly deviate. Indeed, the values obtained
via averaging and stress-based approaches remain the same for all configurations. For
the rest of the approaches, the SEC values for the core layer slightly increase with the
decrease in Young’s moduli ratios. Because of its practicality and the independency of
the number of layers, the second-order stress-based approach is chosen to be
implemented into the FE code. In the following section, the modal prediction
performance of the equivalent shell finite element using SECs from stress-based
approach is validated for damped multi-layered structures.
Validation and Discussions of Finite Element Based on Second Order Stress
Assumption
5.4.1 Symmetric constrained-layer structures
In order to assess the capabilities and limitations of the proposed FE approach for
constrained-layer structures, a parametric study using the sandwich structure (socalled SW2), shown in Figure 5.18, is carried out. It is worth emphasizing that this
structure whose properties are listed in Table 5.1 is similar to the one studied in [118].
The composite FE approach with second-order strain assumption is also employed for
comparisons. For the first analysis, Young’s modulus of the core layer (Ec) is selected
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such that Ec/Ef =1/20. The energy coefficients (BECs and SECs) used in the FE
formulation for each layer, also listed in Table 5.1, are determined using strain-based
and stress-based approaches. The model of the structure developed based on the
proposed FEs had 1440 DOF (180 equivalent shell elements) in total as shown in
Figure 5.18. Moreover, a reference model is built using 20-noded 3D solid (brick)
elements in FINES [218]. Obviously, this 3D model required many more elements and
DOFs (3600 elements and 58950 DOFs) since individual layers across the thickness
direction had to be modelled using solid elements.

tf
tc

b=15 mm

tf

L=300 mm

Figure 5.18 : Sandwich cantilever beam SW2 and its FE model.
Table 5.1 : Properties of the symmetric cantilever sandwich beam SW2 and
calculated energy coefficients.
Layer

t (mm)

ρ (kg/m )

E (GPa)

ν

η (%)

BEC

SEC
Strainbased

Faces

1

2040

45.54

0.33

0

13

0.6296

1.2450∙10-3

Core

1

1200

Variable

0.495

100

1

1.7407

1.7410

3

SEC
Stressbased

The predicted natural frequencies and loss factors of the first four bending modes of
the beam are listed in Table 5.2. The results show that the natural frequencies obtained
via the strain-based approach are in good agreement with the reference CEM solutions
(3D-CEM) obtained from FINES using the solid element model. On the other hand,
the strain-based damping predictions are found to be not acceptable, both
quantitatively and qualitatively. The results of the equivalent shell FE based on the
second-order stress assumption are also included in Table 5.2. When the results are
compared to the correct reference results (i.e., 3D-CEM), it is seen that the FE model
with the stress-based formulation slightly underestimates the natural frequencies and
overestimates the damping levels. However, it is also noted that damping predictions
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by stress-based approach are better, qualitatively and quantitatively, than those of the
strain-based formulation. Therefore, the rest of the investigations presented in this
chapter are concentrated on the equivalent shell FE formulation based on second-order
stress assumption.
Table 5.2 : Predicted natural frequencies and loss factors for the first four bending
modes of the SW2.
Mode
1
2
3
4

3D-CEM
f (Hz)
η (%)
26.97
0.33
168.59
0.75
470.24
1.42
916.31
2.38

Strain-Based Approach
f (Hz)
η (%)
26.97
0.21
168.89
0.22
472.33
0.23
924.08
0.26

Stress-Based Approach
f (Hz)
η (%)
26.94
0.41
167.89
1.52
465.90
3.25
900.94
5.69

5.4.1.1 Effect of mesh density
The effect of mesh density in the proposed composite FE approach with second-order
stress assumption is investigated in this section. Therefore, in addition to model with
coarse mesh density (1440 DOF & 180 equivalent shell elements), SW2 (Ec/Ef =1/20)
is modelled using medium mesh density with 3600 DOFs (500 Elements) and also
utilising high mesh density with 19200 DOFs (3000 elements). The predicted natural
frequencies and loss factors are presented in Table 5.3. These results suggest that the
proposed element can be used with very coarse mesh densities, since there are no
significant differences between the results of the models with different mesh densities.
Table 5.3 : Predicted natural frequencies and loss factors for the first four bending
modes of the SW2 with different mesh sizes.
3D-CEM
Mode
1
2
3
4

f (Hz)
26.96
168.55
470.12
916.08

η (%)
0.32
0.74
1.42
2.38

Coarse Mesh
f (Hz)
26.94
167.89
465.90
900.94

η (%)
0.41
1.52
3.26
5.69

Medium Mesh
f (Hz)
26.93
167.81
465.50
899.71

η (%)
0.41
1.52
3.25
5.68

Fine Mesh
f (Hz)
26.93
167.76
465.30
899.13

η (%)
0.41
1.52
3.25
5.68

The errors are plotted in Figure 5.19 and it is also perceived that the all models can
predict the natural frequencies with an acceptable range of errors. The results for the
damping prediction of the models however indicate that the errors are much higher
and increase with the mode numbers. The presented results summarize that the models
with low number of DOF utilising the proposed composite FE with second-order stress
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assumption could be used for obtaining the accurate natural frequency values. It can
also be mentioned that damping predictions by stress-based approach are more
accurate than those of the strain-based formulation, but further improvements need to
be performed for better results.
Coarse Mesh

Medium Mesh

Coarse Mesh

Fine Mesh

Fine Mesh

150

Error in ηr [%]

Error in fr [%]

0.0

Medium Mesh
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Mode No

4

1
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Figure 5.19 : The error percentages in the predicted natural frequencies (left) and
modal loss factors (right) for different mesh densities.
5.4.1.2 Effect of Young’s moduli ratio
To validate the proposed approach for sandwich structures having moderately soft
cores, SW2 is also modelled with varying Young’s modulus of the core layer, i.e., the
ratio Ec/Ef is taken as 1/40 and 1/200. The Cb values, in these cases, are the same as
those given before. The Cs values for outer layers are 3.1126∙10-4 and 1.2450∙10-5 for
the given Ec/Ef ratios, respectively, and for the core layer, Cs remains as 1.7410. The
reference models used for validating the proposed approach are built using the 3D solid
elements, C3D20R in Abaqus and 3SLD20 in FINES. Using the undamped modes of
the structure predicted via Abaqus, the loss factors of the damped structure is
calculated via MSEM. Therefore, the frequency analysis is performed with undamped
models and the strain energies of the individual layers are obtained. Firstly, the layers
are modelled individually, afterwards they are connected with kinematic coupling
relations. The individual strain energies are then captured from the analysis, and then
the loss factor of the composite structure for rth mode is calculated using the
formulation:

r 

 bU r(b )   cU r( c )   tU r(t )
U r(b )  U r( c )  U r(t )
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(5.18)

where, ηb, ηc, ηt represent the loss factors and U(b), U(c), U(t) represent the strain
energies of the base, core and top layer, respectively. It should be noted that equation
5.18 is a specific form of MSEM equation given in Chapter 2.
The predicted natural frequencies and loss factors for the first four bending modes of
the beams for lower Ec/Ef values are presented in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21. It is
seen that there are slight differences between MSEM results and 3D-CEM results, the
latter of which should be considered as the correct or reference results since they rely
on, relatively, minimum level of assumptions. It should be mentioned at this point that,
although 3D-CEM provides the most accurate results, it is the most expensive in terms
of computational time (several orders of magnitude compared to that of the proposed
approach). Besides, MSEM utilising solid elements is also very expensive since the
use of solid elements for modelling multi-layered structures demands very large
number of DOFs and the method requires post-processing.
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Figure 5.20 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of SW2
for varying Ec/Ef.
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Figure 5.21 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of the SW2 for
varying Ec/Ef.
As seen in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21, the natural frequencies and loss factors
predicted using the equivalent shell element can be considered in good agreement with
the reference values as long as Ec/Ef ratio is greater or equal to 1/40 (0.025). It is also
noted that the damping of the composite increases as the Ec/Ef decreases within the
selected range. However, it is obvious that the errors in predicted natural frequencies
and damping levels become quite large for smaller values of Ec/Ef. It is also worth
emphasizing that MSEM damping predictions based on expensive 3D solid models are
not very good either within this range.
5.4.1.3 Effect of thickness ratio
The performance of the proposed FE is investigated when the thickness ratio tc/tf of
the SW2 is varied. In this case, individual thicknesses of the face layers are set to 1
mm and tc/tf ratio is varied between 0.5 and 2.5 when Ec/Ef is equal to 1/200. The
results summarised in Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 show that, for the lower modes, the
proposed FE yield better results than MSEM when the composite has moderately thick
cores. Nevertheless, the model based on the proposed FE overestimates the damping
levels significantly, especially for lower values of tc/tf.
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Figure 5.22 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of SW2
for varying tc/tf.
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Figure 5.23 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of SW2 for
varying tc/tf.
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5.4.2 Non-symmetric constrained-layer structures
The proposed stress-based method is not limited to the symmetric sandwich structures;
it can be used for modelling any constrained-layer structures. Therefore, the
performance of the composite FE is assessed for a non-symmetric three-layered beam
with a steel base, a damping core and an aluminium constraining layer. The nonsymmetric beam (named as SW3 here) has a length of 200 mm and width of 10 mm
and its other properties are listed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 : Properties of the non-symmetric cantilever constrained-layer beam SW3.
Layer

t (mm)

Density (kg/m3)

E (GPa)

ν

η (%)

Top
Core
Base

1
2
1.5

2700
1000
7800

69.0
Variable
200

0.334
0.4
0.3

0
40
0

5.4.2.1 Effect of Young’s moduli ratios
Analyses are performed for various configurations having Young’s moduli ratios of
the core to the base layer as Ec/Eb = 1/20, 1/40, 1/200 (here Eb represents the elasticity
modulus of the base layer). Prior to the analysis, the assumed shear strain, stress and
shear energy distributions are calculated and plotted in the following figures for Ec/Eb
= 1/20, 1/40 and 1/200. The distribution patterns in Figure 5.24, Figure 5.25 and Figure
5.26 show that the stress-based approach underestimates the shear strain and stress in
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Figure 5.24 : Normalised shear strain, corresponding shear stress and energy
distributions obtained from the second-order stress assumption (∆) and the static
analysis in Abaqus (♦) for Ec/Eb=1/20.
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Figure 5.25 : Normalised shear strain, corresponding shear stress and energy
distributions obtained from the second-order stress assumption (∆) and the static
analysis in Abaqus (♦) for Ec/Eb=1/40.
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Figure 5.26 : Normalised shear strain, corresponding shear stress and energy
distributions obtained from the second-order stress assumption (∆) and the static
analysis in Abaqus (♦) for Ec/Eb=1/200.
The FE models are prepared with the proposed FE to have 900 DOF (100 Elements).
It should be remembered that the proposed approach is applicable with coarse mesh
densities. The predicted modal parameters for the first four bending modes are
compared with the results obtained by MSEM and CEM based on the 3D solid
elements. The reference model built with solid elements has 148200 DOFs (10000
elements). The predicted natural frequency and loss factors are presented in Figure
5.27 and Figure 5.28. The results show that 3D MSEM and CEM results are very close
to each other in contrast with the previous symmetric sandwich cases. Moreover, it is
seen that the proposed composite FE is more accurate for higher values of Ec/Eb ratios.
For better comprehension, the error percentages are calculated with regard to CEM
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results and presented in Figure 5.29. Furthermore, some non-linear changes in errors
are detected. For higher values of Ec/Eb, the errors in loss factors are increasing with
the mode number. Notwithstanding, the error in loss factor decreases with the
increasing mode number for the Ec/Eb=1/200.
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Figure 5.27 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of the
SW3.
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Figure 5.28 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of the SW3.
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Figure 5.29 : Error percentages of predicted natural frequencies (left) and modal loss
factors (right).
5.4.2.2 Effect of core thickness
The core thickness has great importance in damping characteristics of the constrainedlayer applications. Therefore, the effect of core thickness and the modelling capability
of the proposed FE approach for different core thickness are investigated. For this
purpose, SW3 is modelled with varying thickness of the core layer, i.e., tc equals to
0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 mm. The models with the proposed FE contain the same number
of DOFs as in the previous section. The reference models with the core thickness of
0.5 and 1 mm are generated using single solid element across the thickness of each
layer as shown in Figure 5.30, thus, each model has 122400 DOFs (8000 elements) in
total. On the other hand, 2 elements are used through the core for the sandwich models
with the core thickness of 2.0 mm, and 3 elements for the core with thickness of 3.0
mm. In total 148200 DOFs (10000 elements) and 174000 DOFs (12000 elements) are
used for the cases with the core 2.0 and 3.0 mm, respectively.
The Young’s moduli ratio is set to Ec/Eb=1/20 (i.e., the core is not very soft) for the
analyses and the results are presented in Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32. The reference
results verify that the natural frequencies and modal loss factor values increase with
the increase in core thickness within the selected properties. It is seen that the proposed
FE predicts natural frequencies with good accuracy although the predicted modal loss
factors associated with higher modes are not very good, especially for those
sandwiches with thin cores.
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Figure 5.30 : Element configurations of non-symmetric constrained-layer beams
along the thickness direction.
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Figure 5.31 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of SW3
for varying core thickness (Ec/Eb=1/20).
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Figure 5.32 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of SW3 for
varying core thickness (Ec/Eb=1/20).
5.4.3 Discussion of the composite shell FE based on second-order shear stress
assumption
As a matter of fact, BECs are the dominating parameters for the correct prediction of
the dynamic behaviour of free-layered structures. Therefore, although specific results
are not presented in this section for brevity, SECs based on second-order stress
assumption can equally be used for this purpose.
Although the equivalent shell FE utilising BECs and SECs based on second-order
stress assumption can be used for the prediction of the modal parameters of
constrained-layer structures, the level of accuracy, especially for damping, is found to
be somewhat short meeting the expectations. This is particularly so when thickness
ratio tc/tf less than 1.0 and Young’s modulus ratio Ec/Ef less than 1/40.
In summary, the proposed FE is very suitable for modelling multi-layered structures.
However, the results presented so far for the constrained-layer damping cases indicate
that the shear deformation characteristics of the proposed FE need further refinement
in order to improve its accuracy and to make it applicable to a wider range of practical
applications. The objective of the next section is to meet this need.
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Enhanced Formulation with a New Shear Correction Factor for Composite
Finite Elements
Shell type of finite elements based on FSDT require shear correction factors in practice
for correcting the shear behaviour along the thickness direction. Many studies have
been carried out in the literature to obtain more accurate values or formulations for the
shear correction factors for layered structures [53–55,57,59,66]. In accordance with
the recommendation given in [66] especially for sandwich structures with low core
stiffness, the shear correction factor is used as unity during the computation of shear
stiffness matrices of individual layers k (sk ) in the present approach up to this section.
Although doing so leads to somewhat acceptable FE predictions for structures with
constrained-layer damping when the Young’s modulus and thickness ratios are within
certain ranges, it is noticed that the accuracy of the predictions using the proposed FE
starts to decrease sharply for lower Young’s modulus and thickness ratios, hence there
is a need for improvement.
It should be noted that determining an appropriate shear correction factor, even for a
homogenous shell, is not a simple task in FE formulations due to the fact that the
thickness-to-length ratio of an element depends on mesh density. For a single plate
element, Tessler and Hughes [225] defined the ‘finite element appropriate shear
*
correction factor’ k sc as multiplication of the analytical shear correction factor k sc

and the FE correction factor

 . This method provides modelling homogenous

structures having thin as well as thick cross sections with the same formulations. The
expression for the FE shear correction factor of a single plate element for isotropic and
homogenous structure is already presented in Chapter 4.
It should be stressed that, taking the analytical shear correction factor as 1.0 leads the
‘finite element appropriate shear correction factor’ to be equal to FE correction factor

 . As can be deduced from eqs. 4.30 and 4.32, the FE correction factor  increases
when the thickness of the plate increases. If this is to be interpreted for a multi-layered
structure, the corresponding FE correction factor for the multi-layered structure must
increase when the total thickness of the composite Hn increases. On the other hand, in
contrast to what is implied by eqs. 4.29-32 for a single layer, the shear strain in thin
soft layers in multi-layered structures must increase as the thickness of an individual
layer decreases. Accordingly, utilising the formulation for stand-alone quadrilateral
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element in [225], the composite FE shear correction factor for the kth layer of a multilayered structure is proposed here as:

 (k ) 

ksc*  ( H n )  ( H n )

ksc*  (tk )
 ( tk )

(5.19)

where  ( H n ) and  (tk ) are the FE correction factors corresponding to the total
thickness of the composite and the thickness of kth layer, respectively. It should be
noted that the proposed composite FE shear correction factor is independent of the
analytical shear correction factor but depends on the geometrical quantities of the finite
element and Poisson’s ratio. Accordingly, inserting eqs. 4.30 and 4.32 into eq. 5.19
yields:

 (k ) 

1   k   3.6

tk 2
a2

tk 2
tk 2
1   k   3.6 2
Hn2
a

(5.20)

where  k is the Poisson’s ratio and a is the average length of the element. The
composite FE shear correction factor formulation in eq. 5.20 describes a surface that
is presented for descending values of layer thickness to element edge ratio and layer
thickness to total thickness ratio in Figure 5.33 ( k  0.3 ).

Figure 5.33 : Proposed composite FE shear correction factor as a function of
thickness ratio and aspect ratio.
It is worth pointing out that eq. 5.20 gives unity for the homogenous case, i.e., when

tk H n =1. Nonetheless, it should be stated here that the composite FE shear correction
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factor introduced by eq. 5.20 can be considered as somewhat empirical, hence there is
still a need for further theoretical developments.
Using the proposed composite FE shear correction factor  ( k ) for individual layers, the
stiffness matrix formulation of the enhanced equivalent shell FE becomes:

k comp    k (ek )  Cb( k )k (bk )  Cs( k ) ( k ) k (sk ) 
n

(5.21)

k 1

The enhanced formulation is implemented into the FE code and some numerical
analyses are carried out to assess the benefits of this enhancement. Results are
presented below.
Validation of the enhanced equivalent shell FE
The performance of the enhanced FE is assessed by modelling and analysing some
constrained-layer beams. Both symmetric and non-symmetric cases are included in the
investigation.
5.6.1 Symmetric constrained-layer structures
The beam named SW2 is employed for assessing the enhanced FE. First the effect of
mesh density is considered.
5.6.1.1 Effect of mesh density
The beam, SW2, with Ec/Ef = 1/20 is modelled using a fine mesh (3000 elements),
medium mesh (500 elements) and coarse mesh (180 elements) densities. The results
presented in Table 5.5 reveal that the enhanced FE leads to better predictions for all
mesh densities in comparison with the previous results. Furthermore, superior
performance is detected with the coarse mesh density. This is particularly attractive in
practice as it allows other dimensions of the shell element to be quite larger than the
thickness of the shell, which allows the use of desirable aspect ratios during the mesh
generation. This, in turn, leads to relatively small number of DOFs in FE models, thus
providing further savings in CPU time.
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Table 5.5 : Predicted natural frequencies and loss factors of the first four bending
modes of SW2 with different mesh sizes.
3D-CEM
Mode
1
2
3
4

f (Hz)
26.96
168.55
470.12
916.08

Coarse Mesh

η (%)
0.32
0.74
1.42
2.38

f (Hz)
26.97
168.74
471.43
920.85

Medium Mesh

η (%)
0.32
0.66
1.22
2.04

f (Hz)
26.95
168.40
469.42
913.82

Fine Mesh

η (%)
0.34
0.90
1.80
3.08

f (Hz)
26.93
167.95
466.55
903.64

η (%)
0.39
1.32
2.78
4.85

5.6.1.2 Effect of Young’s moduli ratios
Next, the beam used in the previous analyses is modelled with the enhanced FEs for a
wider range of Young’s moduli ratios, this time the Ec/Ef ratio for the SW2 (tc/tf =1)
being equal to 1/10, 3/40, 1/20, 1/40, 1/200 and 1/2000. As before, the Cb values are
13.0 for the outer layers and 1.0 for the core. The Cs values for the outer layers are
4.9802∙10-3, 2.8013∙10-3, 1.2450∙10-3, 3.1126∙10-4, 1.2450∙10-5 and 1.2450∙10-7
corresponding to the given Ec/Ef ratios, respectively and 1.7410 for the core layer.
Again, 180 equivalent single-layer shell elements (1440 DOFs) are used in the FE
models. The predicted natural frequencies and loss factors for the four bending modes
are presented for the first four Young’s moduli ratios in Figure 5.34 and Figure 5.35,
respectively. It is immediately seen that the predictions are much better than before, in
fact, in perfect agreement with the 3D-CEM solutions for all values of Ec/Ef.
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Figure 5.34 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of the
SW2 for varying Ec/Ef.
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Figure 5.35 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of the SW2 for
varying Ec/Ef.
Similar results corresponding to configurations having lower Ec/Ef ratios are also
presented in Figure 5.36 and Figure 5.37. It is seen that the FE model using the
proposed equivalent shell FE predicts the natural frequencies and loss factors with very
high accuracy as long as Ec/Ef is equal or greater than 1/200. On the other hand, the
absolute errors reach about 5% for the natural frequencies and 33% for the loss factors
when Ec/Ef is equal to 1/2000 as can be seen in Figure 5.38 and Figure 5.39. For lower
values of Ec/Ef , the loss factors for higher modes tend to be overestimated by the
proposed FE. It should be noted however that Ec/Ef ≥1/200 covers many practical
multi-layered damping applications in practice.
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Figure 5.36 : Predicted natural frequencies (left) and loss factors (right) for the first
four bending modes of the SW2, Ec/Ef =1/200.
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Figure 5.37 : Predicted natural frequencies (left) and loss factors (right) for the first
four bending modes of the SW2, Ec/Ef =1/2000.
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Figure 5.38 : Errors in predicted natural frequencies of the SW2 for varying Ec/Ef.
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Figure 5.39 : Errors in predicted loss factors of SW2 for varying Ec/Ef.
5.6.1.3 Effect of thickness ratios
The performance of the enhanced FE is investigated when the thickness of the outer
layers is taken as 1 mm while the thickness ratio tc/tf of the sandwich beam is varied
as 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. The Young’s modulus of the core material is selected as
0.2277 GPa yielding Ec/Ef = 1/200. The results presented in Figure 5.40 and Figure
145

5.41 confirm that the predicted modal parameters using the enhanced FE are very close
the correct values for the range of thickness ratios investigated. The errors in the worst
cases are about 1.8% and 39% respectively for the natural frequencies and loss factors
(See Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43). Some additional analyses for tc/tf equals to 0.05 are
also performed and the obtained errors remain lower than 1% for frequency and 50%
for the loss factors.
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Figure 5.40 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of the
SW2 (Ec/Ef = 1/200) for varying tc/tf.
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Figure 5.41 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of the SW2
(Ec/Ef = 1/200) for varying tc/tf.
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Figure 5.42 : Errors in predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes
of the SW2 (Ec/Ef = 1/200) for varying tc/tf.
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Figure 5.43 : Errors in predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of the
SW2 (Ec/Ef = 1/200) for varying tc/tf.
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5.6.2 Non-symmetric constrained-layer structures
The performance of the enhanced FE is also investigated for modelling non-symmetric
constrained-layer structures. Therefore, the beam that is examined in Section 5.4.2 is
employed for a broader range of Young’s moduli ratio, Ec/Eb and thickness ratio, tc/tb.
First, the performance of the enhanced approach is determined for varying Young’s
moduli ratios.
5.6.2.1 Effect of Young’s moduli ratios
Analyses are performed for different Ec/Eb values (i.e., Ec/Eb = 1/20, 1/40, 1/200 and
1/1000). The predicted modal parameters for the first four bending modes are
compared with the results obtained by MSEM and CEM based on the 3D solid
elements. The models built with the solid elements have 148200 DOFs (10000
elements) while the model with composite FE has 252 DOFs (20 elements). The results
presented in Figure 5.44 and Figure 5.45 for the natural frequencies and loss factors
confirm that the enhanced FE is also capable of accurately modelling non-symmetric
damped multi-layered structures. However, as can be seen in Figure 5.46, the errors
can be considered significant when the core is very soft, i.e., when Ec/Eb = 1/1000). In
spite of this, it should be remembered that Ec/Eb ≥ 1/200 covers very wide range of
practical applications.
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Figure 5.44 : Predicted natural frequencies of SW3 by enhanced composite FE for
varying Ec/Eb.
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Figure 5.45 : Predicted loss factors of SW3 by enhanced composite FE for varying
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Figure 5.46 : Errors in predicted natural frequencies (left) and loss factors (right) of
SW3 by enhanced composite FE for varying Ec/Eb.
5.6.2.2 Effect of core thickness
The modelling capability of the enhanced FE approach for different core thickness is
also investigated. Since the enhanced method provides very accurate results for the
soft cores, SW3 is modelled with the thickness of the core layer tc equals to 0.5, 1.0,
2.0 and 3.0 mm for Ec/Eb=1/200, while tb remains 1.5 mm. Again, only 252 DOFs (20
elements) are used in the models with the enhanced FE. On the other hand, the
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reference solid models with the core thickness of 0.5 and 1 mm have 122400 DOFs
(8000 elements) while 148200 DOFs (10000 elements) and 174000 DOFs (12000
elements) are used for the cases when the core thickness is 2.0 and 3.0 mm.
The results in Figure 5.47 and Figure 5.48 reveal that the enhanced FE predicts natural
frequencies and loss factors of the beam with high accuracy for every thickness
configurations.
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Figure 5.47 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of SW3
for varying core thickness (Ec/Eb=1/200).
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Figure 5.48 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of the SW3 for
varying core thickness (Ec/Eb=1/200).
Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, various possible routes are identified for improving the performance of
the energy-based equivalent shell finite element for composite structures. The previous
observations and the results in the literature suggested that assuming a continuous
stress distribution along the composite thickness could lead to better representation of
the actual physical behaviour compared to the second-order strain assumption. Thus,
SEC based on a continuous stress distribution is considered to be more accurate for
the composite FE approach. Therefore, several approaches that fulfil the interlaminar
transverse stress continuity are examined. Furthermore, some enhancements for the
second-order strain assumption with numerical methods are performed by averaging
and then shifting the stress distributions. Moreover, some other methods such as
Lekhnitskii’s approach and the second-order stress assumption through the composite
thickness are also considered for the derivation of shear energy coefficients. The
distributions obtained by the above approaches and associated shear energy
coefficients are compared for typical configurations. Among these, the second-order
stress assumption is found to be the simplest yet accurate approach for the multilayered structures including non-symmetric composites.
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After the implementation of the second-order stress assumption procedure into the FE
code, some numerical simulations are performed. The results reveal that the secondorder stress assumption provides more accurate results compared to the strain-based
approach for the lower modes of constrained-layer structures having moderately thick
cores. However, some limitations are observed, especially when the core layer is
significantly softer (less stiff) than the outer layers. Hence, a new parameter, so-called
composite FE shear correction factor, is proposed for minimising the limitations and
improving the applicability of the equivalent shell FE. Thus, the energy-based
approach is enhanced with the use of this parameter and the enhanced FE is validated
using some case studies performed on both symmetric and non-symmetric
constrained-layer structures. The results confirm that the enhanced composite FE is a
robust and powerful tool for modelling the composite damped structures in practical
applications (i.e., when the ratio of Young’s moduli of the core and constraining layers
is equal to or greater than 1/200 and the ratio of the thicknesses of the core and
constraining layers is equal to or greater than 0.1). Furthermore, the performance of
the proposed FE can be improved by using more accurate stress distributions for the
multi-layered composite structures with extremely thin and/or very soft core layers.
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Introduction
Shear correction factor concept is widely utilised in modelling slender structures which
are subjected to non-ignorable amounts of shear strain deformations while assuming a
linear shear deformation scheme along the thickness direction. Such a correction is
proposed for compensating the error caused by the assumed constant shear strain
through the thickness according to FSDT. A pioneering study that shows the
importance of shear deformations in structures was presented by Timoshenko [22] in
which the flexural vibration of prismatic bars was concerned, and the rotary moment
of inertia as well as shear effects were investigated. The value of the shear correction
factor, ksc, was assumed as 2/3 for isotropic rectangular cross-sections [22]. Later,
many studies were carried out to derive accurate formulations and to obtain values of
the shear correction factors for different cross-sections and geometric ratios of
homogenous structures [25,49–52].
Moreover, several research works focusing on the shear correction factors for multilayered structures, which have more complex deformation distributions, have been
published in the literature [53–58,60]. These approaches produce a single shear
correction factor in a single direction for a whole composite. On the other hand,
Vlachoutsis [59] proposed a method that can generate individual correction factors for
each layers in a composite structure and claimed that utilising single or multiple shear
correction factors lead to accurate results for central deflection of simply supported
square plate under uniform load [59]. Laitinen et al. evaluated Vlachoutsis’ approach
and stated that the approach is not restricted with cross-ply laminates and also
emphasized that integrating the parameters over the composite thickness is only
possible by integrating the values for each ply then summing up the results for whole
composites [229].
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The abovementioned approaches are commonly based on equalising the strain energies
of the structures from three dimensional equations to those of FSDT for determining
the shear correction values. Furthermore, there are studies based on matching different
variables for deriving the shear correction factors such as complementary strain energy
[61,65], shear stress resultant and shear strain energy simultaneously [62], average
shear strains [66] or imposing warping functions and Lagrange constraints to
representative 3D elements, then eliminating them with static condensation [63,64].
Gruttmann and Wagner [64] also showed the importance of the shear correction factor
for determining the correct natural frequencies of some structures. The mixed-use of
different shear correction factors for damping estimation is also considered in the
literature [67]. Nonetheless, the use of FSDT for predicting modal parameters of multilayered structures are claimed to be limited in the literature [127–129].
Birman and Bert [66] presented research on the selection of shear correction factors of
homogenous rectangular cross-sections as well as of the sandwich structures. In their
comparative study, modelling the sandwich structure as a discrete mass system, the
comparison of the shear strain energies and the comparison of average shear strains
are claimed to be applicable in selected ranges of geometry and material properties.
Some other methods which consist of the comparison of fundamental natural
frequencies calculated from elasticity theory and FSDT approach, the comparison of
average shear stresses and the minimization of the quadratic error of the shear stress
yielded the shear correction value to be unity (i.e., ksc = 1) for sandwich structures. On
the other hand, Altenbach et al. [230] stated that the shear correction factor of the
multi-layered plates varies since the transverse shear stiffness is dependent on the
properties and sequence of individual layers. The suggestion that the shear correction
factor should be taken as unity for two-skin and multi-skin sandwich structures in [66]
is utilised in some numerical and experimental studies in the literature [231–233], and
also in the previous chapters in this thesis. It should be remembered at this point that
ksc = 1 assumption was found limited by itself, and thus a new “composite FE shear
correction factor” has been developed for enhancing the modelling capacity of the
previously proposed equivalent shell FE in this current thesis.
This chapter is devoted to developing a new composite shell finite element for
estimating the modal properties of damped multi-layered structures by assessing the
existing shear correction formulations in the literature and then using the most
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appropriate one for composites. In what follows, a new equivalent single layer FE
formulation for multi-layered structures with damping capability is proposed. Then,
the selected formulations of shear correction factors in the literature are summarised.
After that, some numerical (FE) simulations are carried out using sandwich beams and
plates and results are presented to assess the performance of the developed finite
element. The results confirm that the proposed composite FE utilising individual shear
correction factors for each layer can accurately predict the modal parameters of multilayered structures used for damping treatments in very cost-efficient way.
An Alternative Equivalent Single Layer Finite Element Formulation
An alternative finite element derivation procedure that is proposed in this chapter is
again based on stacking the individual layers’ stiffness and mass matrices according
to their positions in the composite structure by considering the actual strain energies
as in the previous chapters. In order to obtain bending part of the stiffness matrices,
BECs (bending energy coefficients) are used in the same way as presented before in
this thesis. However, instead of using SECs (shear energy coefficients) and presented
composite FE shear correction factor combination, shear correction factor
formulations for composites from the literature are chosen to be employed for
“correcting” the energy values for obtaining the shear related part of the composite
stiffness matrix. Therefore, the composite stiffness matrix is expressed according to
the layer dependent parameters as:

k comp    k e ( k )  Cb( k )k b ( k )  ksc( k )k s ( k ) 
n

(6.1)

k 1

where k e ( k ) , k b ( k ) , k s ( k ) represent the axial, bending and shear stiffness matrices of the
kth layer determined at the neutral plane of the composite (i.e., z=0 position),
respectively. Here also, Cb( k ) is the BECs whose formulations are already given in
Chapter 4, and k sc( k ) is the shear correction factors for individual layers in multi-layered
structures that is investigated in detail in this chapter (thus, k s ( k ) does not contain any
shear correction factor in proposed approach). It should be remembered that the pure
extensional behaviours of the layers do not require any correction during the stacking
in the composite. On the other hand, the mass matrix formulation of the proposed
composite element is chosen to be the same as in the previous chapters, which is the
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direct summation of the mass matrices of individual layers. In the following section,
some formulations for calculating shear correction factors for multi-layered structures
are evaluated.
Shear Correction Factor Formulations for Composite Structures
As mentioned in the introduction part of this chapter, there are numerous values and
approaches for the determination of shear correction factors. In the scope of this
chapter, suitability of some methods are examined and a couple of them are
implemented for the purpose of developing an equivalent shell FE.
6.3.1 Chow-Vlachoutsis theory
Utilising shear strain energies to obtain shear correction factors is a common method
in the literature. Among this type of methods, an important approach for multi-layered
structures was presented by Chow [53] and improved by Vlachoutsis [59]. Chow
matched the actual shear energy definition in eq. 6.2 that satisfies shear force-stress
relation and the interlaminar stress continuity requirements, with the shear strain
energy term from FSDT in eq. 6.3.
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(6.3)

where Q11 is the shear stress resultant, D11 is the flexural rigidity, Hn is the total
thickness of the n-layered structure, d55 is the first element of the shear stiffness matrix,
G13 is the shear modulus along the 1-3 direction (1, 2, 3 are the coordinates that are
assumed to be perpendicular to the planes of elastic symmetry) and g(z) is the
transverse shear distribution along the thickness direction z which is defined as
follows:
g ( z)  

z

c ( ) d 

 H n / 2 11

(6.4)

Here c11  z   E1 / (1  12 21 ) , E1 is Young’s modulus along longitudinal direction and
νij are Poisson’s ratios (that corresponds to a contraction in direction j for an applied
extension in direction i) and for orthotropic layers, ν12/E1= ν21/E2. By using the shear
strain energy terms above, the shear correction factor can be obtained as [53]:
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(6.5)

For a structure made of a homogenous material, the terms in equations 6.4 and 6.5 can
be transformed to Reissner’s definitions [25] i.e., the parabolic distribution for the
transverse shear g ( z ) 

c11  t 
 
2 2

2

  z 2 
1  
  , where t is the thickness of the cross
  t / 2  

section, and this yields k sc to be equal to its customary value of 5/6 [53]. This approach
was improved by Vlachoutsis [59] for non-symmetrical orthotropic cross-ply
composites where individual shear correction factor formulations for individual layers
were also described. The position of the neutral surface of the n-layered composite was
defined in [59] as:
H n /2




 H n /2
H n /2
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D1 ( z ) zdz

 H n /2

(6.6)

D1 ( z )dz

where D1 ( z )  E1 1 12 21  . Eq. 6.6 is analogue to formulation in the studies
[125,208] derived for composites having homogenous isotropic layers. Next, R1 term
was defined in [59] as:
R1  

H n /2

 H n /2

D1 ( z )  z  zn1  dz
2

(6.7)

By using this term and transverse shear force Q11, transverse shear stress at the position
z is defined as [59]:

 13 

Q11
g1  z 
R1

(6.8)

where the shear distribution function is expressed as:
g1 ( z )   

z

 H n /2

D1 ( z )  z  zn1  dz

(6.9)

Utilising the definitions above and by taking the ratios of two energy terms
corresponding to the models which have constant and parabolic shear stress
distributions, the single shear correction factor for the direction 1-3 for the whole
composite is formulated as [59]:

ksc13 

R12
d1I1
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(6.10)

where
g12  z 
dz
2 G  z
13

(6.11)

G13  z  dz

(6.12)
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 H n /2

Moreover, k sc23 (shear correction factor in 2-3 direction) can also be calculated in the
same way. On the other hand, for isotropic materials, shear correction values for all
directions are the same e.g., k sc13  k sc23  k sc .
Although the calculated shear correction factors are suggested to be used for the whole
composite structure in [59], several shear correction factor formulations were also
proposed with the terms from the strain energy definitions of each layer. Accordingly,
the layer dependent parameter Ik is defined as follows [59]:

Ik 
here G

k

1
Gk 



zk 1

zk

g12  z  dz

(6.13)

is the shear modulus and z k is the position of the bottom surface of the kth

layer according to geometric centre. The individual shear correction factor for the kth
layer can then be calculated depending on the layer positions and layer properties as
(R=R1):

ksc k  

R2 Ik
dk I 2

(6.14)

where d k  G  tk and I   k 1 I k . Here n is the number of layers. Accordingly, the
k

n

single shear correction factor for the whole composite, k sc can also be calculated by
using individual shear correction factors as [59]:
n

ksc 

 k  G  t
k
sc

k 1

n

G
k 1

k

k 

k

(6.15)

tk

Many finite element approaches have been developed utilising the shear correction
factors proposed by Vlachoutsis. However, their applicability in damping prediction
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is mentioned in very few studies [234–236]. Nayak et al. modelled the sandwich
structures with viscoelastic layers with the FSDT approach utilising the common value
of shear correction factor ksc=5/6 and also the correction factors from Vlachoutsis
formulations, as well as FE formulation based on Reddy’s higher-order theory [234].
The natural frequency values obtained with Vlachoutsis’ single shear correction factor
formulation for whole composite are found to be the least favourable and the drawback
of the method was claimed to be caused by not taking into consideration of the different
boundary conditions [234]. On the other hand, de Rijk and Nijman [67] utilised
individual shear correction factors approach of Vlachoutsis for equivalent material
modelling of honeycomb sandwich beams and reported very accurate damping
prediction results.
6.3.2 Bert and Gordaninejad’s theory
Bert [56] and later Bert and Gordaninejad [57] investigated a closed-form expression
for the shear correction factor of whole composite structure by considering the ratio of
the actual shear strain energy of a composite beam to an equivalent Timoshenko beam.
This approach leads shear correction factor to be:
ksc   AD  B 2 

2





 A H n /2  Ab  Ba 2 / G  z  dz 
 55  H n /2


(6.16)

where the letters A, B and D represent the extensional, bending-stretching coupling
and bending stiffness, and G(z) is the shear modulus depending on the z coordinate,
i.e. layer position. Here also, a and b terms represent the partial stiffness for stretching
and bending-stretching coupling defined (with the assumption that top layers are in
compression and bottom layers are in tension) as follows [57]:
a

z

 H n /2

Q11  z  dz; b  

z

 H n /2

zQ11  z  dz

(6.17)

For a symmetric three-layered sandwich beam, the shear correction factor is simplified
to [57]:

k sc  D 2  A55  2b1  b2  
where
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(6.18)

D  1 / 12   E f  H n 3  tc 3   Ectc 3 
A55  2G f t f  Gctc

(6.19)
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c

where subscripts f and c represents the quantities related to face and core layer,
respectively. Considering a particular case that all layers have the same thickness, the
formulation of the shear correction factor in equation 6.18 can be simplified. For
sandwich beams that have very soft core layer compared to the face layers, the shear
correction factor could be further simplified as the multiplication of a constant with
the shear modulus ratio of the layers [57].
6.3.3 Birman and Bert’s theory
Birman and Bert [66] proposed a shear correction factor formulation based on a
comparison of the integrals of the shear strain through the depth of the beam crosssection from the equilibrium equations and FSDT. This approach is equivalent to
proportioning the average strains. For a symmetric composite having unit width, the
shear correction factor is expressed as [66]:
H n /2
 z Q zdz  G  k  dz 
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For a three-layered sandwich beam this definition simplifies to [66]:
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where tc*  tc / H n . Here also, f and c represents the quantities related to faces and the
core layer, respectively. For the cases that the stiffness of the core is negligible
comparing to the outer layers’ stiffnesses, the definition of the shear correction factor
can be obtained as [66]:

k sc 
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where β=Gf /Gc. The following section comprises numerical comparisons performed
for the shear correction factor values obtained for typical sandwich structures. After
that, the most appropriate shear correction approach for the developed composite FE
is selected and verified.
Numerical Comparisons of Shear Correction Factor Formulations for
Sample Configurations
First, various approaches producing a single shear correction factor value for the whole
composite are comprehensively evaluated. This is performed by calculating shear
correction factor values of three different sandwich configurations depicted in Figure
6.1, where tf and tc represent the thicknesses of the faces and the core layer,
respectively. These structures, labelled as A1, A2 and A3, are also studied in [66]. The
properties of the selected structures and the calculated values of the shear correction
factors using various methods are listed in Table 6.1. These results indicate that
although the single shear correction factors for the whole composite calculated from
the selected methods are somewhat close to each other, the values calculated using
Birman’s method leads to the highest values for the selected composites.

A1

A2

A3

tf

tf

tc

tc

tf

tf

tf
tc
tf

Figure 6.1 : Schematics of sandwich cross-sections used in numerical tests.
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Table 6.1 : Properties of the sandwich cross sections and calculated shear correction
values for the composites.
Beam Properties
Name
A1
A2
A3

ksc

E (MPa) G (MPa) t (mm)
Faces

2830

5.74

1.59

Core

5.61

4.49

28.58

Faces

24400

2890

5

Core

2410

103

20

Faces

24400

2890

10

Core

2410

103

10

Vlachoutsis [59] Bert [57] Birman [66]
Eq. 6.15
Eq. 6.18 Eq. 6.22
0.7287

0.9489

0.9844

0.1059

0.1039

0.1252

0.0797

0.0791

0.1093

Next, the shear correction factor formulations are used to calculate the single shear
correction factor values for the SW2 beam analysed in Chapter 5 (L=300 mm, b=15
mm, tf =1 mm, ρf=2040 kg/m3, Ef = 45.54 GPa, υf=0.33, ηf = 0.0%, tc = varying,
ρc=1200 kg/m3, Ec = varying, υc=0.495, ηf = 100.0%). The shear correction factors
calculated using the above mentioned methods by varying Ec/Ef values for tc/tf = 1 are
presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 : Calculated shear correction factors for SW2 for varying Ec/Ef (tc/tf = 1).
Ec/Ef

Vlachoutsis [59] Bert [57] Birman [66]
Eq. 6.15

Eq. 6.18

Eq. 6.22

1/20

0.0979

0.0980

0.1344

1/200

0.0104

0.0104

0.0143

1/2000

0.00104

0.00104

0.00144

The results in Table 6.2 reveal that various formulations produce very similar results
for the considered sandwich configurations when Young’s moduli ratios are small.
Furthermore, the results obtained from the formulations of Bert [57] and Vlachoutsis
[59] are very close to each other. Since Vlachoutsis’ formulations also allow one to
calculate the shear correction factors for individual layers in a multi-layered
composite, the shear correction factors obtained from Vlachoutsis’ formulations are
compared for wider range of Ec/Ef ratios in Figure 6.2 where “Single ksc” represents
the single (overall) shear correction factor for the whole composite calculated via eq.
6.15. On the other hand, “Individual ksc (face)” and “Individual ksc (core)” in Figure
6.2 represent the individually calculated shear correction factors for the outer and core
layers using eq. 6.14, respectively.
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Figure 6.2 : Comparisons of shear correction factors values obtained by Vlachoutsis’
formulations for varying Ec/Ef ratios.
It is seen that single shear correction values (Single ksc) for the whole composite
follow a decreasing trend similar to the individual shear correction factor values of the
faces (outer layers) for smaller Ec/Ef. In contrast, the individual shear correction factor
values for the core layer increase with the decreasing in Ec/Ef. It should also be noted
that the shear correction factors for the (soft) core layer remain much higher than those
of the stiffer outer (face) layers. The shear correction factor values in Figure 6.2 are
utilised in the computation of composite FEs which are used for the free vibration
analyses in the next section.
The shear correction factors calculated using the methods mentioned above are also
compared for various values of the thickness ratio, tc/tf. First, the formulations that
produce single correction factors for whole composite (eqs. 6.15, 6.18 and 6.22) are
compared in Table 6.3 and it is seen that these formulations yielded quantitatively
similar results for varying thickness ratios. While Vlachoutsis and Bert formulations
produce almost the same values, the factors calculated by Birman’s formulations
remain higher. Notwithstanding, the differences in Table 6.3 can be considered
insignificant. Thus, Vlachoutsis’ single correction factor formulation is selected to be
representative approach for using a single correction factor for whole composite.
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Table 6.3 : Calculated single shear correction factors for composite beam SW2 for
varying tc/tf.
Ec/Ef

tc/tf

Vlachoutsis [59]
Eq. 6.15

Bert [57]
Eq. 6.18

Birman [66]
Eq. 6.22

1/200

2
1
0.5
0.1

1.0687∙10-2
1.0373∙10-2
1.3069∙10-2
4.1862∙10-2

1.0689∙10-2
1.0374∙10-2
1.3069∙10-2
4.1862∙10-2

1.3743∙10-2
1.4350∙10-2
1.8925∙10-2
6.1926∙10-2

Next, individual shear correction factors for the outer layers and the core layer are
calculated and presented in Table 6.4 in comparison with the single correction factor
values for the whole composites. As a first inspection, great numerical differences are
obtained in the presented single shear correction factors and individual shear
correction factors. The findings also reveal that, the values of the shear correction
factors for individual layers (face and core layers) differ from each other in order of
magnitude. It is also worth noting that the shear correction factor for core layer reaches
very large values, e.g., 180, when the thickness of the core layer is relatively much
smaller than that of the outer layer.
Table 6.4 : Comparison of single shear correction factor values for whole composite
and individual shear correction factors for the layers of SW2 for varying tc/tf.
Ec/Ef

tc/tf

Single ksc
Eq. 6.15

Individual ksc (Faces)
Eq. 6.14

Individual ksc (Core)
Eq. 6.14

1/200

2
1
0.5
0.1

1.0687∙10-2
1.0373∙10-2
1.3069∙10-2
4.1862∙10-2

1.8665∙10-5
3.9120∙10-5
1.0601∙10-4
1.8254∙10-3

2.40909
4.65671
11.6700
180.057

In the following section, both of Vlachoutsis’ correction factor formulations are
employed in the proposed equivalent single layer shell element formulation. The
accuracies of the resulting composite shell FEs are assessed using numerical
simulations.
Validation of the Proposed Finite Elements
The performance of composite finite elements utilising the single and multiple
(individual value for each layer) shear correction factors are compared in this section.
The composite stiffness matrix formulation is already given in eq. 6.1. The two shear
correction factor approaches proposed by Vlachoutsis are used and compared for
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calculating ksc term in eq. 6.1. These approached are: (i) using eq. 6.15 for the
calculation of single correction factor for whole composite and (ii) calculating
individual shear correction factors for individual layers using eq. 6.14. As before, the
axial (membrane) stiffness matrix of individual layers (ke(k)) is obtained according to
the formulation of Ibrahimbegovic et al. [224]. On the other hand, formulations
proposed by Tessler and Hughes [225] are used for the bending stiffness matrix (kb(k))
and shear stiffness matrix (ks(k)) of individual layers. It should be emphasized here one
more time that the shear correction factors in ks(k) formulation [225] is cancelled since
the shear correction factors in presented FE are used in multi-layered level and chosen
from the approaches investigated in the previous sections. The damping properties of
individual layers are inserted into the finite elements by using the complex definition
of Young’s modulus of the materials as in the previously proposed composite shell
FEs. The standard stacking operation is performed for determining composite mass
matrix. Once the global complex stiffness and mass matrices are obtained, the complex
eigenvalue problem is established and solved via the subspace iteration method. Then,
modal parameters are determined from the eigen solutions.
6.5.1 Case study 1: Composite beams
Free vibration analyses of the SW2 are performed in the following subsections where
the natural frequencies, mode shapes and the modal damping values related to bending
modes are predicted and presented for varying Young’s moduli and thickness ratios.
The results are compared with the reference models comprising brick elements (20Noded 3D elements) in Abaqus [223] and FINES [218]. Modal Strain Energy Method
is employed for predicting the modal loss factor values by obtaining modal strain
energies of the undamped model in Abaqus as in the previous chapters. Besides, it
should be reminded that FINES provides direct estimation of modal properties of the
models using Complex Eigenvalue Method.
6.5.1.1 Results of the sandwich beam with varying Young’s moduli ratios
The cantilever three-layered sandwich beam SW2 is modelled using 180 composite
shell FEs utilising a single shear correction factor for the whole composite as well as
employing individual shear correction factors for each layer. The natural frequencies
and the modal loss factor results of the SW2 (tc/tf =1) are plotted in Figure 6.3 and
Figure 6.4 as a function of Ec/Ef ratios in comparison with the reference results based
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on MSEM and CEM utilising models with 3D brick elements having 58950 DOFs
(3600 elements). It should be restated here that the results obtained using 3D elements
and CEM are considered as the main reference or “correct” since they rely on,
relatively, the least amount of assumptions. In the presented figures, “Single ksc” label
represents the values predicted by the composite finite element using single correction
factors for the whole composite and the results obtained with composite FEs using
individual shear correction factors for each layer are labelled as “Individual ksc”.
It is clear from Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 that using a single shear correction factor for
the whole composite in the proposed FE formulation is not accurate for the natural
frequencies and the damping predictions of the composite structure based on such a
model are not acceptable as the damping values are hugely underestimated. On the
other hand, using individual shear correction factors for each layer calculated from
Vlachoutsis’ formulation is very good since it provides very accurate predictions of
natural frequencies and modal loss factors. The maximum errors are found to be less
than 0.3% for natural frequencies and 8.5% for loss factors.
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Figure 6.3 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of SW2 for
varying Ec/Ef (tc/tf =1).
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Figure 6.4 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of SW2 for
varying Ec/Ef (tc/tf =1).
In the next step, the FE predictions are compared for excessive values of Young’s
moduli ratios: Ec/Ef being 1/200 and 1/2000 while thickness ratio remains the same.
The presented results in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 also confirm the previous findings
that the use of a single shear correction factor is not adequate for damping predictions.
It is also seen that the use of individual shear correction factors in the FE formulation
tends to underestimate the natural frequencies and overestimate the damping values
when Young’s moduli ratios are very low. Nevertheless, the maximum errors for
natural frequencies and loss factors are obtained as 0.4% and 10.5%, respectively, for
the case that Ec/Ef equals 1/200 as presented in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6. The errors
presented in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 are generally lower than the errors obtained using
the enhanced FE presented in Section 5.5. However, when Ec/Ef is equal to 1/2000, the
maximum errors in natural frequency and loss factor increase to 12% and 41%,
respectively, and these values are higher than those of obtained with the enhanced FE
in the Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.5 : Predicted natural frequencies (left) and loss factors (right) of the first
four bending modes of SW2 for Ec/Ef=1/200 (tc/tf =1).
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Figure 6.6 : Predicted natural frequencies (left) and loss factors (right) of the first
four bending modes of SW2 for Ec/Ef=1/2000 (tc/tf =1).
Table 6.5 : Error percentages of the predicted natural frequencies of the first four
bending modes of the SW2.
Ec/Ef

Err. in f1 (%)

Err. in f2 (%)

Err. in f3 (%)

Err. in f4 (%)

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.075

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.05

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.025

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.005

0.0

0.0

-0.1

-0.4

0.0005

-0.2

-3.0

-7.3

-11.7
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Table 6.6 : Error percentages of the predicted loss factors of the first four bending
modes of the SW2.
Ec/Ef

Err. in η1 (%)

Err. in η2 (%)

Err. in η3 (%)

Err. in η4 (%)

0.1

2.0

4.2

6.6

8.3

0.075

0.0

4.3

6.1

7.2

0.05

3.1

4.1

5.6

6.7

0.025

0.0

4.5

5.0

5.9

0.005

2.8

6.6

8.5

10.5

0.0005

11.2

23.4

30.2

40.8

Overall, using a single correction factor for the whole composite is found to be
inaccurate for the damping estimation of the multi-layered structures. These results are
consistent with the findings in the literature that the single correction factors of
Vlachoutsis’ formulation do not provide favourable frequency results for sandwich
plates [234] and FSDT with a single correction factor does not predict modal values
of sandwich structures [129]. However, using individual shear correction factors
formulation proposed by Vlachoutsis in the developed composite FE in this study
provides very accurate results for the composites having practical Young’s moduli
ratios. The good performance of using Vlachoutsis’ individual shear correction factors
is also reported for the damping prediction of Honeycomb beams in literature [67].
The presented novel composite FE in this chapter is promising for low cost modal
analysis of multi-layered beams. Further considerations in the next sections are
focused on using individual shear correction factors.
6.5.1.2 Results of the sandwich beam with varying thickness ratios
In addition to analyses performed for varying Young’s moduli ratios, the performance
of the composite FE utilising individual shear correction factors for individual layers
is also investigated for varying thickness ratios of the layers. Accordingly, the free
vibration analyses are performed when the ratio between the core thickness and the
outer layers, tc/tf, changes from 2 to 0.1 for Ec/Ef = 1/200. In total, 100 equivalent
composite shell FEs are used for modelling the composite beam structure (See Figure
6.7). It should be mentioned at this point that several denser mesh densities had been
also employed and no significant difference was obtained in the numerical results. The
predicted values presented in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 confirm that the composite FE
developed in this chapter using individual shear correction factors of Vlachoutsis’
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approach is very effective for the predictions of modal parameters with high accuracy.
The maximum error is found to be less than 0.3% for natural frequency and about 16%
for loss factors. Additional analyses for tc/tf =0.05, which are not presented here for
brevity, also showed that the errors remain lower than 0.3% for natural frequency and
38% for loss factors. It can be summarized that the prediction errors of the proposed
FE in this chapter are lower than the results of the enhanced FE in Section 5.6 for the
sandwiches with moderately thin cores. On the other hand, for configurations with
thicker core layers, the presented results in this section are slightly worse than the ones
in the Section 5.6.
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Figure 6.7 : Top view of the meshed geometry used in the analyses of SW2 with
varying thickness ratios.
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Figure 6.8 : Predicted natural frequencies of the first four bending modes of SW2 for
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Figure 6.9 : Predicted loss factors of the first four bending modes of SW2 for
varying tc/tf values.
6.5.2 Case study 2: Composite plates
It is worth stressing that the composite shell FE developed in this thesis is general in
the sense that it can be used for modelling any slender type of structure irrespective of
the shape of the structure. It is aimed here to illustrate this by modelling plate-type
structures.
6.5.2.1 Results of a flat plate
A square three-layered sandwich plate (200 mm x 200 mm) is modelled for validating
the proposed approach for the plate-type structures and numerical modal analyses are
performed with free-free boundary conditions. The layer thickness is selected as 1 mm
for all layers. The material properties for the outer layers are Est = 207 GPa, νst = 0.3,
ρst = 7850 kg/m3 and ηst =0.0%, while the core layer has properties Edm = 1.00 GPa,
νdm = 0.4, ρdm = 1000 kg/m3 and ηdm =50%. The calculated shear correction factors are
3.97903·10-5 for outer layers and 4.65669 for the core. The model utilising the
proposed FE has 726 DOFs (100 elements). Moreover, the reference results are
obtained with the model in FINES using single quadratic solid elements through
individual layer thickness. The resulting reference model has 115821 DOFs (7500
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elements). The predicted results (excluding the rigid-body modes) are presented in
Table 6.7 where bold values represent the reference, correct, results.
The results confirm excellent performance of the proposed equiavelent shell element
for predicting the modal parameters with very low computational requirements. The
errors plotted in Figure 6.10 also reveal that the proposed approach employing
Vlachoutsis individual shear correction factor formulation are very accurate since the
absolute errors in the natural frequency is lower than 2.2% and for modal loss factors
lower than 9.6%.
Table 6.7 : Predicted mode shapes, corresponding natural frequencies and loss
factors of the square sandwich plate using reference model based on solid FE and
proposed shell FE.
Mode

f (Hz)

η (%)

270.42

4.09

1

Mode

f (Hz)

η (%)

1153.54 11.22
6

273.00

4.48

1170.96 12.27

411.70

2.59

1166.11

2

9.98

7
413.84

2.62

1190.60 10.45

502.24

3.88

1166.11

3

9.98

8
506.05

3.95

1190.60 10.45

675.47

6.95

1271.72 11.07

4

9
683.28

7.49

1296.30 11.94

675.47

6.95

1396.28 12.59

5

10
683.28

7.49
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Figure 6.10 : Error percentages of the predicted natural frequencies (left) and modal
loss factors (right) of the square sandwich plate using the proposed FE.
6.5.2.2 Results of a curved plate
In order to validate the proposed FE for more complex geometries, the curved L
sandwich plate shown in Figure 6.11 is modelled and analysed. The same material
properties and thickness values (tc = tf =1 mm) with those of the square plate are used
for the core and outer layers of the curved L sandwich plate. Therefore, the calculated
shear correction factors remain 3.97903·10-5 for outer layers and 4.65669 for the core
as before. The model of the L plate built with the proposed FEs has 6804 DOFs (1060
elements). On the other hand, 193806 DOFs (12600 elements) are used in the reference
model prepared using single solid element through the individual layer thicknesses.
The free-vibration analysis is performed with free-free boundary conditions again.

r = 50 mm
200 mm
150 mm

250 mm

Figure 6.11 : Model of the curved L sandwich plate with solid elements.
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The predicted mode shapes and natural frequencies as well as loss factors are presented
in Table 6.8 where the rigid-body modes are excluded. The obtained results by the
proposed approach are in very good agreement with the results of the reference (solid)
model given in bold values. The corresponding errors are also plotted in Figure 6.12.
Table 6.8 : Predicted mode shapes, corresponding natural frequencies and loss
factors of the curved L sandwich plate using reference model based on solid FE and
proposed shell FE.
Mode

f (Hz)

η (%)

66.21

1.23

1

Mode

f (Hz)

η (%)

383.99

4.56

6
67.13

0.94

388.92

4.67

108.15

2.82

499.95

4.49

2

7
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3.01
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4.69
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4.13
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7.12

3
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7.47
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5.29
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Figure 6.12 : Error percentages of the predicted natural frequencies (left) and modal
loss factors (right) of the curved L sandwich plate.
Apart from the first mode, the proposed element yields excellent predictions of the
modal values with very high accuracy since the maximum errors are about 1.3% in
natural frequency and 6.7% for the loss factors. However, it is seen that the errors for
the first mode are somewhat higher than those of other modes. It is believed that this
is due to the fact that area of energy dissipation is very localised within the curved
region for the first mode, leading to relatively lower accuracy, especially for the modal
damping, when composite shell FE is used.
Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, a new composite shell FE with damping capability utilising the existing
shear correction factor formulations in the literature is proposed. The composite
element formulation is based on stacking the individual four-noded shell elements on
top of each other where each homogeneous layer has different material properties. This
time, instead of SECs proposed in the previous chapters, the shear correction factors,
which are formulated for multi-layered structures in the literature, are employed to
obtain the composite shear stiffness matrix. The damping capability is provided to the
FE by using complex elemental stiffness matrix that represents both the elastic and the
non-proportional damping properties of the individual layers of the composite element.
The shear correction factors for multi-layered structures in the literature are
investigated for the proposed FE formulation and the computed shear corrections
factors are compared for some example composite configurations. It is found that the
shear correction factor formulations that produce single correction factors for the
whole composite yielded similar results. After the FE implementation, the
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performances of the proposed elements utilising single shear correction factor for
whole composite and individual shear correction factors for each layer are assessed.
The initial results immediately reveal that the use of a single shear correction factor
for the whole composite is inadequate for damping estimation of multi-layered
structures. On the other hand, using individual shear correction factors for individual
layers provide very accurate results. Furthermore, the proposed composite element
employing individual shear correction factors is validated by varying Young's modulus
and thickness ratios of sandwich beams. Comparisons of the predicted results of
sandwich plates with the reference FE models with 3D solid elements also verify that
the proposed composite finite element yields a high level of accuracy in predicting
modal parameters of damped structures with a very low computational requirement.
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Introduction
Non-metallic engineering materials such as bio-fibres, carbon and glass-fibres and
their composites are widely used in practical applications [138,139]. The mechanical
properties of such materials are generally obtained using three-point bending [141],
four-point bending, compression and impact drop tests [142]. However, these tests are
not suitable for obtaining frequency-dependent mechanical properties. Although the
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) or spectroscopy can be used as an alternative for
identifying frequency-dependent material properties [185,192], it has low frequency
excitation limits and nonlinearities may occur because of fixations [179]. The Oberst
Beam Method (OBM) [82] is a standard [152,153] and widely used experimental
technique [5,125,126,154–160] for determining frequency-dependent elastic and
damping properties of materials. The general method of measuring damping using a
vibrating cantilever beam is also referred to as the Oberst beam test in the ASTM E756
standard [152]. This technique depends on measuring the Frequency Response
Functions (FRFs) of some specially prepared specimens. Layered as well as selfsupporting homogeneous beams are used in Oberst beam tests to identify the material
properties. Although being popular in practice, OBM has some drawbacks [161–165].
Consequently, some alternative forms and solutions are also proposed in the literature
[166–172].
A contacting excitation in the Oberst beam test rig can cause additional damping, mass
and stiffness effects on the system under tests, therefore, non-contact excitation system
is strongly recommended [153]. A few studies in the literature, confined to testing
ferromagnetic materials, show that some of these adverse effects could not be avoided,
even when a non-contact excitation mechanism is employed. Koruk and Sanliturk
investigated several unquantified effects of the method and explored the adverse
electromagnetic effect of the non-contact excitation system used in OBM for uniform
beams made of ferromagnetic materials [172]. In this work, the adverse effect of the
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electromagnetic excitation in OBM is modelled as a spring attached to the free end of
the beam a method to remove this adverse stiffening effect is proposed. The effect
caused by electromagnetic excitation systems and the resulting problems have also
been investigated by others and considered in different ways in the literature [173–
176].
If the material to be characterised using the Oberst beam test rig is self-supporting, it
can be directly tested as a uniform beam specimen made from the material itself [152].
Otherwise, layered test samples with a supporting base beam are used in OBM. It
should be remembered that forming a layered test sample mostly requires the use of
adhesive which can be a source of error itself due to its own elastic and damping
properties [152]. Therefore, if the material to be characterized is self-supporting, the
use of homogeneous test samples is recommended in such tests. Nevertheless,
irrespective of whether a homogeneous or layered beam is to be tested, if these beams
are made of non-magnetic material, it is necessary to attach some magnetic particles
or ferromagnetic discs to the test beam so that the electromagnetic exciter in the Oberst
beam test system can provide the required excitation. Although one may wish to use a
negligible amount of magnetic particles to minimise the adverse mass modification
effect, such a small amount of modification is insufficient to create an acceptable level
of magnetic excitation, hence, in practice, a considerable amount of small magnetic
particles or discs need to be used. However, this ‘small’ modification, i.e., the
additional mass and the resulting magnetic stiffness, can change the frequency
response of the test specimen significantly, which, in turn, can lead to unacceptable
levels of errors in estimated material properties.
A thorough search of the relevant literature yielded the fact that, removing the adverse
effects of adding tip mass to non-magnetic test specimens in Oberst beam tests has not
been studied. This study aims to fill this gap by exploring the errors caused by the
aforementioned mass modification in a systematic way and then propose a method to
remove its adverse effects, which also allows subsequent removal of the
electromagnetic stiffening effects produced by an electromagnetic exciter [172]. Thus,
an accurate test procedure using an Oberst test rig with a magnetic exciter is provided
for obtaining material properties (i.e., Elastic Moduli and loss factors) of non-magnetic
specimens.
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The outline of the work presented in this chapter is as follows. First, a mathematical
model of a cantilever beam specimen with tip mass exposed to electromagnetic
excitation is presented in Section 7.2. By using this model, some preliminary
investigations are carried out to explore the significance of the errors caused by the tip
mass modification and the associated magnetic stiffening. Then, a new method is
proposed to remove the adverse effects of the additional mass in Section 7.3.1. The
proposed method also allows the removal of the adverse stiffness effect of the
electromagnetic exciter, which was previously employed for ferromagnetic
homogenous beams [172]. Some numerical simulations, comprising finite element
(FE) models of homogeneous as well as layered beams with tip masses, are performed
to assess the performance of the proposed method for the estimation of the correct
natural frequencies and material properties in Section 7.3.2. This is followed by the
experimental validation of the proposed method using homogeneous ferromagnetic as
well as non-magnetic beams in Section 7.3.3. Then, the proposed method is also
validated using a sandwich constrained-layer beam in Section 7.3.4. The significance
and limitations of some of the assumptions made in the proposed method are
investigated in Section 7.4. Results show that the mass modification at the tip of the
test specimen and the additional stiffening effect of the electromagnetic exciter can
produce very significant amount of errors in estimated material properties of nonmagnetic materials. However, the results also confirm that the proposed method is
capable of removing most of the adverse effects of mass and the associated magnetic
stiffness modifications, thus, allowing the identification of material properties of nonmagnetic materials with high accuracy.
Theoretical Model of a Cantilever Beam with Tip Mass Exposed to
Electromagnetic Excitation
The specimen with magnetic discs attached at the tip is assumed to be fully clamped
at one end and excited at the other end via an electromagnetic exciter in a test rig in
accordance with the ASTM E756 standard [152] as illustrated in Figure 7.1(a). Here,
the beam can be homogeneous or composite. In the proposed method, the additional
inertia effect of the magnetic discs in Figure 7.1(a) is modelled as a point mass m and
the additional stiffness caused by the electromagnetic shaker is modelled as a spring
with coefficient k as shown in Figure 7.1(b).
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Figure 7.1 : a) The beam in electromagnetic field affect and b) the simplified model
of the system.
The electromagnetic spring is assumed to be linear based on experimental and
theoretical examinations of a beam exposed to electromagnetic excitation in [162,172].
Recalling that the equation of motion of the beam based on Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory is:

EI

4w
2w


A
0
x 4
t 2

0 x L

(7.1)

where EI is the flexural rigidity, ρ is the density of the beam material and A is the
cross-sectional area. The Boundary Conditions (BCs) at the clamped end are given as:

w x 0  0,

w
0
x x 0

(7.2)

and the BCs at the free end of the beam supported by a spring and tip mass are given
by:
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(7.3)
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Based on the assumption that the vibration has a harmonic form as w( x, t )  W ( x)e ,
the equation of motion becomes:

W iv  x  

 A 2
W  x  0
EI

0 x L

(7.4)

where the superscript iv refers to the fourth derivative with respect to x. The general
solution of eq. 7.4 is given as:
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W  x   a1 sin  x  a2 cos  x  a3 sinh  x  a4 cosh  x

(7.5)

 A 2
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(7.6)

where
4

and a1, a2, a3 and a4 are some constants to be determined using the BCs. Applying the
BCs, the characteristic equation of the system is obtained as [237]:

 3/4  cos  1/4 cosh  1/4  1    cos  1/4 sinh  1/4  cosh  1/4 sin  1/4   0

(7.7)

where the non-dimensional terms are given as:
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(7.9)

The roots of the characteristics equation yield  values which, in turn, are used to
calculate the natural frequencies of the system using eq. 7.9. It should be noted that
when the  coefficient is zero, i.e., when k = m = 0, the characteristic equation
becomes:

 3/4  cos  1/4 cosh  1/4  1  0

(7.10)

which is the characteristic equation for a beam without any modification. Setting the
terms in the parenthesis in eq. 7.10 to zero yields the non-trivial solution of a cantilever
beam as:

cos 1/4 cosh 1/4  1  0

(7.11)

It should be stated here that the  coefficient, which is a function of frequency,
determines how the dynamics of the system change when mass and stiffness
modifications are made at the tip of the beam. To illustrate the frequency-dependent
characteristics of the  coefficient for given m and k modifications,  in eq. 7.8 is
normalised to obtain a non-dimensional parameter  ' as:

'

 EI
3

kL
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(7.12)

where

r


,
'

'  k / m

(7.13)

Here, r is the normalised frequency and  ' is the natural frequency of a single degree
of freedom system defined by k and m. This non-dimensional parameter  ' can be
examined to quantify the contributions of additional mass and/or spring to the change
in a natural frequency, hence, error in material properties.
The variation of  ' is plotted as a function of normalised frequency r in Figure 7.2.
It is obvious that  ' = 1 when r = 0, quadratically decreasing to zero when r = 1 and
then it becomes negative. A physical interpretation of this result is that  ' is positive
when the modification is stiffness dominated, thus, the corresponding natural
frequencies of the system are expected to increase relative to those of the unmodified
system. On the other hand, when  ' is negative, the overall modification is mass
(inertia) dominated, which is causing the corresponding natural frequencies of the
system to decrease relative to those of the unmodified system.  ' = 0 corresponds to
a special case at a specific frequency    ' at which the system is not affected by the
combination of mass and stiffness modifications at all.

Non-dimensional
parameter, β'

2
1
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-2
-3
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0.5
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2

Figure 7.2 : The non-dimensional parameter  ' as a function of normalized
frequency r.
The amount of changes, or errors, in the first four natural frequencies of a cantilever
beam as a function of non-dimensional mass (i.e., the ratio of the tip mass to the mass
of the beam) and stiffness (i.e., the ratio of the spring coefficient to the stiffness of the
beam) are plotted in Figure 7.3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.3 : The errors in a) first, b) second, c) third and d) fourth natural frequency
of cantilever beams as a function of mass and stiffness ratios.
The results suggest that the mass and stiffness modifications can lead to unacceptable
levels of errors in natural frequencies. Furthermore, it is seen, as expected, that while
the stiffness effect can be dominant for the lower modes, higher modes are affected
predominantly by the mass modification. The possibility of high levels of errors in
natural frequencies naturally demands the removal of the adverse effects caused by the
attached mass and magnetic stiffening so as to estimate accurate material properties
using the method in the ASTM E756 standard [152]. This is addressed in the next
section.
Removal of the Adverse Loading Effects in the Oberst Beam Test Rig
As stated before, testing non-magnetic materials using the Oberst beam test rig with a
magnetic exciter requires making mass modification to the test specimen and this
modification changes the natural frequencies, yielding an unreliable estimation of the
material properties. Thus, the main objective of this chapter is to propose a method
that can remove the adverse effects caused by such a modification. However, it is
already known that the Oberst beam test rig with a magnetic exciter also introduces a
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magnetic stiffening effect [172]. Therefore, for the complete removal of the adverse
loading effects, it is also necessary to remove the adverse effects of magnetic
stiffening. Accordingly, the method proposed here for the complete removal of the
adverse loading effects is a two-stage process which comprises the removal of the mass
loading effect in the first step followed by the removal of the magnetic stiffening
effect, as suggested in [172], in the second stage. The associated steps in this process
are outlined as a flowchart in Figure 7.4.
The theoretical aspect of the removal of the adverse effects of the mass modification
is presented in the next subsection, followed by numerical validation of the proposed
method using the FE results of the homogeneous and layered beams. The experimental
validation of the proposed method is carried out in the last subsection using
ferromagnetic (steel) as well as non-magnetic beams.

Step 1: Attach magnetic
discs to test specimen

Step 2: Perform FRF
measurements (vary
magnetic effect)

Step 3: Identify natural
frequencies and loss
factors

Step 4: Remove the
adverse
mass loading effects

Step 5: Remove the
adverse stiffening effects

Step 6: Calculate
material properties

Figure 7.4 : The outline of the proposed method to identify material properties of
non-magnetic specimens.
7.3.1 Theory
In what follows, the theoretical foundation of the proposed method for the removal of
only the mass loading effect is described. For brevity, the theory of the identification
and removal of the adverse effect of the magnetic stiffness is not included here as it is
already available in [172]. However, removal of both mass and stiffness modifications
are included in experimental applications of the proposed method in a forthcoming
section.
Removing the adverse effects of undesirable mass loading from vibration
measurements has been investigated extensively in the literature. However, the
undesirable mass loading effects studied in the literature are generally considered to
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be caused by measurement transducers and such adverse effects are mostly removed
from FRFs [144,238,239]. In the present study, it is aimed to determine the natural
frequencies of the unmodified test specimen using the natural frequencies of the
modified system so that it will be possible to estimate accurate material properties.
If one considers the case when a lumped mass is attached to the tip of a cantilever
beam (without the magnetic spring effect), the characteristic equation given in
equation 7.7 can be re-written as:

 3/4  cos 1/4 cosh 1/4  1   m  cos 1/4 sinh 1/4  cosh 1/4 sin 1/4   0 (7.14)
where

m 2 L3
m 
EI

(7.15)

The symbol  m here represents the situation when there is only an additional mass
effect.  m in the characteristic equation can be expressed in terms of the parameter λ
as follows:

m  

m

 AL

(7.16)

This equation allows the characteristic equation to be written as a function of λ, tip
mass m and the mass of the test beam as:

 cos 

1/4

cosh 1/4  1 

m 1/4
  cos 1/4 sinh 1/4  cosh 1/4 sin 1/4   0 (7.17)
 AL

The eigenvalue λ satisfying eq. 7.17 can now be referred to as the mass-affected
eigenvalue, and hereupon, it is denoted with symbol λm. On the other hand, the
corrected eigenvalue (i.e., the eigenvalue of the characteristic equation of the
cantilever beam without any adverse effect) satisfying eq. 7.11 is denoted by λc.
Accordingly, the ratio of λc to λm given in eq. 7.18 can be obtained purely based on
theoretical grounds by numerically solving eqs. 7.11 and 7.17.

c  c m

(7.18)

Once the eigenvalue ratio in eq. 7.18 is known for a given tip mass and noting the
relationship between the eigenvalue and the natural frequency:
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the corresponding natural frequencies of the test beam without the adverse effects of
the tip mass (fc) can be calculated using the measured natural frequencies with the tip
mass (fm) as follows:

f c  f m c
The so-called Frequency Correction Factors (FCFs) for individual modes,

(7.20)
c , are

calculated as a function of the ratio of the tip mass to the mass of the cantilever beam
and results are presented in Figure 7.5 for the first four bending modes. It can
immediately be seen that the lower modes are more strongly affected by the tip mass
modification. It can also be seen that larger the attached mass, the higher the adverse
effect, hence the FCFs. It is worth stating that the theoretical results presented in Figure
7.5 allow one to determine the FCFs just by knowing the attached mass and the total
mass of the test beam. Although not included here for brevity, FCFs for modes higher
than the fourth mode can also be obtained by using the same procedure described
above.

Figure 7.5 : Frequency correction factors as a function of the non-dimensional mass
ratio for the first four modes of cantilever beams.
After the correct natural frequencies of test samples are obtained, their material
properties can be determined with higher accuracy. The Young’s modulus of a selfsupporting material for a given mode is calculated as [152]:
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(7.21)

where ρ is the density [kg/m3], L is the length of the beam [m], fn is the nth corrected
natural frequency [Hz], H is the thickness of the specimen [m], and Cn refers to the
coefficient for the cantilever beam. The loss factor of a self-supporting material can be
obtained via analysing the measured FRFs. The proposed method can also be applied
to non-self-supporting materials by using the layered configurations in OBM [152].
For this purpose, the measured natural frequencies of the base and layered beams are
corrected first, then the corrected natural frequencies are used to determine the material
properties according to the formulations presented in [152] as described in the next
section.
7.3.2 Numerical validation
This subsection aims to demonstrate the validity of the proposed method for the
removal of the adverse effect of the tip mass via numerical simulations based on the
FE approach. The removal of the adverse effects of both the tip mass and the stiffness
of the electromagnetic exciter are addressed in the next section using experimental
data. Here, a homogeneous and three free-layered beams (named as FL1, FL2 and
FL3) are investigated. The homogenous beam is made of aluminium and the individual
free-layered (Oberst) beams are formed using the same aluminium base and three
different damping materials. The properties of the base and damping layers are listed
in Table 7.1 where the symbols ν and η represent the Poisson’s ratio and the loss factor
of the materials, respectively.
Table 7.1 : The properties of the base and damping layers for the beams used in
numerical simulations (Length: 220 mm, width: 10 mm).
Material
Aluminium
DM1
DM2
DM3

t (mm)
1
2
2
2

E (GPa)
69.0
0.2
1.0
5.0

ν
0.35
0.45
0.45
0.45

ρ (kg/m3)
2700
1460
1460
1460

η
0.00
0.38
0.38
0.38

Sufficient numbers of three-dimensional 20-noded solid elements, (C3D20R) in
Abaqus [223], are used for modelling the homogenous and layered beams. In the FE
model, the tip mass is modelled as a lumped point-mass with a value of 0.34 g at the
tip of the beam. Natural frequencies of the beams are predicted for the two cases
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corresponding to the situations with and without the tip mass. Then, the natural
frequencies of the beams without the tip mass (referred to as mass-corrected
frequencies) are calculated using the FCFs and the natural frequencies of the beams
with the tip mass. The results are listed in Table 7.2. It can be clearly seen that a tip
mass of less than even half a gram can produce a very significant amount of error in
natural frequencies if the tip mass is ignored in the model. However, it can also be seen
that the proposed method is successfully estimating the correct natural frequencies of
the bare and layered beams without the tip mass, thus, reducing the errors in the natural
frequencies to almost a negligible level.
Table 7.2 : Comparisons of the actual, estimated (with the tip mass) and the
corrected natural frequencies, and the associated errors.

Beam Mode
Base
1
2
3
4

Without tip mass
(Actual)
factual (Hz)
16.96
106.26
297.54
583.15

fm (Hz)
15.29
97.34
275.68
545.29

Error (%)
-9.85
-8.39
-7.35
-6.49

With tip mass

FCF

Mass-Corrected

1.1091
1.0915
1.0791
1.0692

fc (Hz)
16.96
106.25
297.49
583.02

Error (%)
0.00
-0.01
-0.02
-0.02

FL1

1
2
3
4

12.77
79.99
223.81
438.18

12.12
76.24
214.08
420.50

-5.09
-4.69
-4.35
-4.03

1.0535
1.0491
1.0455
1.0421

12.77
79.98
223.82
438.20

0.00
-0.01
0.00
0.00

FL2

1
2
3
4

16.14
101.01
282.42
552.36

15.31
96.28
270.15
530.08

-5.14
-4.68
-4.34
-4.03

1.0535
1.0491
1.0455
1.0421

16.13
101.01
282.44
552.40

-0.06
0.00
0.01
0.01

FL3

1
2
3
4

26.34
164.82
460.59
900.10

24.99
157.09
440.56
863.78

-5.13
-4.69
-4.35
-4.04

1.0535
1.0491
1.0455
1.0421

26.33
164.80
460.61
900.15

-0.04
-0.01
0.00
0.01

In accordance with OBM, the Young’s moduli of the base beam and the damping
layers are calculated using the uncorrected and corrected natural frequencies listed in
Table 7.2. The results are presented in Table 7.3. It is seen that, for the base beam (i.e.,
for self-supporting materials), the proposed method removes almost all of the adverse
effects of the additional mass, leading to identify the correct material properties.
Inspection of the identified Young’s moduli of the individual damping layers before
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and after the mass-corrections in Table 7.3 reveals that: (i) the tip mass can cause very
large amount of errors in estimated material properties if its adverse effects are not
removed, (ii) the proposed method successfully eliminates the errors caused by the tip
mass in all cases, reducing the errors in E to a level of about 0.3% even in the worst
case.
Table 7.3 : Comparisons of the actual (reference), estimated (with the tip mass) and
the corrected Young’s moduli, and the associated errors.

Layer

Mode

Without tip mass
(Reference)
EFE (GPa)

Base

1
2
3
4

69.718
69.683
69.688
69.708

56.664
58.475
59.824
60.951

-18.7
-16.1
-14.2
-12.6

69.718
69.670
69.664
69.677

0.00
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04

DM1

1
2
3
4

0.2035
0.2028
0.2008
0.1980

0.2838
0.2632
0.2480
0.2353

39.5
29.8
23.5
18.8

0.2035
0.2027
0.2013
0.1986

0.00
-0.05
0.25
0.30

DM2

1
2
3
4

1.0205
1.0151
1.0086
0.9996

1.0245
1.0067
0.9915
0.9771

0.39
-0.83
-1.70
-2.25

1.0178
1.0153
1.0093
1.0005

-0.26
0.02
0.07
0.09

DM3

1
2
3
4

5.0849
5.0643
5.0362
4.9969

4.7653
4.7473
4.7260
4.6981

-6.29
-6.26
-6.16
-5.98

5.0795
5.0630
5.0375
4.9986

-0.11
-0.03
0.03
0.03

With tip mass

Mass-Corrected

EFE (GPa)

Error (%)

Ecorr (GPa)

Error (%)

It should be noted that if the adverse effects of the added mass are not removed, the
same amount tip mass can result in very different levels of errors in identified E of the
damping layer depending on the properties of the Oberst beam (e.g., on average, more
than 25% for DM1, about -1% for DM2 and about -6% for DM3). These errors depend
on how the natural frequencies of the Oberst beam are changing relative to those of
the base beam. The highest errors are obtained when the natural frequencies of the
Oberst beam are significantly lower than those of the base beam due to the inertia
dominated effect of the free layer.
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The Young’s moduli of the bare beam and the damping layer as well as the loss factors
of the Oberst beam are required for the determination of the loss factor of the damping
layer. The modal loss factors of the beams with and without the tip mass are estimated
using the Modal Strain Energy Method [95]. Although the numerical results are not
presented here, for brevity, it is found that adding tip mass as a lumped point-mass to
the FE models did not cause any change in modal loss factors of homogenous and
layered (Oberst) beams. This is an expected result since a lumped point-mass can
neither stores strain energy nor dissipates energy. It is worth stating here that this issue
is revisited in the discussion section where the tip mass is considered as a 3D object in
the FE model. As a summary, the results of the FE simulations suggest that the method
proposed for removing the adverse effects of mass modification can be very effective
for determining the correct modal parameters of the test specimens.
7.3.3 Experimental validation using homogenous beams
An experimental setup is designed for the experimental validation and application of
the proposed method for the removal of the adverse effects of the tip mass and the
magnetic stiffness. In the experimental study, a signal is generated and amplified using
a power amplifier (TWS 18) and sent through a T-router to the magnetic exciter. The
other end of the T-router is connected to an analyser, as shown in Figure 7.6(a). A laser
scanning head (Polytech PSV 400) is used to measure the response of the beam
exposed to the electromagnetic excitation and the response signal is also sent to the
analyser to perform FRF measurements. The measurements are performed within 02000 Hz. An image of the Oberst beam test rig, including the test specimen with
ferromagnetic discs, is also presented in Figure 7.6(b). It is worth mentioning here that
the length of the segment of the beam exposed into the magnetic exciter slot (δ), shown
in Figure 7.6(a), is the main parameter controlling the magnetic stiffening effect and,
when δ is constant, it is acting as a linear spring [162,172].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6 : a) Schematic of the experimental setup and b) the Oberst beam test rig
including the test specimen with ferromagnetic discs.
The next subsections present the results of the applications of the proposed method to
beams made of different materials. The homogeneous beam is made of steel, which,
in fact, does not require the attachment of additional ferromagnetic material to the tip
of the beam for magnetic excitation. However, a homogeneous steel beam is
deliberately used here so as to be able to determine the actual natural frequencies of
the system without the tip mass experimentally so that the performance of the method
can be assessed using the “actual” natural frequencies and loss factors as reference
values. Then, the proposed method is used for beams made of non-magnetic materials,
which represent a real situation demanding tip mass modification in order to estimate
modal properties for material characterisation.
7.3.3.1 Validation using a homogeneous beam made of ferromagnetic material
A steel beam specimen with the properties thickness t = 1 mm, the width b = 10 mm,
the length L = 220 mm, ρsteel = 7581 kg/m3 is tested using the Oberst beam test rig.
FRF measurements are performed without the tip mass first, and then with a total of
0.34 g tip mass (two small discs made of steel) in order to quantify the effects of the
attached mass. The discs are glued to the tip of the beam on both sides such that the
mass centres of the discs coincide with the tip of the beam. It should be noted, however,
that this resulted in a portion of the small discs extending beyond the tip of the beam.
Sample FRFs presented in Figure 7.7 clearly demonstrate the natural frequency shifts
caused by the attachment of the ferromagnetic discs to the tip of the beam. It is also
seen in Figure 7.7 that the sharpness of the peaks of the FRFs around each mode
remains almost the same, suggesting that the change of modal damping values due to
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the added tip mass is either very small or negligible. The experiments are performed
for different values of gap parameter, δ, with an increment of 1 mm, in order to
estimate the magnetic stiffening effect of the electromagnetic exciter. However, the
maximum possible value of δ, dictated by the magnetic exciter used in the tests, was 5
mm.

Figure 7.7 : Two measured FRFs of the steel beam with (dashed curve) and without
(continuous curve) tip mass modification.
The tests described so far provided experimentally identified natural frequencies for
the steel beam with and without the tip mass for different values of gap parameter δ.
The natural frequencies corresponding to the beam with tip mass are corrected using
the FCFs in order to estimate the natural frequencies of the system without the tip
mass. The FCFs are obtained to be 1.0407 for the first mode, 1.0377 for the second
mode, 1.0353 for the third mode and 1.0334 for the fourth mode. The measured natural
frequencies of the beam with and without the tip mass, and the mass-corrected natural
frequencies are plotted as a function of the gap parameter in Figure 7.8.
The inspection of the results presented in Figure 7.8 demands assessing the results in
two frequency ranges; one for the higher modes, and the other for the lower modes
(first mode in this case). As far as the higher modes are concerned, it can be seen that
the natural frequencies of the beam with the tip mass are always lower than those
without the tip mass, implying that mass modification is dominating at these
frequencies. Also, the results clearly show that the natural frequencies of the beam
with and without the tip mass, even for a quantity of tip mass which is less than half a
gram, are significantly different from each other, suggesting that even such a small
amount of tip mass should not be ignored in practice. Nevertheless, it is obvious that
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the application of the proposed method successfully estimates the natural frequencies
of the beam without the tip mass using the natural frequencies of the beam with the tip
mass and the calculated FCFs.
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Figure 7.8 : Experimentally obtained natural frequencies of a steel specimen with tip
mass (▲), without tip mass (♦) and mass-corrected natural frequencies (■) for a)
first, b) second, c) third and d) fourth modes.
As seen in Figure 7.8, the corrected natural frequencies are very close to the correct
ones for the second, third and fourth modes. On the other hand, the results for the first
mode may appear somewhat unexpected at first sight in the sense that in spite of the
tip mass modification, the natural frequency of the first mode hardly changes for the
lower values of the gap parameter δ and then starts to increase for higher values of δ.
This is actually not surprising at all; the results are simply demonstrating that around
the first natural frequency, the net effect of the tip mass and magnetic stiffness
modification is mainly stiffness dominated, causing the natural frequency to increase
as the gap parameter is increased. However, it can also be seen that the effects of mass
and stiffness modifications approximately cancel each other out when δ is about 1.0
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mm, yielding almost identical natural frequencies for the beams with and without the
tip mass.
As the results in Figure 7.8 demonstrate, the removal of the adverse effect of the tip
mass alone may not be sufficient, especially for the lower mode(s) (in this case the
first mode), in order to predict the natural frequencies of the unmodified system with
acceptable accuracy. Thus, the removal of the adverse effect of the magnetic stiffness
is also needed. This is addressed using the extrapolation method recommended in
[172], yielding the final, corrected natural frequencies of the system as listed in Table
7.4. A third order extrapolation is employed here for removing the adverse magnetic
stiffening effect. However, it is worth stating here that the order of the extrapolation
does not significantly change the estimated natural frequencies. All in all, as can be
seen from Table 7.4, the corrected natural frequencies (cleared from both of the
adverse effects), fsc, are estimated with an error of less than half a percent for higher
modes. However, the error for the first mode is somewhat higher, at around 3%. The
error being higher for the first mode is actually expected since the first mode is known
to be adversely affected by other factors including air resistance. In fact, the use of the
experimental results for the first mode is not recommended in practice, especially for
sandwich beams for material characterisation [152]. Accordingly, although the results
for the first mode are included in this section, it is not recommended the use of the data
for the first mode for the characterisation of materials if the test system introduces both
mass and stiffness modifications to the test specimen.
Table 7.4 : Natural frequencies of a steel beam before and after the removal of the
adverse effects of tip mass and magnetic stiffening.

Mode
1
2
3
4

Experimental
(without tip mass - actual)
factual (Hz)
17.01
106.21
297.49
583.32

Experimental
(with tip mass)
fm (Hz) Error (%)
16.85
-0.94
102.66
-3.34
288.22
-3.12
566.26
-2.92

Corrected
fsc (Hz)
17.54
106.53
298.39
585.16

Error (%)
3.12
0.30
0.30
0.32

The benefits of the removal of the adverse effects of mass and stiffness modifications
on material characterisation are also investigated. Accordingly, the Young’s moduli of
the steel beam specimen are calculated using eq. 7.21 by using the correct natural
frequencies (experimental ones without the tip mass), natural frequencies with the tip
mass and magnetic spring, and by using the corrected natural frequencies via the
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procedure proposed in this chapter. The results presented in Table 7.5 confirm that the
errors in the estimated Young’s moduli can be reduced by almost an order of
magnitude for higher modes, although the error reduction in the estimated material
properties corresponding to the first mode is somewhat higher. The reason for this
relatively lower accuracy for the first mode is believed to be mainly due to the portion
of the small discs made of ferromagnetic material extending beyond the tip of the beam
as well as other non-linear effects including the air resistance.
Table 7.5 : Comparisons of the estimated Young’s moduli of a steel beam with its
actual values.

Mode
1
2
3
4

Experimental
(without tip mass - actual)
Eactual (GPa)
196.91
195.47
195.60
195.84

Experimental
(with tip mass)
Emeas (GPa) Error (%)
193.22
-1.9
182.62
-6.6
183.60
-6.1
184.55
-5.8

Corrected
Ecorr (GPa)
209.37
196.65
196.79
197.08

Error (%)
6.3
0.6
0.6
0.6

The loss factors of the specimen are also determined using the measured FRFs with
and without magnetic discs. The line-fit method [240] is used for this purpose and the
results are listed in Table 7.6. It is known that the elastic and damping properties of
steel are not expected to change with frequency in the frequency range of interest here.
The identified loss factors are found to be about 0.2% or lower and these results in
Table 7.6 are in good agreement with the literature [152]. It is seen that the gap
parameter and mass modification have a negligible effect on modal loss factors (the
difference being less than 0.06%), circumventing the need for any correction of modal
loss factors. As stated before, the use of the first mode is not recommended in the
standard as it is difficult to estimate reliable material properties for this mode.
Accordingly, the loss factors for the first mode are not included in Table 7.6.
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Table 7.6 : The experimentally determined modal loss factors of the steel beam with
and without tip mass for different configurations of the gap parameter.
δ (mm)
MODE
2
3
4

δ (mm)
MODE
2
3
4

Without Tip Mass
1
2
3
4
η (%)
0.22 0.21 0.19 0.24
0.16 0.16 0.16 0.17
0.14 0.14 0.15 0.13

1
0.24
0.15
0.13

With Tip Mass
2
3
4
η (%)
0.24 0.22 0.22
0.16 0.15 0.16
0.13 0.13 0.13

5

Average

0.25
0.16
0.14

0.22
0.16
0.14

5

Average

0.23
0.16
0.13

0.23
0.15
0.13

7.3.3.2 Application to a non-magnetic homogenous beam made of aluminium
In this section, the validated method is applied to determine the correct natural
frequencies hence material properties of an aluminium beam that cannot be tested
using an Oberst test rig with a magnetic exciter without a disc modification. The
dimensions and the properties of the selected aluminium beam are as follows: t = 1.7
mm, b = 10 mm, L = 220 mm, ρAl = 2700 kg/m3. The same magnetic discs, with a total
mass of 0.34 g, are attached at the tip of the beam and the modified specimen is
examined for several values of the gap parameter δ. The FCFs for the first four bending
modes are calculated (using the ratio of the tip mass to the mass of the aluminium
beam) as 1.0660, 1.0587, 1.0535 and 1.0488. By using these values, the adverse effect
of the tip mass on the measurements are removed in the first step. In the second step,
the adverse effect of magnetic stiffening is also removed so as to obtain the corrected
natural frequencies related to using zero values of δ. The measured and corrected
natural frequencies as well as the corresponding Young’s moduli values are presented
in Table 7.7.
The presented results indicate that the calculated Young’s moduli of the aluminium
beam would have been about 10% erroneous without the use of the proposed method.
Besides, the Young’s moduli values obtained with the proposed method are very
consistent, the quantitative value being about 69 GPa which is the commonly quoted
value for the Young’s modulus of aluminium material.
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Table 7.7 : Comparisons of the estimated natural frequencies and Young’s moduli of
an aluminium beam with their corrected values.
Experimental
(With Tip Mass)

Corrected

Mode

fm (Hz)

Emeas (GPa)

fsc (Hz)

Ecorr (GPa)

Difference in E (%)

1
2
3
4

27.06
170.37
478.74
943.50

61.39
61.98
62.43
63.14

28.84
180.37
504.35
989.54

69.76
69.47
69.28
69.45

12.00
10.78
9.89
9.09

7.3.3.3 Application to a carbon-fibre reinforced composite beam
This section presents the application of the proposed method to a non-magnetic
carbon-fibre reinforced composite beam specimen whose properties cannot be
measured via the Oberst beam test rig with an electromagnetic exciter without the use
of ferromagnetic discs. The active length of the beam used here is L = 220 mm, the
width b = 10 mm, the beam thickness is 0.7 mm and the overall density of the beam is
ρcomp = 1203 kg/m3. One can easily infer that the adverse effects of the added mass will
be stronger in this case due to the density of the beam being lower than those of the
steel and aluminium beams used in the previous tests. Two ferromagnetic discs (with
a total mass 0.34 g again) are glued at the tip of the non-magnetic beam and the
measurements are carried out for different gap parameters as it is done previously. The
FCFs are calculated for the beam and found to be 1.3216 for the first mode, 1.2011 for
the second mode, 1.1471 for the third mode and 1.1147 for the fourth mode. The high
values of these FCFs immediately reveal that the added tip mass affects the natural
frequencies quite strongly.
The measured natural frequencies of the carbon-fibre beam with the tip mass as well
as the mass-corrected natural frequencies are presented in Figure 7.9. As anticipated,
the difference between the corrected and the measured natural frequencies are much
greater than the corresponding results for the steel beam due to the density of the nonmagnetic beam being much lower than that of the steel beam. After the removal of the
effect of the tip mass, the effect of the magnetic stiffening effect is also removed by
interpolating the mass-corrected natural frequencies in Figure 7.9, i.e., estimating the
natural frequencies corresponding to δ = 0.
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Figure 7.9 : Experimentally obtained natural frequencies of a non-magnetic
specimen (▲) and mass-corrected natural frequencies (■), for a) first, b) second, c)
third and d) fourth modes.
The final values of the corrected natural frequencies together with the measured ones
as well as the estimated Young’s moduli of the carbon-fibre reinforced beam using the
measured and corrected natural frequencies are listed in Table 7.8. It is obvious that
while the discs made of ferromagnetic material make it possible to excite the system
and allow the identification of the natural frequencies, the added mass can change
(reduce in this case) the natural frequencies very significantly, much more than those
seen for the steel beam case. According to these results, it can be said that without the
removal operation of the adverse effects, the estimated Young’s moduli of the
specimen would have been about 25% lower than the actual value. It should be
stressed, once again, that although the Young’s modulus corresponding to the first
mode is calculated and listed in Table 7.8, it is evident that the result for the first mode
is not reliable. Hence, it should be ignored in practice.
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Table 7.8 : Natural frequencies of a non-magnetic carbon-fibre beam before and
after the removal of mass and magnetic stiffening effects.

MODE
1
2
3
4

Experimental
(with tip mass)
fm (Hz) Emeas (GPa)
13.32
39.1
68.20
26.1
196.55
27.6
396.77
29.3

Corrected
fsc (Hz)
17.60
81.90
225.47
442.27

Ecorr (GPa)
68.3
37.6
36.4
36.4

The experimentally determined modal loss factors of the carbon-fibre reinforced beam
with different gap parameter values are listed in Table 7.9. These results reveal, once
again, that the loss factors do not significantly vary with the gap parameter. The
experimental and numerical results confirm that the proposed method for the removal
of the adverse effects of mass modification, combined with the subsequent removal of
the electromagnetic stiffening effects, is very effective.
Table 7.9 : The experimentally determined modal loss factors of the carbon-fibre
reinforced beam with the tip mass.
δ (mm)
MODE

1

2

3

2
3
4

0.33
0.20
0.24

0.32
0.21
0.24

0.29
0.22
0.24

4
η (%)
0.33
0.19
0.24

5

Average

0.32
0.20
0.24

0.32
0.20
0.24

7.3.4 Experimental validation using a sandwich constrained-layer beam
As a last validation case, a sandwich cantilever beam (b = 10 mm, L = 210 mm) with
steel outer layers and a viscoelastic core layer is tested in the Oberst beam test rig. The
measured properties of the steel faces are t = 1 mm, ρsteel = 7907 kg/m3 and Esteel = 200
GPa. The soft core material that glued between the two face layers, has density ρVC =
1189 kg/m3 and its thickness is 2.6 mm. The tests are performed without the tip mass
first, and then the two small discs attached to the outer sides of the face layers such
that the mass centres of the discs coincide with the tip of the beam as in the previous
cases. As before, the measurements are conducted for different values of the gap
parameter, δ. The FCFs are calculated again, according to the proposed approach. The
measured and corrected natural frequencies as well as the FCFs are presented in Table
7.10.
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Table 7.10 : Natural frequencies of the sandwich beam before and after the removal
of the adverse effects of tip mass and magnetic stiffening.

Mode

Experimental
(without tip mass - actual)
factual (Hz)

Experimental
(with tip mass)
fm (Hz) Error (%)

2

142.70

141.05

-1.16

1.0042

141.64

-0.74

3

342.28

338.70

-1.05

1.0040

340.05

-0.65

4

636.15

629.49

-1.05

1.0039

631.95

-0.66

Corrected
FCF

fsc (Hz) Error (%)

Since the mass of the beam in this case is much larger compared to the additional tip
mass, the observed errors remain relatively small. Despite of this fact, it is seen again
that the proposed approach decreases the errors. The identified loss factors of the
sandwich beam are also presented in Table 7.11. It should be remembered that the
proposed method suggests no correction for the loss factors as it is assumed that change
of damping in the system due to the very small disc attachments is negligible. The
results presented in Table 7.11 confirm the validity of this assumption.
Table 7.11 : Measured loss factor of the sandwich beam with and without tip mass.

Mode
2
3
4

Experimental
(without tip mass - actual)
ηactual (%)
5.0
3.0
2.5

Experimental
(with tip mass)
ηm (%)
5.1
3.1
2.5

However, combined effects of the tip mass and magnetic stiffening may generate
significant impact on the calculated values of the material properties. In order to
quantify these and validate the proposed procedure, the material properties of the core
layer are calculated according to the formulations in [152] using the uncorrected and
corrected natural frequencies listed in Table 7.10 and loss factors in Table 7.11. The
calculated shear moduli of the core material is presented in Table 7.12 and it is
observed that the method reduced the adverse effects of the additional mass and
yielded more accurate material properties.
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Table 7.12 : Comparisons of the actual (reference), estimated (with the tip mass) and
the corrected shear moduli of the viscoelastic core material, and the associated errors.
Without tip mass
Mode
2
3
4

Gactual (MPa)
2.827
3.183
3.621

With tip mass
Gmeas (MPa)
2.680
2.918
3.156

Error (%)
-5.2
-8.3
-12.8

Corrected
Gcorr (MPa)
2.733
3.018
3.327

Error (%)
-3.3
-5.2
-8.1

Moreover, the calculated loss factors of the viscoelastic core and the corresponding
errors are given in Table 7.13. The presented results confirm that the proposed method
leads to more accurate predictions compared to the calculated values using the
uncorrected experimental data.
Table 7.13 : Comparisons of the actual (reference), estimated (with the tip mass) and
the corrected loss factors the viscoelastic core material, and the associated errors.
Mode
2
3
4

Without tip mass
ηactual (%)
11.3
12.1
15.5

With tip mass
ηmeas (%) Error (%)
11.8
4.7
13.2
9.5
17.0
10.0

Corrected
ηcorr (%) Error (%)
11.7
3.7
12.9
6.8
16.3
5.2

Discussions
In the proposed method, the attached mass (small discs) at the tip of the beam is
modelled as a lumped point-mass. This means that the rotational inertia of the discs as
well as the strain energy carried by the discs during deformation are implicitly assumed
to be negligible. Moreover, it is assumed that the attached mass is positioned exactly
at the tip of the beam, ignoring any positioning error. Here, using a FE model of the
carbon-fibre reinforced beam (with 20-noded solid elements), some FE simulations
are performed to assess the validity or implications of these assumptions. In the
simulations, it is assumed that the discs (with the dimensions of 9.0 mm in diameter
and 0.3 mm in thickness) are made of steel, with material properties Edisc =205 GPa,
ρdisc = 8750 kg/m3, νdisc = 0.3 and ηdisc = 0.0%, and the carbon-fibre beam is made of a
homogenous material with material properties Ecf = 37 GPa, ρcf = 1202.6 kg/m3, νcf =
0.35 and ηcf = 0.25%. This resulted in a mass ratio (discs masses to beam mass) being
equal to about 0.18. First, the effects of the rotational inertia of the attached discs are
investigated. For this purpose, the discs attached to the beam are modelled as (i)
lumped point-masses (i.e., the rotational inertia of the discs is ignored) and (ii) 3D
parts using solid elements (i.e., the rotational inertia is included). The predicted natural
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frequencies for both models, their corrected values using the proposed method which
does not take the rotational inertia effects into account, and the corresponding errors
are listed in Table 7.14. It can be seen that, although the errors in the corrected natural
frequencies of the FE model in which the discs’ rotational inertia is included are
somewhat larger than those when the discs are assumed to be lumped point-masses,
the effects of the discs’ rotational inertia on the natural frequency of the structure is
almost negligible (less than 0.3%) for a mass ratio of 0.18 for the first four modes.
Further analyses are carried out by doubling the mass at the tip and the errors in the
corrected frequencies due to ignoring the effects of rotational inertia is found to be less
than 0.5%, even for a mass ratio of 0.36.
Table 7.14 : The effects of rotational inertia of the discs on the natural frequencies of
the test specimen.
Without
discs
(Reference)
FE
Predictions

FE
Predictions

MODE

factual (Hz)

fFE (Hz)

fc (Hz)

1
2
3
4

13.02
81.56
228.39
447.71

9.89
68.01
199.22
401.74

13.00
81.54
228.35
447.58

With discs as lumped masses
(Excluding rotational inertia)
Mass-Corrected
Error
(%)
-0.15
-0.02
-0.02
-0.03

With discs as 3D parts
(Including rotational inertia)
FE
Predictions

Mass-Corrected

fFE (Hz)

fc (Hz)

9.89
67.97
198.95
400.76

13.00
81.50
228.04
446.49

Error
(%)
-0.15
-0.07
-0.15
-0.27

The effect of the discs on modal damping values of the system is also investigated.
During this investigation, the loss factors for the beam and disc materials are set to
ηcf= 0.25% and ηdisc = 0.0%, respectively. The modal loss factors for the beam with
and without the discs are predicted via MSEM using the FE models. The modal loss
factors for the beam with and without the discs are found to be almost identical, i.e.,
0.25%. This means that strain energy stored by the discs at the tip of the cantilever
beam is extremely small compared to that of the beam itself, hence, the effect of the
tip mass on modal damping levels can safely be considered negligible as verified
experimentally before.
As stated, the proposed method in this chapter assumes that the ferromagnetic discs
are placed exactly at the tip of the beam. However, this may not be possible in practice.
Possible errors that might be caused by the imprecise positioning of the discs are
estimated using the FE model for the carbon-fibre reinforced beam again. Natural
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frequencies of the system are predicted when the discs are placed at slightly different
positions around the tip of the beam and the corrected natural frequencies are
determined using the proposed method. Then, the errors in the natural frequencies due
to the inaccurate positioning of the discs are determined and listed in Table 7.15. It can
be seen that accurate positioning of the discs at the tip of the beam is important; a
positioning error of around 1 mm can lead to an error of around 0.8% in corrected
natural frequencies for the first four modes.
Table 7.15 : Errors in corrected natural frequencies caused by misplacement of the
tip mass.
Error in position of
the tip mass (mm)
Mode
1
2
3
4

0.5

1

1.5

0.56
0.48
0.45
0.44

Error (%)
0.70
0.80
0.83
0.85

0.84
1.12
1.20
1.26

Positioning the discs at the tip of a beam has some advantages. For example, doing so
guarantees that all the bending modes within a frequency range of interest can be
excited by the electromagnetic exciter. Also, the strain energy carried by the added
mass is automatically minimised when the mass is positioned at the tip of the beam.
Nevertheless, the method proposed here can be extended for an arbitrary exciter
position. The eigenvalue problem of a beam carrying a point mass at an arbitrary
position has already been studied in the literature [241–243]. For extending the
presented method here for an arbitrary disc position, only the characteristic equation
in eq. 7.17 should be replaced for the new case. This topic is considered to be an area
for future research.
Conclusions
The Oberst beam test rig with an electromagnetic exciter is widely used for identifying
frequency-depended mechanical properties of materials. Although the specimens
made of ferromagnetic materials can safely be excited and tested using this test rig,
testing non-magnetic materials using a test rig with an electromagnetic exciter is not
possible unless some magnetic particles or ferromagnetic discs are attached to the tip
of the test beam. However, attaching these particles or discs introduces undesirable
mass modification combined with an electromagnetic stiffness effect to the system and
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these adverse effects can significantly reduce the accuracy of the estimated material
properties. In this chapter, first the consequences of such a modification are
investigated and it is demonstrated that the natural frequencies of the beam with a
relatively small amount of tip mass exposed to electromagnetic excitation are
significantly affected. It is also shown that, relative to the unmodified system, the
natural frequencies of the lower modes of the modified system can increase due to the
stiffness-dominated effect, while those of the higher modes decrease due to the massdominated effect. Then, a method is proposed for eliminating the adverse effects of
the tip mass modification to the test specimen, which also allows the subsequent
removal of the electromagnetic stiffening effects produced by the electromagnetic
exciter.
The validation of the proposed method is carried out using numerical simulations as
well as experimental results. FE simulations confirmed that the proposed approach is
very effective for removing the adverse effects of tip mass modification from the
natural frequencies of homogeneous and layered beams subjected to such
modifications, leading to more reliable identification of material properties. The
experimental study comprised tests on beam specimens made of steel as well as nonmagnetic materials. The experimental results also confirmed that the proposed method
for the removal of the adverse effects of mass modification, combined with the
subsequent removal of the electromagnetic stiffening effects, is very effective, making
it possible to determine the Elastic Moduli of non-magnetic materials with high
accuracy. The findings of the experimental and numerical studies show that the
magnetic stiffness and mass modification have negligible effects on modal loss factors
of test specimens, hence, there is no need for correction of loss factors when a tip mass
is used. The proposed method appears to be very promising for the accurate
identification of mechanical properties of non-magnetic materials and their composites
using the Oberst Beam Method.
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Conclusions
The efforts in the scope of this thesis are directed towards improving efficient
modelling techniques for damped multi-layered structures and precise characterisation
of frequency-dependent material properties of multi-layered structures which are
extensively used for reducing or controlling noise and vibration levels in practice. To
this end, various finite element (FE) modelling approaches are proposed for such
structures, and new numerical and experimental studies are presented. The main
accomplishments of the thesis are given as:


An equivalent shell FE based on second-order shear assumption is developed
and validated for free-layer structures.



An equivalent shell FE based on second-order stress assumption is proposed
and validated for free-layer and constrained-layer structures.



Shear correction factor formulations for multi-layered structures in the
literature are evaluated, and a composite shell FE approach using the existing
shear correction formulations are presented.



Validation studies of the proposed FEs using sandwich beams and plates
confirmed that high level of accuracy can be achieved in practice.



The adverse effects of a modification used in Oberst test rig for the
characterisation of non-magnetic specimens are identified and a two-step
procedure which aims to remove these adverse effects is proposed for more
accurate determination of dynamic properties of non-magnetic materials and
their composites.

The main tasks performed during the thesis study and the summarised achievements
are listed below:
i) The existing finite element modelling procedures for damped multi-layered
structures are somewhat cumbersome, complicated or very expensive. Therefore, this
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study is undertaken to develop more practical and cost-effective FE modelling
approaches. To this end, firstly, the formulation and application of multi-layered solid
elements are considered. A set of multi-layered solid elements (8-, 12- and 20-noded)
are proposed and implemented in in-house FE code. Here, the 12-noded solid element
configuration, which is not widely used because of being geometrically non-isotropic,
is also included in order to have a higher order of interpolation function along the
thickness direction while reducing the computational time. Even though the presented
12-noded element delivers similar results to 20-noded elements and offers some
savings in CPU time, it is concluded that this improvement is insufficient for practical
applications. The presented results also reveal that, if a multi-layered structure is to be
modelled using solid elements, the requirement is that at least one element along the
thickness direction should be used for each layer. Unfortunately, this still leads to
excessive costs in many applications hence not practical.
ii) An energy-based FE derivation approach for developing an equivalent shell finite
element is investigated. The formulations based on stacking corrected complex
stiffness matrices of individual layers as an equivalent single-layer stiffness matrix are
presented. Such energy-based corrections are achieved by defining "Energy
Coefficients" for each layer, which are obtained by considering the extension, bending
and shear deformations of each layer in multi-layered configuration. Bending Energy
Coefficients (BECs) are obtained analytically, using the beam bending theory based
on First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT). Furthermore, a second-order shear
strain distribution assumption is utilised for the computation of shear energy
coefficients.
An equivalent shell FE is formulated using the mass and stiffness matrices of the
individual layers and the bending and shear energy coefficients. The damping ability
of the composite FE is achieved by using the complex Young's modulus of the material
of each layer. The presented composite FE has been validated for free-layer structures
using experimental results in the literature as well as models with reference shell FEs.
The results indicate that the proposed composite FE, based on the second-order strain
approach, can predict the modal parameters of free-layer structures with high accuracy.
Additionally, the performance of composite FE in modelling symmetrical constrainedlayer structures is evaluated using the state-of-the-art expensive models with 3D solid
elements. However, it has been concluded that the composite FE based on the second-
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order strain approach is insufficient for dynamic modelling of constrained-layer
damped structures.
iii) In the light of the observations in this thesis and the findings in the literature, a
continuous stress distribution along the composite thickness is considered for better
representation of the actual physical behaviour compared to the second-order strain
assumption. Accordingly, several approaches that fulfil the interlaminar transverse
stress continuity are examined for calculating Shear Energy Coefficients (SECs) in
order to improve the accuracy of the proposed composite FE approach. Among these,
the second-order stress assumption is found to be the most practical, yet successful for
modelling multi-layered structures, including non-symmetric composites.
The algorithm is implemented in a FE code. The results of the performed FE analyses
confirm the better performance of the second-order stress assumption over the strainbased approach for constrained-layer structures having moderately thick cores.
However, some limitations are also identified for constrained-layer structures with
significantly softer (less stiff) or relatively thin core layers.
iv) A new composite FE shear correction factor is proposed as a function of layer
properties and the dimensions of the composite element in order to minimise the
limitations and enhance the equivalent shell FE approach. Numerical simulations using
symmetrical and non-symmetrical constrained-layer structures confirmed that the
enhanced composite FE is a robust and powerful tool for modelling the multi-layered
damped structures in practical applications. As expected, the use of equivalent shell
FE can save huge amount of CPU time compared to modelling multi-layered structures
using 3D solid elements. It is believed that various practical problems which cannot
be modelled and analysed using 3D solid elements due to excessive costs can now be
carried out the using the proposed equivalent composite shell element.
v) An alternative composite shell FE formulation using existing shear correction
factors in the literature is presented. The new composite shell FE uses BECs for
correcting the bending behaviour as in the previous. Rather than the use of the SECs
and FE correction factors combinations, the existing shear correction factors
designated for multi-layered structures are employed to obtain the composite shear
stiffness matrix. For this purpose, several shear correction formulations in the literature
are assessed and their applicability in the proposed approach is evaluated. The findings
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have revealed that using a single shear correction factor for the whole composite
structure could not provide accurate damping characteristics. However, it is
demonstrated that using individual shear correction factors for individual layers in the
proposed formulation of composite shell FE leads to accurate frequency and loss factor
predictions for multi-layered structures for practical applications. Besides, this
approach is considered to be less sensitive to mesh density.
vi) The specimens made of ferromagnetic materials can safely be excited and tested
using the Oberst test rig with an electromagnetic exciter. However, testing nonmagnetic materials using this widely used test rig is not possible unless some magnetic
particles or ferromagnetic discs are attached to the tip of the test specimen. This
modification on the test beam results in undesirable additional tip mass combined with
an electromagnetic stiffening effect to the system, which can significantly reduce the
accuracy of the estimated material properties. Relative to the unmodified system, the
combined effects can be stiffness-dominated for lower modes or mass-dominates for
higher modes, leading to natural frequency increase or decrease, respectively.
vii) A new method is proposed for eliminating the adverse effects of the tip mass
modification to the test specimen, which also allows the subsequent removal of the
electromagnetic stiffening effects produced by the electromagnetic exciter. The
proposed method is validated using numerical as well as experimental studies. It has
been observed that the proposed procedure is beneficial and leads to the determination
of the Elastic Moduli of non-magnetic materials and equivalent elastic properties of
the composites with high accuracy. The experimental results also reveal that the
magnetic stiffness and mass modification have negligible effects on modal loss factors
of test specimens.
Suggestions for Future Works
Notwithstanding that some significant successes have been achieved on modelling and
identification of elastic and damping behaviour of multi-layered structures, there is
abundant room for further progress. Recommended future work can be listed as
follows:


The proposed equivalent FE approach can be improved for modelling the
structures having very soft and extremely thin core layers.
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A greater focus on the finite element shear correction factor formulation in the
stress-based approach can produce interesting findings. Theoretical
investigations of such approach can lead better understanding of the shear
deformation schemes in multi-layered structures.



More accurate stress distribution assumptions across the thickness direction of
multi-layered structures, such as higher-order polynomials, Zig-zag functions
etc., can be explored and implemented into the proposed shell FE approach.



Another possible area of future research would be improving the composite
shell FEs for modelling the fibre-reinforced composites.



The experimental identification procedure can be extended further for arbitrary
disc positions, and the minor non-linear uncertainties in the presented method
can be explored.
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